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NOTE OF TRANSMITTAL 
This report o f  the F i r s t  SEASAT-A Industrial Users Workshop was prepared 
fo r  the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Space and 
Terrestr ial Appl ications, under Contract NASU-3047. Thi s workshop was spon- 
sored by the SEASAT-A Program O f f  ice, NASA Headquarters. Technical Off icer 
for t h i s  task was Mr. Donald Montgomery o f  the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
The authors o f  th is  report are Mr. Kenneth W. Hicks and Mr. 0. P. Mi l ler .  
The authors wish t o  thank the speakers and part icipants i n  t h i s  workshop f o r  
the i r  cooperation i n  providing the material contained i n  t h i s  report. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There were some 50 attendees a t  a SEASAT-A Indus t r ia l  User's Workshop 
held a t  Prospect Hal l ,  Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, on 29 
and 30 November 1977. The purpose o f  t h i s  workshop was t o  begin the pro- 
cess o f  def i r i i  t i o n  and development o f  the SEASAT-A Industry Demonstration 
Program, leading t o  the implementation o f  a set of experiments which 
would begin during the l a t e r  par t  o f  1978 fo l lowing the launch o f  SEASAT-A 
(now scheduled f o r  May 1978). The workshop brought together various repre- 
sentat i  ves associated under NASA w i th  the production of geophysical data and 
information from SEASAT-A and representatives o f  industry and government 
agencies who w i  11 indiv idual  l y  and independently evaluate t h i s  geoqhysical 
data and information, f o r  NASA and f o r  themselves, i n  cooperative experi - 
ments. The representation a1 so included a foreign par t ic ipant  (Canada) and 
a foreign observer (ESA). 
Studies o f  the economic potent ia l  of an operational s a t e l l i t e  system 
t o  provide improved forecasts o f  weather and ocean conditions f o r  ocean 
regions indicate tha t  the benefi ts that  could be derived from the use o f  
these data and forecasts w i l l  come about as a resu l t  o f  t h e i r  use by indus- 
t r i e s  that  operate i n  these environments.' These studies have shown tha t  
the major areas o f  expected benef i t  from the improved datd and forecasts 
are marine transportation, offshore resource explorat ion and development, 
Arc t ic  operations and ocean f ishing.  An i n i t i a l  step i n  the explorat ion o f  
the technical and economic feasi b i  1 i t y  of the use o f  sate1 1 i t e  systems t o  
I SEASAT Economic Assessmeg, ECON, Inc., 31 August 1976. 
provide improved weather and ocean c o ~ d i t i o n  data and forecasts f o r  ocean 
regions w i l l  be taken wi th  the launc'l o f  SEASAT-A. NASA, through the SEASAT-A 
program, has encouraged the plar  i rr ?f  cooperative experiments b j  industr ies 
and government agencies that  on, 3t:  'n areas o f  ocean a c t i v i t y  tha t  could 
benefit from improved measurC!n . . s  ; Inl forecasts c f   eath her and ocean condi- 
t i o n ~ . * * ~  The c b j ~ i l i v e s  o f  these experiments are to: 
Evaiuate the signif icance o f  SEASAT-A data t o  comnercial user o r -  
ganizations 
Assist i n  iden t i f y ing  those character ist ics o f  f o l  low-on systems 
that  are important t o  indust r ia l  users 
a Obtain experimental evidence tha t  could be used t o  re f ine  estimates 
o f  the economic potent ia l  c f  an operational system 
0 Begin the technology t ransfer  process t o  the indus t r ia l  users. 
Since the workshop occurred subsequent t o  NASA approval o f  funding f o r  
the cooperative experiments, i t  was the f i r s t  meeting o f  the SEASAT-A indus- 
t r i a l  users having an approved e x p l i c i t  object ive o f  def in ing the require- 
ments o f  the cooperative experiments 'nvol ving SEASAT-A data. It i s  expected 
tha t  there w i l l  be one o r  two addit ional workshops before SEASAT-A derived 
geographical data and information are ready f o r  dissemination. 
Through presentation and discussion, s i x  major topics were addressed 
t h r o u g h o u t  the workshop as fo l  lows: 
1. The current status o f  the SEASAT-A program. 
L An Evai uation of SEASAT-A Candidate Ocean Industry Economic Ver i f  ica-  
t i on  Experiments, ECON, Inc., 1 Apr i l  1977. 
- 
'SEASAT-A Industry h o n s  t r a  t ion Proqrarn (ASVT Program), Vol urnes I and 
I I, NASA ~eadqrrqrters, 1 June 1977. 
2. A detai led presentation o f  the SEASAT-A instrumentation; the 
various physical interact ions involved and the t rans la t ion of 
these interact ions t o  geophysical data; the confidence deter- 
mined for  these trans1 a t  ions and the data accuracies expected. 
3. The involvement o f  Fleet  Numeric Weather Central (FNWC) as a 
source of oceanographic and meteorological information and the 
mechanics o f  data and information dissemination tha t  w i l l  be 
avai lable t o  the indust r ia l  users, as provided by NASA. 
4. Preliminary wr i t ten  de f in i t i ons  o f  the requirements o f  the 
cooperative experiments as determined by the experimenters 
a f ter  consul t a t i on  wi th  resource personnel a t  the workshop. 
5. The goals o f  the experiments f o r  NASA and the users. 
6. I n i t i a l  comnents, by the users, on a preliminary d r a f t  o f  
the cooperative agreement that  w i l l  e x i s t  between each o f  
them and NASA f o r  the accomplishment o f  the experiments and 
the subsequent independent report ing o f  t h e i r  resul ts.  
The workshop was c lear l y  successful and e f fec t i ve  i n  producing the i n i t i a l  
momentum necessary t o  the planning and implementat ion o f  the coopera ti ve 
experiments, a momentum tha t  must be sustained i f  the experiments are t o  
be successfully concluded. I t  i s  the in ten t  o f  t h i s  report t o  sustain tha t  
momentum and the s p i r i t  o f  cooperation brought about by the workshop toward 
a successful experiment program. 
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE 
The workshop wis s t ructured under an agenda. Certa in l o g i s t i c a l  and 
scheduling d i f f i c u l t i e s  I c d  t o  dev ia t ion  from the agenda dur ing  the workshop. 
While i n  a c t u a l i t y  ;ome presenzations were c u r t a i l e d  o r  deleted during the 
workshop, the order i n  t h i s  repo r t  w i l l  be the more l o g i c a l  and complete one 
o f  the agenda. 
The workshop o~ened w i t h  an in t roduct ion,  a statefient o f  the workshop 
object ives and an ov2rview o f  the SEASAT system. These were fol lowed by 
technical  discussion: and presentat ions o f  the major SEASAT instruments; 
t he  SEASAT-A Sca t te ro~e te r ,  the  Scanning Microwave Radiometer, the Radio 
A1 t imeter  and the Syn1:hetic Aperture Radar. The remaining instrument , the 
V i s i b l e  and In f ra red  R3diometer, was not  discussed i n  d e t a i l .  Fol lowing 
the discussion o f  the -,nstruments, SEASAT-A data and in format ion sources 
a v a i l a b i l i t y  and dissemination were presented as JPL Data Systems, FNWC Data 
Processing and Products, and the  Data D i s t r i b u t i o n  F a c i l i t y .  These l a i d  the 
groundwork f o r  the  discuzsion o f  the i n d u s t r i a l  user experiments. The f i r s t  
day concluded w i t h  a presitntat4on of the proposed Canadian experiments and 
the assignment of the work;hop groupings, the group coordinators and the spe- 
c i a l i z e d  resource personnel, 
During the second day tqe conferees were d iv ided i n t o  f i v e  working 
groups. The experimenters, b i  t h  the assistance o f  data processing, sensor 
and spacecraft spec ia l i s ts ,  pr?pared w r i t t e n  formulat ions o f  t h e i r  exper i -  
ments. The e n t i r e  workshop the7 reconvened and the experimenters reviewed 
a1 1 of the proposed experiments. The meeting adjourned w i t h  a sumnary o f  
the workshop. 
THE WORKSHOP OPENING 
Welcoming and introductory remarks were provided by Mr.  8. P. M i l l e r  
o f  ECON, Inc., the workshop chairman. He stressed the new status o f  the 
cooperative experiments as a funded element o f  the NASA program and the 
urgent need t o  formalize the requirements o f  these experiments so that  they 
could be responded t o  w i th in  the proposed budget a l locat ion.  This theme was 
expanded and elaborated by Mr. S. Walter McCandless and Mr.  Donald Montgomery 
o f  the SEASAT-A Program O f f  i c e  a t  NASA Headquarters as they out1 ined the 
'vlorkshop Objectives presented i n  the introduction. Mr .  McCandless, i n  h i s  
System Overview, 'described the SEASAT-A sate1 1 i te, the instrumentation pack- 
ages, t h e i r  locations and footpr in ts  and emphasized the space uniqueness o f  
the SEASAT-A act ive  instruments. A1 though the SEASAT-A program has been i n  
progress for  about four years, he said, the program i s  w i th in  about one week 
of schedule, a l l  the subsystem tests  have been completed successfully and 
there i s  no impediment t o  a May 1978 launch. A c r i t i c a l  system tes t  remains 
t o  be done, the RFI test .  I f  RFI proves t o  be an unexpected problem, i t  
could necessitate a modif icat ion t o  the instrumentation programing, and 
hence t o  the coverage provided. A l l  instruments, except for the SAR, w i l l  
be operated continuously w i th  data being recorded on board u n t i l  i t  i s  read 
out t o  a ground stat ion. The SAR, on the other hand, i s  switched on and 
read out ooly when the spacecraft i s  w i th in  1 ine-of-sight o f  a ground sta- 
t ion.  He i l l u s t r a t e d  tha t  approximately f u l l  earth coverage by the ins t ru-  
mentation, except the SAR, occurs once every 36 hours. 
THE SEASAT-A INSTRUMENTATION 
Technical discussions of the pr incipal  SEASAT-A instrumentation were 
presented e i the r  by those involved i n  the development and evaluation o f  the 
instruments o r  by t h e i r  representatives. The instruments, t h e i r  presentors 
and t he i r  a f f i l i a t i o n s  are tabulated below. 
Instrument Presentor A f f i l i a t i o n  
Windfield Scattermeter D r .  W. Linwood Jones NASA-Langl ey 
(SCAT or  SASS) Hampton, VA 
Scanning Multichannel Mr. Edwin Pounder JPL 
Microwave Radi m e t e r  Pasadena, CA 
( SMMR 1 
Radar A1 t imeter Dr. Byron D. Tapley Univers i ty o f  
Texas . 
Houston, TX 
Synthetic Aperture Radar Dr .  Omar H. Shemdin JPL 
(SARI Pasadena, CA 
No presentation o f  the V is ib le  and Infrared Radiometer (VIR) was given since 
the instrument i s  an ex is t ing design and i t s  operating character ist ics are 
well established. 
THE WINOFI EL0 SCATTEROMETER (SCAT OR SASS) 
Introduction 
This instrument i s  an act tve pulsed radar whose returns from the 
ocean surface contain information from which surface wind vectors can be 
inferred, quant i tat ively,  a f t e r  appropriate processing o f  the re turn  
signals. 
The procedures f o r  scatterometer operation and f o r  appropriate 
processing o f  the re turn  signals have resulted from evaluation and ver i  f ica- 
t i o n  o f  considerable experimental f l i g h t  data. These procedures require 
corrections obtained from the V is ib le  Infrared Radiometer and the Scanning 
Microwave Radiometer, two other SEASAT instruments. 
Currently three processing a1 gor i  thms are under consideration f o r  
transforming the sensor data records t o  the geophysical data records o f  
surface wind and d i rec t ion  and the f i n a l  choice of algori thm i s  expected t o  
be made during the proving-in period o f  operation o f  SEASAT-A. Normally 
the wind vectors i den t i f i ed  are those a t  the s&a surface, but the measure- 
ments can be translated t o  winds a t  a1 t i t ude  using appropriate atmospheric 
model i ng . 
The SEASAT-A instrument characterist ics, i t s  coverage and i t s  per- 
formance coincide w i th  requirements establ ished by a SEASAT user working 
panel. 
Research i s  continuing t o  define the influence on observed measurements 
o f  fe tch and nonlinear wave interact ions. 
The presentation actua l ly  given a t  the workshop by Dr.  W. Linwood Jones 
i s  not prcrvided i n  t h i s  report.  Instead, k t  Dr. Jones' suggestion, two of 
his recent papers on the instrument d ~ . :  'ntroduced because of t h e i r  greater 
completeness. These papers are provided i n  Appendix A. JPL provided the 
SASS IGDR Flow Chart which i s  included i n  th is  section. 
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THE SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SMMR) 
Introduction 
This instrument operates passively a t  f i v e  d i f f e ren t  microwave 
frequencies and i s  con ica l ly  scanned over a cone angle o f  48.8" t o  provide 
radiometric brightness coni~onents as ten channels o f  data, when po lar izat ion 
d i ve rs i t y  i s  included as we1 1 as frequency d ivers i ty .  Radiometric br ight -  
nesses are then converted t o  microwave brightness using we1 1 developed 
techniques. 
Subsequently, employing reasonable theoret ical  and experimental assump- 
t ions about the atmosphere and the sl;rfa;e emissiv i ty  o f  the ocean, the 
microwave brightness can be converted t o  a s  estimate o f  the sea svrface 
temperature. 
Because microwave brightness has been experimentally demonstrated t o  
vary wi th  sea surface wind, the wind speed can also be in fer red from the 
col lected data. 
Nimbus 5 arid 6 have fur ther  demonstrated the app l i cab i l i t y  o f  the SMMR 
t o  sea i c e  coverage. Potential  ly, a1 so, ce r ta in  descr ipt ive parameters o f  
the te r ra in  can be extracted f r o m  SW4R data. 
On SEASAT-A, the SMMR coverage overlaps that  o f  the SAR and the 
scatterometer t o  provide correct ion data t o  these instruments. 
The presentation tha t  fol lows was given by Mr .  Edwin Pounder o f  JPL. 
.
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THE RADAR ALTIMETER (ALT) 
In t roduc t ion  
The radar a l t ime te r  i s  an ac t i ve  microwave instrument operat ing i n  a 
pul  sewidth 1 i m i  t cd  mode t o  accurately measure the distance between SEASAT-A 
and the  nad i r  ocean surface. 
The SEASAT-A a1 t imeter  i s  a t h i r d  generat ion instrument, expanding on 
the  experience w i t h  the Skylab and GEOS-3 experiments, and was o r i g i n a l l y  
developed f o r  geodesy. 
Sate1 1 i t e  a1 t imeter  measurements can cont r ibu te  t o  the study o f  ocean 
surface toposraphy such as currents, t ides,  storm surges and ocean wave 
height  d e t e n i n a t i o n .  Since the l a t e r  s a t e l l  i t e  a1 t imeters have the a b i l i t y  
t o  operate over land and i c e  as wel l ,  a c a p a b i l i t y  i s  provided f o r  p r o f i l i n g  
so l  i d  surfaces. This l a t t e r  e f f e c t  may provide q u i t e  s i g n i f i c a n t  informa- 
t i o n  i n  regard t o  determining the polar  i c e  cap budgets and t h e i r  in f luence 
on g lobal  meteorological and c l  imatological condit ions. 
The A1 t imeter  Measurement 
The a1 t imeter  transmits a square pulse toward the ocean surface. The 
average return, as shown i n  Figure 1, exh ib i t s  a l i n e a r  r i s e  fol lowed by a 
plateau of constant pulse amp1 i tude a f te r  which an amp1 i tude decay occurs. 
Small antenna po in t i ng  e r ro rs  have 1 i i t l e  effect upon the measurement due 
t o  the fac t  t h a t  a1 t i t u d e  and wave height  measurements are obtained by 
analyzing the leading edge o f  the pulse. As a consequence, most a l t ime te r  
designs represent a compromise between the  desi re:  
1. t o  maximize the gain which would reduce the  t ransmi t t i ng  power and 
2.  t o  minimize the e f fec ts  of  antenna po in t i ng  e r ro rs  on the height, 
p rec is ion  and bias. 

The basic measurement obtained from the s a t e l l i t e  a l t ime te r  i s  the height t o  
the mean sea surface, which i s ,  i n  turn, re la ted  t o  the t ime between the 
transmission o f  the pulse and the recept ion o f  the r e t u r n  pulse a t  the sa te l -  
c At  l i t e .  The s p e c i f i c  formula i s  h = where A t  i s  the  t o t a l  t r a n s i t  time 
between the  pulse transmission and recept ion a t  the s a t e l l i t e ,  c i s  the speed 
o f  l i g h t  and h i s  the a l t i t u d e  o f  the s a t e l l i t e .  The t ime o f  recept ion i s  
normal ly i d e n t i f i e d  as the  p o i n t  which i s  approximately midway up the i n i t i a l  
slope. Fur ther  d e t a i l s  on t h i s  t op i c  can be found i n  the referenced report .4 
I n  add i t i on  t o  the height  measurement, the  ocean wave height  w i l l  tend t o  
spread out  the pulse so t h a t  the s i g n i f i c a n t  wave height can be cor re la ted  
d i r e c t l y  w i t h  the slope o f  the  leading edge o f  the r e t u r n  signal.  By measur- 
i ng  the  i n i t i a l  slope, a d i r e c t  c o r r e l a t i o n  w i t h  the s i g n i f i c a n t  wave height  
(hl /3) can be obtained. Through add i t iona l  processing techniques, the  hll3 
measurement can be re la ted  t o  oo, the ocean back sca t te r  c o e f f i c i e n t .  5 
Sate1 1 i t e  A1 t imeter  Design Parameters and Results 
I n  Table 1, e n t i t l e d  Sate1 1 i t e  A1 t imeter  Parameters, the  design param- 
e te rs  for  each of the three successful s a t e l l i t e  a1 t imeters are given. Note 
the  s i g n i f i c a n t  increase i n  pulse r t , ~ e t i t i o n  frequency from 100 Hz on GEOS-3 
t o  1,020 Hz f o r  SEASAT-A. Note a l so  t h a t  t h i s  leads t o  a reduct ion i n  t b c  
RMS prec is ion  from j u s t  l ess  than 50 cm f o r  the GEOS-3 s a t e l l i t e  a l t ime te r  
: ss than 10 cm for  the SEASAT-A s a t e l l i t e  a l t imeter .  Current t e s t  r e -  
5,. cs i nd i ca te  t h a t  fo r  sea s ta tes  less tnan 12 meters the SEASAT-A s a t e l l i t e  
- 
' ~ a c ~ r t h u r ,  John L., "The Design of the SEASAT-A Radar Al t imeter" ,  re -  
p r i n t  presented a t  Ocean '7b Conference, September 13-1 5, 1976. 
5 ~ i g g i n s ,  M. S. Longuet, 'On the S t a t i s t i c a l  D i s t r i b u t i o n  ~f the Height 
of Sea Waves", Journal of Marine I n s t i t u t e ,  Volume 11, No. 3, 1952, 
pp. 245-266. 
- - 
Table 1 Sate1 1 i t e  A1 t imeter Parameters 
- 
Mean A1 t i tude  (km) 
Pqtenna Beamwidth ( O )  
Frequency (GHz) 
Peak RF POWT (kW) 
Average RF Powet- ( W )  
Pul sebidth ;uncompressed) 
Pul sewidth (ns) (compressed) 
Repe t i ti on Frequency (Hz) 
Footprint D iawte r  (km) 
A1 t i t ude  Precision (rms) 
Status 
Skylab 
435 
1.5 
13.9 
2 
0.05 
100 ns 
- - 
250 
8 
< 1 m  
Mission 
Complete 
GEOS-3 
(Intensive) 
84 0 
2.6 
13.9 
2 
0.24 
1 LJS 
12.5 
1 00 
3.6 
< 50 cm 
In Orbit 
SEASAT -A 
800 
1.6 
13.5 
2 
6.5 
3.2 us 
3.125 
1020 
1.7 
< 10 cm 
1978 
Launch 
altime4zr w i l l  have a precision o f  3 to  5 cm. The increase i n  the pulse 
repetitSon frequency, i n  addition to  allowing a hisher precision i n  the 
a l t i tude measurement, also w i l l  allow a more precise determination o f  the 
i n i t i a l  edge of the returned wave form. This w i l l  lead t o  a better deter- 
mination o f  the hlI3. I n  the remaining sl ides (taken from referenced m t e -  
r i a l  l i s t e d  below) ,6s7 typical  examples o f  the resul ts obtained from the 
GEOS-3 a1 timeter both with regprd t o  the sea surface topography measurements 
and t o  the wave height measurements are given. I n  particular, Table 2 pre- 
sents the results o f  a comparison o f  wave height measurements determined 
from GEOS-3 s a t e l l i t e  al t imetry with the resul ts obtained from a simi lar 
a i rc ra f t  alt imeter as well as resul ts obtained using ocean surface buoys. 
The resul ts given i n  t h i s  table are shown graphically i n  Figure 2. The re- 
su l ts  indicate a comparison o f  the ground t r u t h  and a i r c ra f t  radar s i g n i f i -  
cant wave height measurements compared wi th  the GEOS-3 s ign i f icant  wave 
height measurements. The conclusion from these resul ts are that the GEOS-3 
alt imeter has the a b i l i t y  t o  determine the signi f icant wave height quite 
accurately. It i s  anticipated that even more dramt ic  resul ts w i l l  be ob- 
tained with the more accurate a1 timeter t o  be flown on SEASAT-A i n  combina- 
t ion with the substantial ly increased ocean coverage which w i l l  resul t  from 
the fact  that SEASAT-A a1 timeter w i l l  be on continuously. 
I n  SEASAT-A applications, the goal i s  t o  successfully resolve oceano- 
graphic topography; wave heights, ocean currents, tides a* . coastal upwell ings. 
6~arsons, C. L. and 6. S. Haynes, "An Assessment o f  GEOS-3 Wave Height 
Measurements", unpublished preprint, NASA, Wallops F l ight  Center. 
'~a~nes,  G. S., " I n i t i a l  Development o f  a Method o f  Signif icant Wave 
Height Estimation fo r  GEOS-3", NASA Contract Rnport 141425, August 
1977. 
- - - -. 
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SWH 
5.4 
5.1 
4.6 
4.8 
3.3 
4.1 
5.9 
7.2 
1.3 
2.9 
2.7 
3.4 
2.6 
4.3 
2.9 
3.3 
1.2 
4.1 
4.0 
Date 
2/15 
2/17 
2/20 
2/26 
2/27 
3/9 
3/12 
3/12 - 
3/20 
3/22 
3/23 
3/24 
3/24 
3/26 
3/29 
3/29 
3/31 
412 
4/2 
ID 
EB35 
EB19 
EB03 
EB19 
€616 
EB19 
EB16 
EB19 
EB16 
EB16 
EB19 
EB03 
EB17 
EB19 
EB03 
EB17 
EB16 
EB03 
EB17 
Table 2 
Buoy 
SWH 
5.5 
4.5 
4.5 
3.5 
3.0 
4.0 
5.5 
8.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
2.5 
2.5 
4.5 
2.5 
3.0 
2.0 
3.5 
3.5 
NDBO Buoy Data Sumnary 
GEOS-3 
O r b i t  
9588 
9616 
9659 
9744 
9753 
9896 
9738 
9943 
10057 
10080 
10035 
10110 
10110 
10142 
10181 
10181 
10208 
10238 
1C238 
Time 
164346 
161157 
170948 
172000 
085637 
112745 
104550 
185455 
201436 
113949 
130253 
142745 
142928 
202930 
145421 
145607 
124746 
153543 
153731 

Topographic measurements are - ? t i t u d e  difference measurements from mean 
sea level,  which i n  a radar a l t imeter are essent ia l ly  time dif ference meas- 
urements characterized by dif ferences i n  the returned pulse wave form. Pro- 
cessing fo r  optimum wave form analysis requires processing parameter select ion 
which i s  provided by closed loop adaptive tracking o f  the wave height o f  i n -  
terest  t o  g ive highly precise measurements. Wave height precision requires 
preci sion i n  the sate1 1 i t e  location, and reasonable control  o f  the short-term 
s a t e l l i t e  a t t i t ude  dynamics. 
The Radar Alt imeter presentation was given by Professor Byron Tapley. 
The SEASAT-A Alt imeter IGDR Processing Algorithm was provided by JPL. 

SMMR GDR FLOW CHAR1 
THE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR) 
In t roduc t ion  
i n e  SAR i s  an experimental ac t i ve  radar instrument which produces data 
essen t i a l l y  character iz ing the radar r e f l e c t i v i t y  imagery o f  the i l luminated 
region, i n  reso lu t i on  c e l l s  i d e n t i f i e d  by t h e i r  doppler frequency s h i f t .  The 
motion o f  the antenna allows successive radar i l l u m i n a t i o n  o f  the same "point"  
up t o  some maximum r e p e t i t i o n  defined by the system design. Adequate recogni - 
t i o n  of the  successive k a i n t  re tu rns  allows them t o  be t rea ted  as coherent and 
sumned a r i t h m e t i c a l l y  t o  enhance the d e f i n i t i o n  and cont ras t  o f  the radar image 
o f  the scene. Because o f  the l a rge  quant i t ies  o f  data t o  be evaluated, t he  
i d e n t i f i e d  re turns  must be telemetered t o  the  ground t o  be d i g i t a l i z e d  and re-  
corded on magnetic tape, l a t e r  t o  be processed and converted t o  f . i l m  images o r  
d i g i t a l  tapes i n  concert w i t h  o r b i t a l  and a t t i t u d e  cha rac te r i s t i cs  o f  the 
spacecraft. 
It i s  expected t h a t  the imagery o f  the SAR w i l l  have pert inancy t o  deep 
ocean waves, coastal  wave patterns, po la r  i c e  cha rac te r i s t i cs  and land forms. 
Because o f  power and data storage cons t ra in ts  aboard the SEASAT-A space- 
c r a f t ,  the SAR w i l l  be operated and SAR data t ransmit ted on ly  when the space- 
c r a f t  i s  i n  l i n e  o f  s igh t  o f  a ground s ta t i on  t h a t  i s  equipped t o  receive and 
record the SAR signals. As opposed t o  data from the sca t te rme te r ,  the micro- 
wave radiometer and the a1 t imeter,  the SAR data w i l l  no t  be relayed t o  FNWC 
f o r  subsequent processing. A 1 i m i  ted quant i ty  o f  the SAR data w i l l  be pro- 
cessed by JPL, but not  i n  rea l  time. It i s  present ly  estimated t h a t  approxi- 
mately 15,000 minutes per year o f  SAR data w i l l  be recorded a t  the ground 
s ta t ions  t o  be operated by NASA. Of t h i s  quant i ty ,  approximately 2,600 min- 
utes w i l l  be processed t o  imagery by JPL. Addi t ional  processing time may be 
ava i l ab le  from JPL on a cost  re imburs ib le basis. 
PRECERINQ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
The synthetic aperture presentation was given by Dr. Omar H. Shemdin 
of JPt, but h i s  actual presentation i s  not included. Instead two technical 
papers provided by Dr .  Shemdin have been provided i n  Appendix 8. Tkese 
papers provide source knowledge about the in terpreta t ion o f  SAR imagery for 
observation o f  waves and current boundarfes tha t  may be of general i n te res t  
t o  experimenters. 
THE VISIBL; Ai l . .  I ?  RADIOMETER 
The fo l lowing V I R R  IGDR processing flow char t  was provided by JPL. 
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PROCESSING OF SEP.SAT-A DATA 
I n t r o d u c t i o n  
The data rece ived from SEASAT-A onhoard sensors i s  a v a i l a b l e  as 
recorded s i gna l s  f rom the  sensors as sensor data records (SDR). To be o f  
a p p l i c a t i o n  use, the SDRs must be accura te ly  loca ted  both i n  t ime and 
geospace and be t r a n s l a t e d  t o  geophysical data records (GDRs) by t ransforma- 
t i o n  a l g o r i t h n ~ s  o r  processes. 
The geophysical data so determined can be then introduced, when v a l i d  
and appropr ia te ,  i n t o  desc r i p t i ve ,  a n a l y t i c  and p rognos t i c  computer 
programs t o  p rov ide  p o i n t  and synopt ic  oceanographic and meteor01 og i ca l  
i n fo rmat ion .  
The oceanographic . meteoro log ica l  in format ion,  both cu r ren t  and 
prognost ic  can then be processed and disseminated i n  a wide v a r i e t y  o f  
formats as requ i red  by the  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  the  experimentors. 
The complete processing of SEASAT-A data, from the  sensor da ta  recards 
t o  the  requirements o f  the  experimentors a p p l i c a t i o n s  i s  viewed as a t h ree  
s tep  process i n  which JPL and FNWC w i l l  p a r t i c i p a t e .  
Concurrent w i t h  the  processing procedure i s  a requirement t o  accura te ly  
l o c a t e  the sate1 li t e  cen te r  o f  g r a v i t y  i n  o r b i t  and t he  sate1 1 i t e  a t t i t u d e  
r e l a t i v e  t o  a vec to r  through i t s  cen te r  o f  g r a v i t y  and t o  i d e n t i f y  any 
reserva t ions  concerning t he  data qua1 i t y  . 
These processing steps were discussed by t h ree  presentors,  by Mr .  Edwin 
Pounder f o r  JPL, by Captain Harry  Nicholson o f  FNWC, and by M r .  David N ipper t  
o f  B a t t e l l e  f o r  t he  user. 
The data processing provided by JPL i s  fundamental t o  the program and 
has proceeded concurrent ly w i th  the SEASAT-A program and i s  i n  i t s  f i n a l  
stages o f  development. FNWC provides oceanographic and meteorological i n f o r -  
mation necessary t o  the operat ion of the USN and accepts val idated dhta 
from a1 1 sources alirl modifies i t s  computer programs as required t o  a t t a i n  
the requirements of USN operations. The data processing and information 
dissemination for  the users associated w i th  SEASAT-A has on ly  recent ly  been 
i n i t i a t e d  and the presentat ion on t h i s  subject i s  p r i m a r i l y  in format ive f o r  
the user; i den t i f y ing  products avai lable, data capaci t ies required and 
receiv ing terminals fo r  d isplay and hardcopy t h a t  should be selected. As 
a consequence of the substantive requirements documented by the users, i n  
t h i s  workshop, development of an information processing and dissemination 
system, as appropriate as possible t o  the user requirements w i l l  be necessary. 
1 .  d a t a  presentation o f  M r .  rit:i Pounder o f  JPL. 
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RAW TELEMETRY DATA 
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w SENSOR DATA 
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SEA SA 1-A 
FNWC DATA FLOW 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
RAW DATA PROCESSING 
OUR I VAL ELEMEMS 
E DS OPERATI WAL 
"''CT"wFRS 

i. T l ~ e  p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  ' i ) '  > . I  Nicholson o f  FNWC. 
Mc.thods of Display or Use of FNWC Data 
Grid Data (Analyses or Forecasts) 
Binary Form - a binary value at each grid point. 
Can generally only be used in a computer. 
Computer can use data for local calculations 
or can format for display as desired. 
The most compact and efficient form for data 
communications. 
Alphanumeric Form - 
Same values as in binary form but converted 
to coded decimal values. 
Can be displayed directly on a printer or CRT 
device with the grid represented by columns 
and lines on thc page. 
Graphic Form - 
. Contours (isopleths) are computed at FNWC 
from the grid values and formatted for a ' 
specific display device. 
Inefficient form for data communications. 
SEASAT-A Geophysical Data and Spectral Ocean Wave Data. 
Priaary form will be alphanumeric which can be 
printed as a tale of location, time value. 
A "graphic" form is possible which would allow 
a value to be displayed at its corresponding 
geographical location. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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General Data Formats at FNWC 
Analyses and rredictions (1:-mispheric - North and South) 
. Values are computed at points on a grid overlain 
on a Polar Sterog,r,phic map projection. 
The most commcn g i l d  size is 63x63,  which gives 
31 grid intervals between the equator and 
pole. Actudl distance between grid points 
lax-ies kith latitude but is 381 km at 60°N (or S). 
Scme lyses are made at finer fesolutions. 
. FPT. sea surface temperature analyses, "ZOOM" 
anal?ses -re made for small areas, using a much 
finer grid which is a super set of the hemisphere 
grid. 
Analyses (Tropical and mid latitudes) 
Values are computed on a latitude longitude grid 
sf 5" or 2 . S 0  spacing. 
Outside of the tropics values are usually the 
same as corresponding ones on hemisphere grids. 
. Used primarily for wind analyses. 
- Usualiy displayed on a mercator project-i-sn. 
SEASAT-A Geophysical Data 
Data to be computed is listed on slide 6. 
- Data will generally be in the form: 
Latitude, Longitude, Time, Value, Flags 
Spectral Ocean Wave Model Data 
Computed at points over the Northern Hemisphere. 
Data can be "degraded" to provide Ii principal 
direction and principal ~eriod on alk$Aispheric 
grid (see above). 
Values will generally be provided at selected 
points. 
Fleet N,mvicdl Weather Central, usually hmkn as FPJtJC, is the 
Navy's primary center for global meteomlogicdl and oceamgmphic 
fo~casting. We use curputers to provide forecasts of basic 
parameters which meteomlogists ard ooeaqraphers in the f i e ld  
can use to make nare specif j~ %recasts for localized operati-. 
w also mkz Jlrect forecasts of OpmtiOnaUy inprtant param- 
eten for specif ic  locations in cases where this is possible. 
For instance, w? provj.de a global forecast of the sea level 
pressure pattern but v e  also provide aaoustic propagation loss 
prei?icths for specific sensors at specific locations, 
The first slide sham the physical configuration of F'hX. I wuld 
like to stress three points: 
1. The great anount of cunpter power recpimd to tackle the 
job we are \Ydertaking; 
2. The great mrount of ammications facilities available to 
gather a l l  the source data requbd, and to disseminate the 
results; and 
3. The laqe historical data base which has been built up. 
F!eet Yumerical Weather Central 
The ~ o v y ' s  Oceon/Atmosphere Duta ?rocess~ng Center 
FY-78 procurement L- 
1 
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- This is the data flw which processes s a m i t e  and amventional 
data at FNWC. 
- Satellite data can be received on either of tm damstic cummi- 
cations satellite antennae-RCA and American Satellite. 
- The data is collected and written on disk -rage. 
- ~ r o m  there, it is processed into a geornsically useful fom in 
the Cyl#r 175 amputer and pla& in a different set of disks. 
This processing is generally done as soan as possible after 
arrival of the data, 
- m d y  this data is used as input to analysis and forecast 
&s & in the aM: 6500 carpxrters. These mdels are 
W y '  2 to 8 times per day at times based on the major 
oollectitm of amventional data. 
- fra the models and some of the processed satellite data 
are providsd to users on various cammications facilities. 
Satellih Data Processing ot FNWC CONVENT JONAL 
\ ORTA 
AMTENNA 
MUM 000 NOUSTRIAL 
DATA MTA USfRS TERMINAL 
BASE NETWORKS ACCESS 
- T h e S a t e l l i t s D a t a ~ f a c i l f t y a t ~ ~ a r i g i n a l l y .  
I n p l e n l e n t e d ~ ~ s i n g d a t a f r o m t h e ~ ~ n s e ~  
 satellite^^). I t i s expc tedtobe in fu l lqera -  
tion within a fewmnths. 
-Tharearebmgeneraluses~rlXP&ta: 
- First, a global high resolutLoaz U and IR data base w i l l  be 
o w r t i n ~ l y  qdated as data arrives. 
- I&solut.bn of this data base wil l . .  be roughly 1.5 EM and the data 
w i l l b a a v a i l a b l e k e x t r a c t i o n ~ f ' ~ ~ o f v i r t u a l b n q e r y  
to be sent to users in the field. 
. - A n ~ l e o f t h i s t y p e o f u s e i s p r o v i d i z l r 3 ~ t o ~  
forthetracking0ftropicalcycl~ovrtr thefndianOaean.  
-   he seam2 type &la is k m  the vertical T&qerature'~rr,fiUng 
~ t e r o n b o a r d O M S P .  T h i s ~ t w i l l p r w i d e e x t r e m e l y  
useful infood~ticm on the 3 ~ i a n r a l  alzmqhric styucture-- 
a basic requirement for FNK &s. 

Reall5ne Data Demnstration for --A is a joint DOI)-NASA 
effort to demonstrate the usefulness of SIiXSAT data for opera- 
tional purposes. Initially it was intended to provide data to 
this system only frrm the Alaskan readout site, b t  nuw it has 
beer- decided to bring into FMC worldwide data frorm Madrid and 
Merritt Island also. 
- Maximan delay fraan obsenmtion to receipt at ENW is expeckd 
to be 6 hours for data oollected a t  Alaska and 12 hours for the 
other stations. In practice, it is expectd that delays w i l l  
be about half of these times. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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SEASAT- A 
REAL TIME DATA PROCESSING DEMONSTRATION 
SUSA1-A W T - A  
8 \ SL i 
w SPONSWIEO 
OOA&E ~PIINWE~I ' r l  TO CIV~I W O ~ .  
9" Su~gor! E c o M ) ~ ~ ~  Vrr . :~r  /*:(a. $id - ' 
: ' IMC P 8 "  
' The processing cycle for S E W P - A  at F N K  will be as shaJn here: 
- Firs t ,  the data w i l l  be processed into Sensor Data Ibcords, and 
then into "Geophysical Data Records." Bath of these forms will 
be stared in tenprary disk files for l d  use. 
- The Geophysical Data Records w i l l  then be assimilated along wLth 
canvlentional data to provide an analysis of the 3-dimensional 
mass structure of the atmosphere. 
- These analyses kcom initial state for sophisticated pre- 
diction mdels. 
- Selected itats f r o m  each of the processing stages will be archived 
and distributd to users. 
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- The geophysical data records planned to be p r o d + .  frun SEAS;rT-A 
are as shown. 
- Of greatest interest to F'NW initially are the W r  winds 
expected to ke available from the scattermter. These are of 
primary inprtance since they of fe r  a major improvement in 
specifying the initial state of the amspheric mass structure, 
and msecpently improving p e r f o m c e  of prediction mdels. 
GEOPHYSICAL DATA RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED AT FNWC 
I 
GEOPHYSICAL PARAMETER 
Voctor wind (rpwd, dimetion) 
w- 
I 
9aa Surfam 7-r 
I 
Slqritica* Worn W M  (H, ,3) 
INSTRUMENT 
3 
S c o ~ t e r  (SASS) 
1 
FnmI w-men* 
-Ro--) 
3MMR 
I 
AnmtU 
- I mild ncw like to review & emphasize the hportance of both 
conventional and satellite data tc prediction cycle: 
- First, combining SEASAT winds w i t h  conventional wind and pressure 
8ata fnm ships, buoys ad land stations will yield a  greatly 
imp& analysis of the surface pressure pattern. I nust 
enphasize that the SEASAT data and the conventional data are 
- l& have good oomt iona l  coverage over lard hut very poor 
coverage over oceans. Over ttvt ocean the relatiomhip be- 
winds and pressure are masonably well mderst?oad, so - hope 
to'be able to produce an excellent picture of the surface pressure 
- ~t FNtJC the surface pressure analysis is used as a basis for 
building up a oonplete 34imnsional atrospheric mass structure. 
wain, conventional data is used and also Vertical Taperatme 
Profile data fran D M 9  and other satellites, The imp-t 
gained fran SFASAT wind data in specifying the surface pressure 
is thus expected to be felt throughout the entire atrrosphaic 
structure. 
- Using complex models, and the initial mass structure, a prediction 
can be made of the mass s t ~ x t w e  a t  intervals out to 3 to 5 days. 
The impro-t in specifying the initial state is expeceed to 
result in impnxmnt of the predictions throughout the cycle, 
- From thepredicted mass structure, the operationally important 
meteorological and oceaographic pammters such as winds and 
sea conditions can be amputed. 

This table enphasizes the variety of observed data required for 
t!!e atznspheric/m mdels, and the variety of sources, both 
satellite and cx>nventional, required to obtain this data. 
INPUT DATA REQUIRED FOR ATMOSPHERE- OCEAN MODEL 
VERTICAL AT-IC TEW€RltUR€ W I L E  I BALLOON OR ROCKET SOCINONO METEORO- LOGICAL SATELLITES 
I 'ARAKTER ME- 
UPPER ATMOSPPERE WINOS I BALLOON SOWDMGS, AIRPLANES 
SOURCE 
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE I SHHIS. BOUYS, SEASAT 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSUCIE AT SURFACE 
SEA SURFACE WINOS 
VERT ICAL OCEAN TEMPERATURE PROFILE 1 BATHY T HERMOGRAPHS 
SHIPS, BOUYS, LAND STATIONS 
SHPS, 8OUYS, SEASAT 
I would like to briefly discuss ane of the difficulties which 
will be encountered in utilizing a cunbinath of conventional 
and satellite data. This relates to data assimilation. 
- Conventional data is based on the "syrroptic" concept, where 
everyme takes sinultaneous observations at set  ths. This 
lends itself well to providing initial state data for prediction 
models. 
- Satellite data is observed continuously and thus is "asynoptic." 
- The simplest way of resolving this problem is just to "relable" 
the satellite data to the nearest Synoptic time. This slide 
at- to illustrate this.pxucess. It is the technique 
expect& to be used initially with SEASAT-A daa  at EWC. 

Tkis slide il!.ustrates the conventional way of introducing 
data into the prediction cycle. 
- Starting at zero hundred -ch time on the scad, a 
prediction f m  a previous run is us& as a "fixst guess" and 
then a l l  data is introduced at a single "qmptic" tinr! and 
the predictian run is sti--a. 
- W v e  hours later, the 12-hour forecast frun this run will be 
used as the first guess for the next cycle. 
- These ccmputer runs are now rrrade about 3 to 5 hours after the 
c o n v e n t i d  data is obsezved. 
THE CONVENTIONAL PREDICTJON-ANALYSIS CYCLE 
REAL 1 
'IME 0 2 / 1 2 0 0  GUT 
f 
1 
03/0000 GUT 1 I  1 
PREDICTIOW LlODEL RUN 
AWALYSIS-INTRODUCE DATA 
PREDICTION MODE1 INPUT TO SUCCEEDIMG ANAlYSlS 
For improved usage of satellite data, a Four Dimensional 
Data Assimilation Ibdel must be used. 
- This d e l  will assimilate data as it integraks forward i n  
time, introducing the data at  the point appropriate to its 
actual obsenmtion time and then mt..inuhg on through the 
assimilation and predictio~~ cycle, 
This is not as simple as it sounds-a piece of data w i l l  rarely 
exactly f i t  the mdel. This causes 'Wel shock" which propa- 
gates ncise Zhrough the model. Qnsiderable research is being 
done on this problem right now. It is hoped that by late in 
the SESAT-A mission we w i l l  be able to use this tecr-nriqUe 
operationally. 

Now a little philosophy: 
The operator needs PLA!EWN bEHAVIOR information, with maybe 
supplewntal infarmation on equiprwt performance such as sonar 
or radar perC ~omance. 
- Not only that, he doesn't need to be told what is happening now-- 
he can hear, see and feel that. 
- He needs i n f m t i o n  to use as the basis for planning. 
- m the purest sense, to plan his operation-set a course or plan 
for on-deck operations-he needs to lawrw the forces which are 
going to mrk on his ship or rig. These forces are reflected in 
thewaveenergyqectrmandwindumditions. 

This slide qxaks for itself. 

As does this one-please note the wrd predictions as opposed to 
obenmtbn~- Wrt this isnot todowngade observatz.~~~, because: 
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I, 
a +  the point here is that the obsemations needed ma? be 
thoc-smib of mires away f m  the op?.ratorPs location. Yesterday's 
weat* off Japan w i l l  influence tcmtrow's operations in the 
G u l f  of Al*. 
PREDICTIONS REQUIRE OBSERVATIONS 
FROM VARIOUS PLACES 
Q FROM VARIOUS TIMES 
Now let's look at the M b e  of the "predictim.sW needed to 
support a wide range of missions. 
- This table first shrrws a range of mission applications, 
- then a mgh description of the required validity period; 
- then the soape of data required to obtain such validity 
- and finally, the type of prediction model suited. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PREDICTIONS IN SUPPORT OF TYPICAL MISSIONS 
MlSSlON 
SUPPORTED 
AIRPLANE FLWT 
PLANNING 
VOYAG€ 
PLANNING 
INSTALLATION 
PLANNING . 
R€WRLD PERIOD 
OF PREDICTION 
VALlDlTY 
MINUTES 
DAY 3 
- -- -- 
WEEKS 
YEARS 
SCOPE OF 
MOOEL TYPE 
lolTE Y i l L  1 EXTRAPOLATION 
YOURS I WIDE 1 PHYSICAL HDCZL 
WSTORICAL I LOCAL I STATISTICAL 
WEUS WIDE P H I  SlCA L STATISTICAL 
As an illustration, t w ~  cases: 
First the airplane - 
The airplane nrnres fast relative to stmns. Hence, in many 
cases an observation can be used as a prediction. But it - is 
really a pmdktion, the prediction of K, change. 

Nuw, the other -the bain of the ship routers-the tug 
and tow which can make only a few knots. If he is to avoid 
disaster, he meds to begin moving out of the path of a storm 
before the stom has even fond. 
- Where does a1 this lead us? 

It leads us to a systan such as the o m  installed at FTW--one 
which can: 
- receive both conventional a d  satell i te observational data for 
the entire globe. 
- integrate all these observations and turn them into predictions 
rapidly. 
- cormnnricate the predictions to the operatioml user rapidly 
in a form which relates to his mission. 
This requires a ground system wi th  pwerful coquters and powerful 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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Fleet Numerical Weather Central 
The Navy's Ocean/Atmosphere Data Processing Center 
Domestic 
Circuit8 
Operational Forocmtr 
"hip routing lhvelopmsnt 
As an example of the romplexity of the processing problan, 
let's look a t  the need for predicting the sea conditions for 
t a n o m :  
The pr- model for this purpose is the Spectral Wave Model. 
I muld like to point out  that, at this t h ,  we don't knm 
how to use observations of wave conditions as inputs to such 
a rrodel. We do need as inputs: 
- sea and air m a t u r e  observations and predictions to caqxte 
s tabi l - i ty  factors. 
- surface w i n d  and pressure observations and the whole atmspheric 
mss structure. 
- a sophisticated Illode1 to predict amspheric mass structure 
and thus dmrface winds. 
Then we can ampute  the predicted sea conditions pxtren-ely 
accurately . 

My final point eowerm specifically the distrhatim of 
&-time SSXC-A data, 1t is l v k ~  that NASA will provide 
a Satellite Data Distribution System at FNWC which will be 
0-M by the w- 
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3. The presentation of Mr .  David Nippert o f  BCL. 
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REQU I RED USER TEPSUlI NALS 
GRAPH I CS 
4006, 4010, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015 AND 4051 
OR ANY PLOTTER WHICH CAN BE DRIVEN WITH TEKTRONIX 
GRAPHIC CODES 
TABLES 
ANY TERMINAL, CRT OR HARDCOPY, WHICH CAN OPERATE 
AT 110-300 BAUD 
B I NARY 
A COMPUTER 

TYPICAL USER EQUIPMENT SCHEMAJ IC 
PHONE 
HARDCOPY 
DEVICE 
COMMERCIAL 
TELEPHONE I 
NETWORK 
---7 MODEM 
i - 
TERM I NAL 
I I 
COl'PlUN I CAT I OWS ACCESS 
TO 
REAL-TIME DATA DISTRIBUTION FACILITY 
2 MONTEREY, CALIF8  3 - INTRA CALIF WATTS 
PDP-11 
PHONE NUMBERS 4 - CONTINENT~AL u s 3 MONTEREY, C A L I F ,  
WATTS 
I 
3 -  MONTEREY, C A L I F 8  
1 
2000 -4890 BAUD LOW SPEED 110-300 BAUD 
I 
1201) BAUD 
DATA VOLUME 
AND 
TRANSM I SS I ON T I MES 
SEASAT OBSERVATIONS 
WINDS ([!I CROWAVE RADIOMETER) 
5 CELLS/SWATH 1 SWATH EVERY 4 SECONDS 
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATVRE 
5 C E L L S / S W A ~ ~  1 SWATH EVERY 4 SECONDS 
WAVE H E I G ~ T  
1 MEASUREMENT EVERY f OR 2 SECONDS 
EACH MEASUREMENT w i LL BE IDENT I F I ED 
LATITUDE 
LONG I TUDE 
T I M E  
THERE WILL ALSO BE A "QUALITY" FLAG 
INDICATING LIKELIHOOD OF I C E  OR LAND 
DATA VOLUME 
AND 
TRANSMISS ION TIMES 
SEASAT OBSERVAT IONS (CONT , 
d 
FNWC CHARTS 8 FIEUIS 
. . 
CHARTS 
10,000 CHARACTERS/CHART X 25 CHARTS/SESSI ON = 250,000 C~!ARACTERS/SESS ION 
250,000 CHARACTERS/SESSION x 2 SESSIONS/DAY = 500,000 CHARACTERS/DAY/USER 
10,000 CHARACTERS~HART f 120 CHARACTERS/SEC (1200 BAUD = 83 SEC/CHART 
83 SEC/CHART + 30 SEC (COPY TIME) + 10 SEC = 120 SEC/CHART 
2 MI N/CHART X ~ ~ / C H A R T S / S E S S  ION 50 MIN/SESS ION/USER 
BINARY DATA 
GLOBAL BAND - 6 PARA METERS/^ PERIODS 7.26 x lo6 BITS 
POLAR STEROGRAPHIC - 2 PARA METERS/^ PERIODS 1837 X l o 6  B I T S  
WAVE SPECTRAL DATA - 14 POINTS .06 X lo6 B I T S  
9 X 1oE/12 H O U R S ~ ~ ~  MINUTES 8 4800 BAUD 

INDUSTRY USERS ACCESS SCHEDULE 
* 
USER CLASS USER B 
LOCAT ION 
CHARTS 
CALIFORNIA 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CONT I NENTAL U , S , 6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
CAN AD I AN 11 
12 
13 ALASKAN 
14 
15 
COMPUTERS 
16 
17 
18 
, T I ME 
0 1 2  14 ( 6  18(10112(14116118120122124, 
I 
- 
- 
1 
l 
- 
- 
1 
I 
- 1 * 1 
1 
- 
I @ 
1 I~ 
I - 
CANADIAN EXPERIMENTS 
Canada, through the Canada Centre f o r  Remote Sensing i n  Ottawa, has had 
an interest i n  the SEASAT-A program almost f r o m  i t s  inception, since the 
goals o f  the SEASAT-A program pnral le l  t o  a great extent those o f  the Canadian 
Government. Unti 1 th i s  year no agreement between the governments of the 
United States and Canada existed t o  allow Canada's formal part ic ipat ion i n  
the program. 
This presentation on Canada's ac t i v i t i es  was provided by Mr. Donald 3 .  
Clough who i s  both a professor o f  engineering a t  the University o f  Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada and a consultant t o  the Canada Centre fo r  Remote Sensing. 

PROPOm CAiiADI Ad PART1 Cl . ? ?;\I' I OH 1 N SEASAT-A PROJRAi*I 
CANADA'S OCEAN MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITIES HAVE RECENTLY INCREASED AS A 
RESULT OF THE NEW 200-MILE FISI lERIES L I M I T S  AND CONTINENTAL SHELF O I L  AND GAS ACTIV IT IES*  
(SEE PLATE 1) 
THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT APPROVED SEASAT-A PARTICIPATION AND A RELATED R AND D PROGRAM, 
CANADA HAS REQUESTED THAT AN AGREEMENT BE ENTERED INTO BETWEEN CANADA AND THE U,S,A, ON 
PARTI C i  PATION I N  THE SEASAT-A EXPERIMENT, 
4 
A 
-4 THE CANADIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE OVERALL SEASAT-A S Y S T F C ~ . . ~  I LL INCLUDE DATA RECEPT~ ON FAC i LIT$ 
AT SHOE COVE , SE EN FOUND LAND, MOD I F I CATION OF AN EXI ST I NG OPTICAL PROCESSOR AND DEVELOPMENT of 
NEW D I G  I TAL PROCESSOR FOR SAR DATA/IMAGE PRODUCT ION, A I RBORNE RADAR APPLI CAT.ION STUD I ES AND 
SURFACE TRUTH SUPPORT FOR SEASAT-A, IONOSPHERIC AND SEA CLUTTER STUDIES, FEASIEI LITY STUDIES 
H4VE BEEN CARRIED OUT OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS, (SEE PLATE 3) 
a THE CANADIAN CONTR IBUTION TO THE PROPOSED SEASAT-A VER I F ICAT ION AND APPLICATIONS EXPERIHENTS 
WILL It lV9LVE AN INTEGRATED APPROACH I N  WllICH THE DATA REQUIREMENTS OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTKV 
USERS w I LL BE ADDRESSED s IMULTANEOUSLY. COOPERATI ON w I LL BE SOUGHT BETWEEN U. S, AND CAN AD^^^: 
THE CURRENT PLAN I S  BASED ON AW APPROVED THREE-YEAR PROGRAM FUNDING .LEVEL OF $8.2 MILLIO:~, 
a SPREAD OVER FY77-78, FY76-7.3, FY79-30. (SEE PLATE 5) e* E% W /\ PROGRA;-1 MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE FOR THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL SURVE I LLANCE SATELLI TE PROGRAM 1 S 
NOW FUIICTIONINC. CANADA'S PARTICIPATION I N  THE SEASAT-A PROGRAM WILL BE MAN4BED WITHIN TllI  
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SEASAT-A UATA RECEPTI0;d (SHOE COVE STATION) ....................... 995 
SEASAT-fi 1HAGE PROCESSII4G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  225 
SAR OPTICAL D N A  PROCESSOR MODS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  130 
SAR D I T  IGAL D A I  A PROCESSOR DEVELOPIIE;?IT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2, 551) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AIRBORiYE DATA ACQUISITION S PROCESS1;IG 2. 685 
KAP4RXtSEARCH.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  230 
VEkiFICATIO;l /APPLICATIOHS EXPERIKEI-ITS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1, 010 
EVALUATICII STUDIES . . . a . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  175 
............ THUUSAND DOLLARS TOThL 3. 199 
* 
DOES NOT INCLUDE ACTIVITIES OF FUNDING FROM INDUSTRY OR SECONDARY USERS. 
Applicat ions Experiments I 7  
.. 
Guman A c t i v i t i e s  Envi ronmenta 1 Phenomena 
(DND) 
-7 
(DFE) 
I - - - l - l  
DUD DFE DOT EMR OINA DFE DND DOT CDA EMR 
L 
INTERDCfJART:9ENTAL 
SURVE1LLAr:CE SATELLITE 
REVIEW BCARD 
-F 
ERR (Chairman) 
DFE D3C DOT 
DND DSS 
TO, MOST 
+ 
Plate 6 Program Management Structure ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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ln tc rnat iona l  
rn 
P r p g r a m  O f f  i ce  
EMR (Director)  
DfE DOC DOT r l -  Program DND DSS Overview Survei 11ance Coinmi Sys t tee t n~s 
~1 ann; ng L--- 7 -.. .. . .. - 
Science 
Procurement Mgr. 
DSS 
Dep. Mgr. 
(Techno1 ogy ) 
DOC 
* 
Project Off ice 
- 
Manager - EMR 
~Dep. Mgr. 
(Appl i cations ) 
DFE 
I L I I 
- 
1 
Shoe Cove 
Grnd. Stn.  
(Et4R) 
D!gi t a l  Airborne Radar 
. Processing Support 
, EMR) ( EMR 
Cpt ical  
D a t a  Processiqg 
(DNN 
Radar Research 
Studies 
(DOC 
EXPERIMENTERS WORKSHOPS 
On the second day o f  the workshop, experimenters, having been br iefed 
on the current status of the SEASAT-A progran, and the associated data dis-  
seminat'on approaches, were asked t o  document the requirements o f  t h e i r  ex- 
periments. Thi s documentation was undertaken under the guidance o f  
coordinators and wi th easy access t o  resource personnel, i den t i f i ed  and 
present a t  the workshop. 
The experimenters iden t i f i ed  22 d i f fe ren t  experiments o f  which 19 were 
actual 1 y documented. The remaining 3 were not documented, e i  ther  because 
the experiment de ta i l s  had not ye t  been developed o r  because there was no 
experimenter representation a t  the workshop. 
The association between experiments and experimenters i s  tabu1 ated and 
the documentation o f  the experiments i s provided. 
Between the time o f  the workshop and the publ icat ion o f  t h i s  docuwnt, 
Experiments 3, 4 and 6 were documented and are now included. Also Dr. George 
Mourad of Ba t te l le  produced a more comprehensive descript ion o f  the workshop 
experiments which i s  included. 
This section also contains summary worksheets f o r  a l l  o f  the experiments 
described a t  the workshop. The information contained i n  these worksheets was 
provided by the experimeters during the workshop. 
WORKSHOP IDENTIFIED EXPERIMENTS 
No. 
- 
Experiment 
Canadian Beaufort Sea, Dome Petroleum, Gulf and/or Imperial O i  1 
Labrador Sea o r  West Africa, Texaco and Gulf 
Labrador Sea ( Canadian), EPOA 
Gulf o f  Mexico, AGA/PRC 
U.S. East Coast, Conoco 
Offshore West Africa, Getty and Texaco 
North Sea, Union 
Equatorial East Paci f ic  Ocean Mining 
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion 
Bering Sea Ice Task Group 
Ship Navigation Gulf o f  Alaska 
Ship Navigation Simulation 
Ice Monitoring Experiment f o r  Tanker Design 
Marine Environmental Forecasting 
Optimum Ship Routing 
North American Goose Nesting Habitat 
International 7" Patrol --Northern Survey 
International Ice Patrol--Enviro~unental Data 
International Ice Patrol--Repeti t i v e  Coverage D r i f t  Analysis 
Tropi ca 1 Tuna Fi s hery 
Salmon--A1 bacore Fishery 
Alaskan Crab Fishery 
Experimenter 
Glenn Davis 
Daniel H. Macy 
*A. George Mourad 
*A. George Mc ~r ad 
Frank Rose 
*A. George Mourad 
Mike U t t  
B i l l  Siapno, 
At le  Steen 
Paul Wol ff 
Fredric H. Deily 
George Chris toph 
George Chri stoph 
George Chri stoph 
Ray Phyer 
Ray Mayer 
Robert E, Munro 
L t .  G. Ketchen, USCG 
Lt .  G. Ketchen, USCG 
L t .  6. Ketchen, USCG 
Mer r i t t  Stevenson 
Fred Jurick 
S i  g f  ryed Jaeger 
* 
Experiments i den t i f i ed  but not documented a t  workshop. 
WORKSHOP EXPERIMENTS (BCL) 
Experiment T i t l e / ' P r ~ .  Locat ion  Orgnnimatian(s) Pr inc ipa l  Contact U.8. Coordinator . 
Beaufort Sea 200 Miles Offshore Between (1) Culf 011 Canada 8. Wright/J. Hnaciuk A. C. Hourad (Ba) 
(Oil  and Gas and Longitudes 125. and l4O.W Ltd. and 
Arc t ic  Operation) (2) I m p r i a l  O i l  G. Speddinu R. Cedney (WSA/LeRC) 
(Canada) 
(3) Dome Petroleum G. Davis R. R a w e i e r  (Canadian (Cannda) Coordinator) 
(6) -/ARC (US) T. Hudson, Cheiraun 
(Ct4evron) 
&brador Sea 150 Xilea Offshore Mtween (1) EASTCAN Explore- P. Bueri A. C. b u r a d  (IICL) 
(011 b C a m  m d  l a t i t u d e 8  33. md 63.l t i o n  (Canada) and 
Sea Ice )  (2) Culf O i l  Canada 0.  Wright/J. Hnatiuk R. Ccdney (RUIA/L.RC) 
Ltd. 
(3) I r p c r i a l  Oil G. Spuddin8 R. R.IHier  (C.lledi.(l 
(Canada) Coordi tutor)  
( 4 )  Texaco (US) C. P. C ; o t t / D .  Uacy 
C u l l  of Haxico Northern ha l f  of tho (1) M;A/PRC R. J. S i w a e  Jr.. A, G. )burad <W) 
(Oil  6 Gas and Gulf of  Mexico Chairman 
Pipo l  ines)  (United Cam Pipeline Co.) 
(2) Cat ty  O i l  U. A. DaXirjian 
(3)  Texaco G. E. nott/D. Wcy 
0.0. Faat Coast (1) George8 Bank COROCO, et a l .  P. Rome 
(2) Baltilrora Canyon 
Trough 
(3) Georgian Embaywnt 
- - - - - - - - - -- --- 
Offshore Uest Afr ica  Weatem L Southern CMet 
(Oil  6 Cas b of Africa 
D r l l l f  ng) 
- ~ 
(1) Cet ty  Oil .  et  01. H. A. b m i r j i a n  
(2) Texaco C. E. k t t / D .  Wcy 
Equatorial  East Offshore Southern Cal i f .  Kenmcott Enplora- 0. Livesay/A. S t e m  A. C. Hourad (EL) 
P a c i f i c  and Central  America i n  8 t ion 
(Ocean Mining) cor r idor  15. Wide Ertend- Deepsca Venturer, W. Siapno 
in8  t o  Southeamt of Havail 
Bering and Chukchi Offshore A l n ~ k a  t o  U.8.- MK;A/Bering Sea ,Tuk Fred W. Ng, Chairman A. G. Cloutad (BU) 
Seas U.S.S.R. Border Form on I c e  (m) and 
(Oil  b Cam 6 Ice)  R. Wney (M)A/&IC) 
- - - - -  - - -- p~ -- 
North Sea 
(Oil  6 Gas) 
-- - -  - - - - -- -- - - - - - - 
United Kingdom a r e a  of  (1) C~~ 
Northern North Sea (52.N- (2) Union O i l  
65.N and 4%-3.8) 
F. b e e  
n. u t t  
Ocean T h e m 1  P w e r  Many Sitem Offehore Ocean Data S y m t e a  P. Yolff 
(Thermal Remourcem) the  U.S. Eas t  and Weat 
Coaate 
WORKSHOi- tXPERIMENTS (BCL) 
Experiment Tit le_iType Location Orgnnlzation(s) Principal Contact U.S. C o o r d i n a t c r  
North American Cooee ro~ar Sites in Alaska'e USDI /PbWS . A. Mnrmelsteen/R. E. D. Mont~ocnery (JPL) 
Nesting Habitat Coastal nnd Inland Marsh Munro and 
Nesting Areas A. Cedney (NASA/LeRC) 
Ice Monitortn~ For Beaufnrt Sea/Northwest Sun Shipbuilding' C. Chrietoph 
Tanker Dasipp Passage and Dry Dock Co. 
D. Montgomery (JPL) 
and 
R . Cedne y (NASA/tcRC) 
Optlaw Shlp Routing Shipping Lanes Between Sun Shipbuilding C. Christoph 
Tacoma, Washington and and Dry Dock Co. 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Incernrtional Ice Coasts of Labrador and USCC 
Patrol - Northern Baf fin Island 
Suwey 
Lt. C. Ketchen R. Cedney (NASA/Le&ZC) 
Internattonal Ice Grand Bankr 
Patrol - Drift 
USCC Lt. C. Ketchen R . *&dney (WASAILeRC) 
- - -  - 
International Ice 43*-69.U b 44'-50eW 
Patrol - Envtronment 
USCC Lt. C. Ketchen R. Gedney (WASA/LeRC) 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 
Ocean Routing b West Pacific 6 Gulf of 
Environawntol Pre- Alaska 
dlctfons 
- - - 
Ocean Routes, Inc. D. Montgomery (JPL) 
Gulf of Alaska Culf of Alaska And Ocenn Routes, Inc. R. Hayer 
(011 Exploration) Bering Sea 
Alaskan Crab 
Fish*ries 
Cul f of Alaska and 
Bering Sea 
Pacific Fishing S. Jaeger 
Vessel Ownere Aesoc. 
D. Uontgoury (JPL) 
- - -  
Alaskan Crab 
Fisheries 
Culf of Alaska and 
Bering Sea 
Kodiak 
Eastern Tropical Froa the Coast of Chile Inter American Tuna M. StevenmonlR. 
Pacific Tuna North to Northern Calif- Conmission (IATTC) Kirkham 
Fisheries o n t o  and Offshore 100'8 
to 1000's of Miles 
WORKSHOP EXPERIIIENTS (BCL) 
Experlwnt Tltle/Type Locat ion Orpitnlzntinn(n) Princlpol Contact U.S. Coordinator 
21 . Salmon - Albacore Of fallore Southeartern Ore~on State Unlversityi R. Jacobron 
Alaska to Cuedalupe Mnrlne Adv. Prng. and, 
Island HuaSoldt State Univ- P. Jurick 
ersity/Hurinc Adv. Ext. 
soc. 
APOA: Arctic Petroleum Operators Association M#;A/ARC: Alaska Oil And Gaa Association/Arctic Research 
EPOA: Eartcoart Petroleum Operators Association Committee 
UKOOA: Unlted Kingdom Offshore Operators Asnociation USDI/PhUS: U.S. (kpartunt of 1aterior/lish and Wild Life 
ACAIPRC: American Gas Associstlon/Pipeline Rerearch Corittee 88wice 
DOE: U.S. Departinant of Energy USCCz U.S. Coast C u r d  
BCL: Batcelle Colu&us Laboratorier NASAILeRC: U S A / b v l r  Research Center 
JPL: Jet Propulrion Laboratory 
'EXPERIbkdf 1 : Canadian Beaufort Sea, J o i n t  Douie Petroleum, Gulf 011 and 
Imperial O i l  
EXPERIMENTER: \'' Glenn Davis - Dome Petroleum/P .O. Box 200 Calgary, 
. , I  ber ta ,  Canada T2P 2H8 
OBJECTlVE/PURPOSE : Eva1 ua te  SEASAT A sensors f o r  ope;-at ional  appl i c a t  ions i n  
reteorologic,oceangraphic and sea i c e  monitoring i n  t h e .  . 
Canadian Beaufort Sea o f f shore  locat ion.  
129 
SPEC1 AL ORB1 i AL REQUl REMENTS 
(cont'd on a t tached sheet )  
FREQUENCY/DURATION 
A s  o f t e n  a s  SEASAT A 
passes p l u s  FNWC d a i l y  
synopsis,  f o r e c a s t s  and 
GDR . 
SPECIAL EQUIPIIENT 
6 d i g i t a l  i n t e g r a t o r  
anenomezers 
~ e k t r o n h  terminal  
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
DATA DELIVERY 
Telephone f o r  r e a l  time 
LOCAT I ON (s) 
Canadian Beaufort Sea, 
approximately del ineated 
Long: 12S0 - 140° W 
Long: Shoreline - 72O N 
COMMUN i CAT IONS 
Provide FNWC r e a l  time 
GDR's  synopsis and fo re -  
c a s t s  t o  Calgary and 
Beaufort Advance Base, 
puktoyuktuk, N.Y.T. 
iliistorical data  on C.C.T. 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTIO?i 
a)  hourly meteorological & 
oceanographic data,  offshoreko 
DATE (S )  
May, 1978 t o  end of program 
PERSONNEL 
Approx. 6 m a n m o n t h s p e r  
year.  
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
a) Real time transmission 
FNWC, o f  meteorologic 
locat ion from June-0ct.each 
year. 
b)ground t r u t h  f o r  SAR passes 
on i c e  during winter(approx. 
once a month, Dec . -March. 
c) Remote sensing over- 
f l i g h t s .  
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
I ) Real time data  - Scat wind(magnitude6dir.) - SMlR " 11 - SMIR - SST 
- Altimeter H-1/3 
AGC &confidence level  
- FNKi products 
- winds,waves,direction 
+eight period.  
and oceanographic data .  
3) Yearly in ter im summary 
evaluation repor t s  u n t i l  
termination 
C )  Final  evaluation repor t  
d )  Remote sensing data  
col lec ted i n  a sample area  
of study. 
DATA FORMAT 
-Tables f o r  G . D . R .  synopsis 
and forecas ts  i n  r ea l  time; 
-CCT f o r  h i s t o r i c a l  d a t a ;  
- In terpre ted i c e  concentra- 
t i o n  on c h a r t s  (Fleet  
Weather Sui t land)  f o r  SbfFfR 
data  
-would l i k e  wind 6 wave data  
from scat  t eromet e r  even 
Canadian Beaufort Sea 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
-Sea Surface pressure 
- SST 
-Synopsis and forecasts 
Non r ea l  time data 
- winds) 
- SST ) SAR imagery 
- H-1/3) 
-1c- Concentration) 
-Ice 'I)rpes 1 SAR imagery 
-Currents 8 Tides ( i f  possible) 
FNWC products, would l i k e  t o  have 
1. Observation f i l e  - s f c  
ships 
upper a i r  
other  s a t e l l i t e  
2. Upper a i r  analysis 
3. Forecasts - storm warnings 
winds 
wave heights 
(maximum & H-1/3) 
4. G.D.R.s t ab les  
5. Quality control 
(statement with each product) 
DATA FOWlAT 
when f l ag  f o r  i c e  and land 
is  se t .  
-SAR imagery 
-SWR & 1 R  imagery 
Cdrt;ririar~ Beaufort Sea 
- -- . 
Glenn Davis 
Experiment ~vntribution (cont d. from previous page) 
a 
Dome Petroleum will have three drillships moored in locations in the 
Beaufort Sea. The drillships will be located in water depths between 
90 ieer and 200 feet approximately and distances from shore between 50 
I * A ~  i30 nautical miles. 
Each drillship will have an experienced environmental observer aboard 
who will coliect hourly meteorologic and oceangraphic data. Daily 
water column data will also be collected. 
Hourly dat-; collections in'clude: 
tilr temperature, barometric pressure, wind velocities, 
wind direction, humidity, cloud cover, wave heights, 
wave periods and .sea surface temperature. Whenever 
sea ice is in the vicinity of the drilling vessel, ice 
flows are monitored on radar, visually and with on board 
computer-coupled, automatic, omega ice tracking trans- 
mitters. Wave heights are recorded every four hours, 
on charts and magnetic tape, with wave rider buoys. 
Currentsare continually monitored and recorded at 
near surace, 5 meters and 10 meters at each drillship. 
hater column data, collected once a day, includes 
temperature, salinity and turbidity. . Daily ice 
reconaissance flights are undertaken by experienced ice 
observers. 
Imperial Oil Ltd. will collect similar data at their 
artificial islands, which are nearer to shore than 
Dome's drillships. Meteorol~gical data are collected 
at Beaufort Advance Base, Tuktogaktuk also. 
This data can be made available to FNKC in near real 
time or for historical analysis, while such data are 
being collected (during normal operat ions). 
All ground truth data (ice thickness, ridge heights, 
ridge frequencies), that are being collected during 
the winter ice research programs, will be available 
to the SEASAT project. 
Aerial photography, laser profiles, SLAR and Thermal 
I-R will be collected during the winter months over 
Sherefort ice and the Shear zone in the Beaufort Sea. 
Attempts will be made to coincide their flights with 
SEASAT SAR overpasses. 
Canadian Beaufort Sea -2- 
RAMS.buoys w i l l  be placed on sea i ce  i n  the Shear zone of 
the Beaufort Sea. 
Experimenters Output 
a)  Interim summary reports:  
- assess capabili ty of Scatterometer t o  determine wind 
velocity and direct ion i n  open water area of Beaufort 
Sea (between sea i c e  and land). 
- provide an assessment of Scatterometer capabi l i ty  
t o  determine wave heights, wind velocity and direct ion 
i n  water that  i s  a t  freezing temperature. 
- compare'iNAC forecasts,  with SEASAT impact, with Canadian 
A. E.S. Beaufort Advance Base forecast.  
- assess whether S M  data (sea surface temperature) w i l l  
be useful f o r  freezeup prediction model. 
- assess SAR capabi l i ty  f o r  col lect ing sea i c e  data 
i c e  type, i c e  concentrations, leads, ridges and 
pack i ce  compactness (degree of pressure) 
- assess capabi l i ty  of radar alt imeter fo r  determining 
wave heights i n  the  Beaufort Sea. 
b) Final report a t  project end - conclusions and recommendations. 
EXPER!,-'rj; i: Labrador Sea or West Africa - Texaco, Inc. 6 Gulf of .~xico 
(TH?S SHEET IS FOR LABRADOR ONLY) 
f XPERIMENTfR: C.:,iel Macy/Texaco, Inc ./P. 0. Box 60242/New Orleans, LA 70160 
OBJECTIVE/PURPOSk I OCEANOGRAPHIC VERIFICATION OF SEASAT - 
FOR UTILITY OF DATA FCR OFFSHORE DRILLING 6 PRODUCING OPERATORS 
SPECIAL ORB1 T AL REQUIREMENTS 
4 
FREQUENCY /DURATION 
As often as SEASAT Transits 
location 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
To be determined 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
Estimation of projected 
benefits based on both real 
time and histo&+'data to 
form an environmental data 
for design purposes an( 
operational efficiency. 
DATA DELIVERY 
Real time data to ground 
base operation compatible 
with weather facsimile 
transmission from , :, 
Newfoundland. Historum 
data to New Orleans/Houston 
LOCATION (S) 
In order of priority: 
1) Labrador Sea - Offshore 
Newfoundland 
2) Offshore Africa 
(specific Pt . Loc. ?) 
COMMUN I CATIONS 
Real time data at dri:l  
vessel via fascimi le. 
Historical data at New 
Orleans/Houston . 
EXPERIMENTERS 
- CONTRI BUT1 ON 
Ground truth data from our 
orig. vessel either area 
as available. 
DATA CHARACTER1 ST1 CS 
- 
FNUC real time data (see 
back) and historical data 
aircraft necessary to per- 
forria iata verification 
sea ice and iceberg 
I 
DATE (S) 
Drill Season (July-Oct.) 
1979 
1978 intermittent as 
activity requires 
PERSONNEL 
6 man-months for one year 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Report summarizing the 
verification or assessment 
of instruments data and 
ground truth for reliabi li ty 
and utility to our operatiorsbase 
and design 
DATA FORFlAT 
Real time data on currents, 
tables or graphics (see 
back) 
iistorical data on magnetic 
tape 
S&R & SMlR imagery 
V/IR imagery 
Labrador Sea or West Africa 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
11 Observation File: SFC 
SHIPS 
Upper Air lo 8 b i t s  day 
other Sate1 l i t e s  
2) Tailored Charts and Forecasts: 
Storm warning 
Area, any scale, any projected 
Selected plotted data 
3) GDR's plotted w/geograhical background 
4) Quality control statement w/each product 
- -. . 
(prfporcd by A. C. Hburotl/lla t rcl lc)  
(E;istcon Kxplora t ion :  P, nupmi; Cul f O i l :  D. Wriglr t / lb~.?t iuk;  
I r p c r i a l :  C. Speddl tic; ~nn.;dl,3n Coord ina to r :  K. Ramscicr /Sursa t  ' p t o j  . ) 
an0 Tcxaco/U.S. : C. Not t i n .  ;lacy 
( I  ) t o  jnrprovc wind, wavc, f r ccxcup  and brcakup f o r c c a s t  
( 2 )  t o  l o c a t c  i c r b c r ~ s  
(3) t o  nsscss t l lc  u t i l i t y  o f  SLASAT da ta  f o r  o f f s h o r r  f a c i l f t i c s  dcsjp,n and opc r ; r t i ons .  
LOCItTj 0:: ( S  ) 
150 miies o f f s h o r e  v e s t  
and 33O - 630N i. 
COYi<U:i I CAT 10::s 
Transmission L ines  ; 
Phone, FAX f r e a r  
Recci v iug  1:quipmcnL: 
C r n l ~ l ~ i c  t c r n i n a l  
Alpha numeric CRT 
Tr1ctv-w 
-- ------- 
EXI'CI;i!.:Z!:TCRS EXPE kl f '.i!:TLi!S 
CO!;T21 a'.!? I 0: OUl PUT ICO!:O!<I C BE!:EF I TS 
Data from d r i l l  ships,  
and / o r  FSi:C 4I.L. % - S u r f a c e  t r u t h  dn tn  to  !iASA Assess t h c  econdmic p t a t fo rms  and ice s u r v e y s  bencf j t s of SE ISIIT d.~:a 
on  : - I n t c r i n ,  n ~ i d  I ' in ;~ l  r c -po r t s  u t i l i t y .  
evr t lus t  inl; t h c  accuracy  
- waves ( I l c i g h t , p r ~ r i o d , d i r )  
- wind s p c c d l d i r  and u t i l i t y  of SL'ASIZT d a t a  i n  dcs i pn and ope ra  t i c t ~ i s  
- c u r r e n t  s p c c d l d i r  f o r  o f f s l ~ o r c  o i l  and gas 
- iccbcrg = A  P ,  p o s i t i a ) ~ l  b purposes .  fOUtC 
-SCR ~ C C  t y p e ,  l c a d s , ~ - c ~ ~ ~ A r ~ i ~  ;s, p r r % s u r c  ritlges: c a t  c .  . 
a- -- 
DATA CItItE:,Cl tlil S T 1  CS DCtlIt f O;?L;I DATA DELl\ ' t i :Y 
, -  
- CDR: (Sca t  wind, S:l!.lii - t a b l e s  f o r  G l l i :  synolv; is  Tc 1 r p l ~ o n c  f o r  rcu I t i n ~ ~  
wind, SEPlR SST, B I L .  111/3 ' nnd f o ~  ct :I:.LS d a t a ,  and n ~ ~ i l  I r i : . t o ~  lc.rl 
- t a h l c s ,  rli .rrts t ) ~ r a p h s  d a t a  t o  C a l ~ i i r y ,  Alht~rt ;1,  
- Fhl'C I 'rc~ducts: H.~rfnc. f o r  FSVC rca1  ~ i n i c  .IIIJ Canac' ,I ? 
w f :  ' 5 ,  WJVL'S (Itll3, t l ir .  f ~ r c c i ~ s t  prcvlucts 
- CCT f o r  h i s t o r i c c l l  d.3t.i pcr lotl, s p c c t  r.1) , SSI' 6 
- St\l{, SbI::l: b V/11: inlagcry SST i n  nowcnst nncl fore- 
c a s t  a t  1 2 , 2 4 , 4 8  b 7 2  tirs 
s h i p  c ~ l ~ s c r . f i l c h ,  01c1ts 
r w ~  
r -  
DATE ( S )  
Throughout tllc l i f e  o f  t h c  
SEASAT cxpcr jmcnt 
PE RSO:(f; t L 
Approxim;~ l r l  y  6 man-mnntlis/ 
FREQUEtlCY/DURkT 10:I 
As o f t e n  as SEASAT-A p a s s e s  
arc  a v a i l a b l e  o v e r  t h c  tes t  
area p l u s  FhWC d a i l y  synop- 
sis and f o r e c a s t s .  
SPLCl kL EQUIP::ElIT 
? 
Labrador Sen 
Data Ctwrnctcrlstics (COII' 1.) 
control statcmcnts wi t11  crrclr 
produc t 
- Non-real time data: 
Winds, waves (I l l , , , ) ,  SST 
SAR, SkPlR 6 V/IR imagery 
Ice concentration & typcs 
Currents and tides if  possible 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QU- 
tXPLR1 I;LlrlER: An~t*ric,i~r (;;IT A!:!;oc i + ~ t  ~ o r r l l ' i p ~  Lint. I b ~ : . ~  ; rclt (:(~ntrni 1 t w  ( J ,  Sin~n~tvn!;, J r ,  
Cirairrnotr); Cel t3  011 i c ~ r t l  Tcxnca arc also i n t c r e s t c d  i n  this .rrcii, 
OBJICTI \'E/PURPOSE : 
(1) to improve tire dcslglr c r i t c r l n  f o r  p l p c l i n c  n~r( l  c n r r e l n t o  t l ~ e  c f f c c t  of s u r f a c e  
c~ivironmcntal  da tn  wl t l ~  st~ltsurfacr\  l ~ l ~ d  nccan Itot ton, condl lions 
(2) t o  in t~rovo rca1-ti~110 ~ t r ~ d J c t $ ~ n  c iq~.~Oil  i ty  and tlrt* accur:tcy of p r c d i c  titri; s evere  
( I )  CDR: (Scat. v ind,  SZ2R 
wind.. SI.PlR SST, A1 t i -  
r t c r  ll 113 
(2) W1:C t'roduc t s :  1n.rrine 
' winds, uavcs ( I l l / j -  c'ir- 
c c ~ i n n .  pcr ind,  h p c c t  ra )  
SSI' nitJ SST novcnst and 
C O ~ C C ~ S L  at 1 2 , 2 G , 4 8 , b 7 2  
I ~ r s .  (ovvr 
- _ I  
- Ti~b lcs  fo r  CI)K synops i s  
and forecasts jn rc..il 1 i m i  
- CCT f o r  I t i s t o r i c a l  d.11.1 
- S>NR 11/ 1 K and SAI: i ln:~!-,t-ry 
- Tnblcs, cllitrt s nlrd t:r.tplr; 
fo r  rva l  tin~r* Jat.7 .111,1 
fortwas t  
F81QUttlCY/DU%T 101i 
*- 
A l l  n v n i l e b l c  p c r t i ~ w n t  d a t a  
nncl ar, o f t c n  AS IKISSCS a r e  
taken over  the  t e s t  a r e a  
p l u s  FhTC d a i l y  synops i s  and 
f o r c c a s t  s 
.- 
SPEC1 kL Er) \ l l  ?!fS:;T 
,.- 
None 
. 
- 
LCO::CI:.:I C u.::!:F 1 TS 
Assess p o t e n t i a l  econot.~lc 
b c n c f i t s  o f  SEASAT d c t a  i n  
ofIsItorc p i p e l i n e  and f a c i -  
l i  t i c s  d c s i s n  and opera t ions  
storms. 
t 
LOCAT 1 0:: (S  ) 
- -< 
26.N - 30% 
8 0 0 ~  - 9 7 f 5 ~  
CO%%J!i I CAT 1 G',S 
---. -- 
Transmi ssion Lines: 
Phone, FAX 
( Receiving Equipment: 
Graphic i r n i n a l  
Alpha numeric CRT 
Telctypc 
E A P < R ~ ~ ~ E I ~ T  E 2s 
to:; - 1 c 1 ?'JT 10:; 
Surface da ta  (wave s p e c t r a ,  
wind spccd/di rec  t  ion ,  water 
temperature, a i r  temperature 
and vn te r  vapor) from p lo t -  
forms arrrl subsurface ins r ru -  
m ~ n t  packages 
t 
-- - ~ - -  ~ 
I'cl[*pllane f o r  r c a l  t i n e  +JL.I 
in Hol~ston,  T V X ~ S .  :.~.ii 1 I 1 - i -  I 
-* 
DATE I S )  
- * .  
Tltrou~hout the  durntfotl of 
the exl tcr iecnt  
P r i o r i t y  t i n e s  durj~i; :  tlic 
h u r r i c a ~ ~ c  season for Si\R 
data 
PtRS0:;:;EL 
.-- 
2-4 man-montl~lycar dependinf: 
on the  accuracy ancl u s c f t ~ l -  
n e s s  of t l ~ c -  dota  
I 
- - . - - - - - .  
f XPTH1I:i: ;TLRS 
OUT PLlT 
- Surfocc t r u t h  do ta  t o  K;ASX 
and/or FhXC 
- V e r i f i c a t i o n  of t h ~ .  JC- 
curacy atid u t i l i t y  of S t A -  
S'T da ta  
- N r i t e  Cin:rl r epor t  
G u l f  of Mexico 
. Ship obs. f l l c s ,  storm 
warning plot of CDR's 
with geographic coordinates 
and quality control state-  
ments of data 
(3) Non-real time data: 
SAR, SbPtR 6 V/IR imagery 
Currents, tides 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1 
' EXPERIMENT 5: OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS 
EXPERIMENTER: Frank Rose ConocofP.0. Box 2197/Houston. TX 77001 
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SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 
'I 
FREQUENCY /DURATION 
See Attached sheet 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
To be studied 
ECONOMIC BEN€ F I TS 
1. Assist in calibration of 
Hindcast models 
2. More accurate forecasts 
3. Indication of applica- 
bility to Development of 
long term data bases for 
structural design8operational 
considerat ion 
4.Develop Directiogal Spectra 
DATA DELIVERY PLdOYBP 
Houston/Ponca City 
h 
LOCATION (S) 
North Atlantic with Ground 
Truth Stations in Baltimore 
Canyon and North Sea Area 
COt4MUN I CAT IONS 
Bell Modem 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
"1/ 3 
Wind Speed 8 Direction 
Sea Surf Temp 
Surf Current 
DATA CHARACTER1 ST1 CS 
MTE (S) 
From initiation or data 
disimination to end of 
project. 
PERSONNEL 
--- 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
DATA FOR-1AT 
Graphics 
Tabulars 
Offshore Oil and Gas 
FEQIJENCY - DURATION 
Real Time: 
I. CDR Data - Need Data whenever S e t e l l ~ t e  passes over  North 
At lan t i c  between ZOON and 80°14 
Ship. Buoy. Mi l i t a ry  OBS - 4 times p e r  day f o r  above area  
- 
Surface Analysis Chart - 4 times pe r  day. 
Upper A i r  Charts  - 2 times/day f o r  above a rea  
Sea Temp. Charts - 1 t ime/day (not f o r e c a s t )  
Charts - 2 times/day (not fo recas t )  
H i 1 3  Point Predic t ions  - This info .  required a t  12 hour i n t e r v a l s  
f o r  s i t e  s p e c i f i c  p o i n t s  and should include the .  12, 24, 36, 48 & 72 
hour point  fo recas t  f o r  each 12 hour i n t e r v a l .  
HISTORICAL 
TideICurrent ~ a t a  from range i n f o  f o r  area  mentioned above f o r  
each pass. 
, . . . . . . . . . . . I - - - . ' ... .,"I, 
EXPERIMENT 6: (prcpnrc-d by A. C. ).lcrurad/B;at t cl lc) 
LXPLRI~JI(I[R: Cct ty  Oil Co., e l  a l  (11. Ih.t-lirjl;~ir) and Tex.ico (C. Nott/D. bl;rcy) 
OMCCT IYE/PURPOSC : 
To assess t h e  u t i l i t y  o f  SFASAT I r i s t o r i c a l  and r e a l  t j m c  d a t a  f o r  offalrorc 
o i l  and gas and d r i l l  s h i p  des ign  and opera t ions .  
Exact area m y  not bc tinomi 
u n t i l  2-3 months p r i o r  to 
opcrs t ions. 
Approximately: 
0 -12O~ and 1 8 ° ~ - 3 5 0 ~  
up t o  2000-m contour west 
Transmission Lines: 
Phone, FAX 
- 
Receiving Equipment: 
Graphic teminal 
Alpha numeric CRT 
Teletype 
Data from d r i l l  s h i p  and wa 
r i d e r  buoy such a s  water 
tcmp. and s a l i n i t y .  waves 
(height,  pcr iad,  d i r . ) ,  win 
specd ld i r rc t ioo ,  cur ren t  
specd/G l r e c t i o n ,  a i r  
temperature 
(1) CDR: (Sc.it.ui~ld,S?!?Z wit1 
SFPIR SST, a l t i m c t c r  II 1 / 
(2) FX1.Y: Proarlc t s : ?I.ar ine 
vindsswavcs (lll13,d ir  . , 
pcr jad,  s p c c t r ; ~ )  SS? an 
SST I n  nt*uc;~st, . I I : ~  fo r  
cast a t  1 ? . 2 4 , t K , 7 ?  ltrs 
Skip o b s . f l l c s , s t t ~ r n  
vnrnl nl: plot  (cjvt.r \ 
-- 
During t h e  d r i l l  slrip opcra- 
t i o n s  f o r  r e a l  time d a t a  
and Lhroughout tlie SUISAT 
experimcnt proRram f o r  
h i s t o r i c a l  da ta .  
PERS OI::;E L 
- 
1 rean-nonth ? r i o r  t o  v e r i f i -  
c a t  ion  
2 man-racmt!~/yr.?r a f  tcv. 
depending o n  SFIISAT d a t a  
u t i l i t y .  
E W E  kl !.:C:? EZS 
ouTri*T 
* - S11rface t r l ~ t l r  d a t a  t o  
NASA and/or FhTC 
- v c r i f  i c a t i o n  o f  accuracy 
and u t  i 1 i t  y of SLtS,!T 
d a t a  
- f i n a l  r epor t  
- 
, - T;~blcs  f o r  Cl)!! syna*;,sir: 
- ti~blt.:;,cl~nr: s & r,r.lpii?; 
f<rr fW:C rc.11 t i n u  and 
farc*c;~st  d.1t.1 
' - CCT f o r  I ~ i ~ l n r l c : ~ l  d a t a  
- S?Pl 6 \'/lh: ila.,l:r.ry 
A l l  r v a l l a h l e  p e r t i n e n t  
d a t a  and as o f t e n  as passes 
a r e  r v a i l a b l c  o v e r  t h e  test 
areas plus m7JC d a i l y  
synopsis  and f o r e c a s t s .  
SPECIAL EQUI?lEIiI 
~- 
None 
- - - - - - - -- 
Assess p o t e n t i a l  ecacozic 
benc f i t s of SFASAT d a t a  f o r  
o f f s h o r e  oil  and g . 1 ~  opera- 
t i o n s  and f o r  d r i l  I s h i p  
des ign and o p e r a t  i0i.s 
- 
Tclc*pll:rnc f a r  rca! lice dst; 
n ; ~ i l  I1istoric.11 J.ar .I t o  
ilur~s t on, Tcs . 
OmGmAL PAGE 1s 
, worr Qurusq 
Offshorc West Africa 
of CUR'S vith gcol:rapllic 
coordinates. and qua1 i ty 
control statrmcnls, if 
possible 
(3) Non-rral t imc data : S?ElK 
and V/IR imp,cry w.lvc2, 
currents, tides, winds 
and tcmperaturc 
EXPERIMENT 7: UNION O I L  NORIM SEA 
EXPERXKNTER: Mr. Mike Utt - Union O i l  Res~ar~h/P.O. Box 76/Brea, CA 92621 
O&IECTI.VE/PURf'OSE: S E A M  Data Verification md Assesuent of the  Ut i l i ty  
of the Data for  Analysis and Design . 
- f . . 
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SPE CIA1 ORBITAL RLQUS REHENTS NO PREFERENCE ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q U A L ~  
LOCAT ION (S) 
Northern North Sea -(within 
100 lm of Heather productior 
platform) 
52% - 65'~ and 40% - 3OE 
C ~ I C A T I ~ S  
Phone l ine  or magnetic 
tape, non-real time. 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTlON 
Surface data (wind, waves 
and temp.) from fixed 
platform 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
GDR's only 
real time not required. 
Or lo  days 
time okay 
FREQUENCVlOURAT I ON 
A s  often as SEASAT passes 
are.available (estiaated 
less  than 1 pass/day) 
SPECIAL EQUI PIIEIiT 
none 
ECONWIC BENEFITS 
direct  - none 
indirect:  
-NASA gets verification of 
SEASAT data 
-Union gets experience w i t h  
s a t e l l i t e  data 
DATA DELIVERY 
- 
To: Union Research Center 
DATE (5) 
From s t a r t  of SEASAT-A 
(Nov. '78) f o r  a t  least  
one year. 
PERSONNEL 
1 Research Engineer and 
computer support personnel 
a t  Union Research Center 
(estimated 2 man-months) 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Report summarizing 
s t a t i s t i c a l  comparisons of 
SEASAT and surface data 
DATA FOlFtAT 
Wave height - tabular data 
Wind and temperature - 
Desirable t o  have est inate 
a t  a point ( p l a t f o n  loca- 
tion) for each pass 
encompassing the point. 
I 
Brea, CA via phone 
l ine  o r  by mag.tape. 
EXPERIMENT 8 : EQUATORIAL EAST PACIFIC/OCEAN MINING 
EXPERIMENTER: Bi 11 Siapno - Deepsea Ventures/Gloucester Point ,  VA 23062 
At le  Steen - Kennecott Exploration, Inc./3377 Camel M t jn Ro d/ 
OBJECTIVEIPURPOSE : Receive 8 Assess SEASAT Data U t  i l i t y  f o r  
98 b l e c o , ? ~  92121 
..- - - - 
Ocean Mining Design and Operation 
. 
SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 
LOCATION (s) 
Area included within SON - 
20'~; l l O O w  . 1500 plus 
Storm a rea  of  West Coast 
of  N. America SON - 4 0 3 ~  
and h'est t o  15O0k'. 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 
Provide a l l  da ta  by 
Keatherfax. Provide 
h i s t o r i c  data  once/month 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
Surface Temp. A i r ,  Sea. 
Kind: Direction G Speed 
\iave/Suell: Height,Periodl 
Dlrect ion 
These data could be made 
avai lable  t o  NASA orFNKC by 
radlo o r  whatever means 
avai lable  t o  receive  them. 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
1)Real time data (copy) 
(see back) 
2)FNWC forecas t  products 
(see back) 
3)Storm Advisory 
4)Spec t r a l  points  f o r  
each experiment,Historical 
data  - 34 data blOck,SAR, 
SMH&V/IR,Currents, t i d e s ,  e t c  
- 
DATE ( S )  
Oct. 1978 t o  end o f  program 
Especial ly between June 1 
t h r u  Oct. 1 
PERSONNEL 
4 x man months/year 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Report summarizing r e s u l t s  : 
1 ) k e r i f i c a t i o n  of SEASAT 
data accuracy and t h e i r  
u t i l i t i e s  i n  mining opera- 
t ions  and design 
2)Assessment of po ten t i a l  
benef i t s  o f  a projected 
SEASAT operat ional  system. 
DATA FORFIAT 
His to r i ca l  data  on Computer 
tape.  
Real Time - Tables, Charts ,  
Graphs 
Forecasts  - Tables, Charts ,  
Graphs 
V/IR facsimi l i e s  
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FREQUENCY/DuRATION 
As o f t e n  as SEASAT passes 
a rea  p l u s  a l l  FNlfC 
fo recas t s .  
SPECIAL EQUIPtENT 
To be determined 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS (Antici ;=ted) 
Increase environmental data  
base, minimize 
increase  e f f i c i ency  of 
opera t ion.  
DATA DELIVERY I 
1 - Weatherfax 
2 - Kennecott, S.D.,C4 
Deep Sea - Venturus, V A  
INCO - Wash. S t a t e  
Lockheed, CA 
Equatorial East Paci f ic/Ocean Minina 
DATA QURACTER I ST1 CS 
Quality Control Statement8 with each product 
GDR's plotted w/grey background 
Tailored charts 6 forecasts 
Real time data froa SEASAT (GDR) 
Scat. wind (magnitude and directton) 
SWt  wind and S T  
Altimeter 
AGC on confidence level 
F WC products nowcast and forecast at 12, 24, 48, 72 hrs. 
(winds, Hi/ 3, direct ion, period, wave spectra) 
spectml date points 
Historical data on - 
(winds, SST, H1/3, SAR and SWtU andVIIR imagery 
EXPERIMENTER: Mr, Paul Wolff - Ocean Data Systems/24OO Garden Rd. /Monterey ,CA 935 40 
OBJECT1 VE/PURPOSE: SURVEY DATA FOR PLANT SITES, WERHAL RESOURCE EVALUATION, ENGINEERING 
DATA ON WINDS, WAVES AND CURRENTS 
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SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS Prefer Baseline Orbit 
h 
LOCATION (S)  
Gulf of Mexico 10 lo Square 
Florida Straits 6 " 
Florida East 
Coast 8 " 
Hawa' i 6 " 
Guam 4 " 
10 other lo Lat. Long areas 
in Tropical oceans 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 
Direct line to FNWC computa 
4 transmissions/day . 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRI BUT 10'4 
Computers & Comm line 
plotters - previous 
engineering data specifica- 
t ions OTEC observations 
DATA CHARACTER1 ST1 CS 
SST obs 
H1/3 obs 
Kind obs 
Spectral Sea State analyses 
for each point twice a day. 
MLD data or analyses 
DATE (S)  
Continuing full period for 
which data are available. 
PERSONNEL 
P. Wolff + 3 
Dr. Lloyd Lewis DOE 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT s 
Comparison of this data 
with OTEC obs and previous 
estimates of thermal re- 
source, wind, wave mean 
values and extremes. 
Currents if discernible 
DATA FORFIAT 
FNWC packed binary or any 
other computer to computer 
protocol. 
> 
FREQUENCY /OURAT ION 
All available pertinent 
observations 
SPECIAL EQUIP!QNT 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
Changes in engineering 
design specificat ions. 
Warnings of high seas and 
winds during operations. 
DATA DELIVERY 
Direct line from ODSI 
compuaer to FNlSC computer. 
OCEAN THERMAL E hZRGY CONVE RSlON 
These p l a n t s  expect t o  use  t h e  thermal d i f fe rence  between t h e  warm upper 
layer  of  t h e  ocean and t h e  cold water a v a i l a b l e  a t  1000 meter depths. 
Test opera t ions  o f  components have begun o f f  Hawaii and Puerto Rico. A 
small t e s t  p lant  is planned f o r  t h e  X. Gulf o f  Mexico with a l a r g e r  
movable p lan t  soon t h e r e a f t e r .  
Ocean Data Systems has been working under contract  t o  DOE t o  evaluate  
environmental condit ions espec ia l ly  thermal resource a v a i l a b i l i t y .  
Spec i f i ca l ly  the  p lan t  opera t ion is  poss ib le  only i n  a reas  with warm 
surface  water throughout t h e  year.  Depth o f  t h e  mixed layer  i s  needed 
a lso .  
I n  addi t ion,  t h e  p lan t s  a r e  a f fec ted  by s t rong winds, wave ac t ion  and 
currents  which influence design o f  h u l l ,  p ip ing mooring, e t c .  
S i t e s  a r e  i d e n t i f i e d  i n  lo Lat . tong squares.  A l l  a r e  i n  ocean a reas  where 
enviroruaental observations a r e  spa r se  i n  both space 6 time. 
ODSI has prepared monthly values and limits f o r  temperature s t r u c t u r e s  
monthiy . Engineering design specs de f ine  wind, waves and cur ren t s .  
This experiment has the  following purpose i n i t i a l l y  : 
a )  ve r i fy  environmental design values 
b) determine diurnal  v a r i a t i o n s  
c)  compare these  neb observations with spec i f i ed  envelopes. 
Changes .n engineering design c h a r a c t e r i c t i c s  nay be poss ib le  from t h i s  
study. , a y  environmental values ou t s ide  current  design c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
ui 11 have expensive enginet* i i ~ g  impacts. 
linen p l a n t s  a r e  i n  opera t ion - 
a) provide warnings o f  extreme winds, seas ,  cu r ren t s  
b) de tec t  any change i n  sea surface  temperature caused 
by p lan t  operation.  
EXPERIMENTER: Fredric II.  Dci ly, Exxon Production ReqPO Box ?189/llouston,TX 77001 
OBJECTIVE/~URPOS):: Usc Ihta  from SEASAT-A t o  s t r~dy i ce  covcragc and rnoverncnt t o  
scc i f  i t  is  fc;rsil)lc to usc data fo r  Offshorc Opcmt ions. 
To thc US, USSR bordcrs 
-- 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 
Data not required i n  real 
time 
- - 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CON1 RIBUTION 
Aircraft  under f i igh t  . 
Stereo aer ia l  photography. 
LANDSAT and NOAA analysis 
payed for  by AOGA 
DATA CHARACT E R I  ST1 CS 
SAR imagery 
2 copics film positivcs 
10% data a s  CCT's 
DATE (S) 
Nov. 1978 - May 1979 
Nov. 1979 - Hay 1980 
PERSONNEL 
Outs idc contractor funded 
AOGA wil l  perform analysis 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Verify SCASAT data .  
Attempt t o  assess u t i l i t y  
Submit rcport 
DATA FORtlAT 
-- -- - - - - -  
SWR - ".f ice conccntra- 
t ion .  
Open watcr nreos, wind, 
wavc height, SST 
FREQUENCY/DURAT ION 
As mny SAR passcs as  
possible 
SbWR data once/week. 
In non-icc areas 
Wind, Wave and SST require- 
mcnts t o  bc determined. 
SPECI AL EQUIPMENT 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
DATA DELIVERY 
~- -- ~ 
1 month n f t c r  acquisi t ion.  
SPEC! AL ORBITAL REQUIRE HENTS Dcsirc Cambridge Orbit 
EXPERIMENT 11 : SHIP NAVlGATION IN GULF OF ALASKA 
EXPERIMENTER: George Christoph - Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co./Chester, 
PA 19013 
OBJECTIVEIPURPOSE : 
Along Great Circle Routes 
1) From Puget Sound to 
Mouth of Cook Inlet and 
2) From Los Angeles to the 
Mouth of Prince William 
Sound. 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 
Data Broker, FNWC to Sun 
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock 
Company . 
Chester, PA 19013 
215-876-9121 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONT R1 BUT 1 ON 
Analysis of the influence 
of SEASAT A data on the 
operation of two ships 
sailing at regular interval 
in the above region of 
interest. 
DATA CHARACTER1 ST1 CS 
R T)Surface Wind Speed and 
E ])Direction - Wave Spectr 
A M)Significant Wave Height 
L E)Wave Length 
)10bleter wind velocity & 
d i  rect ion 
-- - - 
Non Real time 
Sea Surface Temperature 
Air Temp.--Currents. 
DATE (S) I FREQUENCY/DURATION 
As available Continuously thloughout the 
orbital life of SEASAT A. 
PERSONNEL 1 SPECIAL kQUIP,%YT 
I 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
I 
DATA FORNAT I DATA DELIVERY 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
A report on their findings. 
Definition of ope-ational 
system requirements. 
1 )  Jigital tables in CRT Analysis and Forecasts 
I Compatible form 
a) Graphics conpatible with 
, Tektronics CRT DR data every 6 - 12 hours 
I 
Expected to result from 
scheduling improvement, 
fuel conservation and 
damage avoidance. 
iPECIAL ORB1 VAL REQUIRtHENTS 
.* . - _  . -1-.- . -..- -. -- " . .  
EXPERIMENT 12: SHIP NAVIGATION SIMULATION 
EXPERIMENTER: George Christoph - Sun Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co./Chester, 
PA 19013 
OBJECT1 VLjPURPOSE : 
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SPECIAL ORB1 TAL REQU I REMNTS ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
t 
FREQUENCYIDURAT I G i i  
On demand throughout t h e  
o r b i t a l  l i f e  of SEASAT A.  
I 
SPECIAL EQUIPIENT 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
Expected t o  r e s u l t  from 
reduced passage time, fuel 
conservat imand damage 
avoidance. 
DATA DELIVERY 
LOCATION(S) 
As y e t  undefined Ocean 
Trade Routes 
COMMUN 1 CAT 1 ONS 
Data, Broker, FNWC t o  Sun 
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock 
Company, Chester, PA 19103 
215-876-9121 
f XPERIMCNTERS 
In associa t ion with Ship 
Navigation i n  Cvlf o f  
Alaska experiment. s imulate 
ship  operations oil other  
t r ade  routes  
DATA CHARACTER1 STICS 
DATE (S) 
As ava i l ab le  a f t e r  f i r s t  
year o f  SEASAT A Launch. 
PERSONNEL 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUT PUT 
A repor t  on t h e i r  f indings  
Def ini t ion of  opera t ional  
requirements 
DATA FORPIAT 
Surface wind, speed and 
d i rec t ion .  
Wave spec t ra .  S ign i f i can t  
wave height.  Currents. Wave 
length. 10  Meter Wind speed 
and d i r e c t  ion. Sea Surface 
temperatures/air  tempera- 
tu res .  
1 
1) Dig i t a l  t a b l e s  i n  CRT 
compatible form 
2) Graphics compatibles w i t ) .  
Tektronics CRT 
- 
FWC Analysis and forecasts 
(6,12,18,24 and 72 hours) 
on demand. 
GDR on demand. 
EXDERII,;ENT 13 : ICE MONITORING EXPERIMENT FOR TANKER DESIGN 
EXPERIMEN~ER: George Christoph - Sup =hipbui lding and Dry Dock Co./Chest e r ,  
.PA 19013 
OBJECT1 VE/PURPOSE: 
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SPEC!AL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS Cambridge Orbit Preferred 
... 
LOCATION (S)  
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas 
beyond 10-fathom l i n e  from 
coast 
COMMUN I CAT I ON$ 
JPL  t o  Sun Ship Building 
and Dry Dock Co. ,Chester, 
PA 19013 (214-TR6-9121) 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRI BUTJOt4 
Nil1 in te rp re t  data  made 
avai lable  i n  t e n s  of 
economic s ignif icance  t o  
tanker design,  i n  simula- 
t i o n  model. 
Dl. iA CHARACTERISTICS 
SAR data w i l l  beam.lyse 
t o  determine l),frequency 
and d i s t r i b u t i o n  of i c e  
r idges 2 ;  i ce  type 3 ) i n f e r r t d  
i c e  thickness. SMFIR data  
required i s  %ice ,  % 1 s t  y r .  
and $ multiyear 
i .- 
DATE (S )  
Experiment Pe-iod 
Dec. 78 - March 79 
Dec. 79 - Earch 80 
PERSONNEL 
NASA personnel w i l l  provide 
ass i s t ance  f o r  SAR image 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  and CCT 
evaluation.  
EXi'ERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
A repor t  on t h e i r  f indings  
Definit ion of operat  iona 1  ' 
system requirements 
DATA FOWIAT 
. 
As required by experimentor 
SAR-1. Film Pos i t ive  
( 2  copies)  
2 .  CCT'S of se l ec tc , !  
area 
3. Locat ion Accurac!, 
+ 5  Km. 
SMMR-I char t  
> 
FREQUENCY /OURATION 
h SAR passes per month 
during experimental period.  
SBNR coverage every two 
weeks 
55tCIAL EQUIP IENT 
None 
ECONOYIC BERif I T S  
These a r e  expected a s  a 
consequence of more 
e f fec t  ive shj  p design b!. 
having adeqaate i ce  
informat ion. 
DATA DELIVERY 
- 
One t o  t ~ o  months a f t e r  
a c q u i s ~ t  :on 
.- 
tXPERII.lENT 14 : MARINE WIRONMENTAL FORECASTING 
TXPERIMENTER: Mr. Ray Mayer - Oceanroutes/SZbO Hillview Ave./Palo Alto,CA 94034 
C&IEC'IlVE/PURPOSE: Sea Truth Determination - Forecast Model Improvement 
Gulf of Alaska or North Sea 
or East Coast US 
CGMUN I CAT IONS 
4800 band line to FNWC 
OR3 unique 
Access to DDF 
4800 preferred - 
1200 acceptable 
Link Palo Alto to Anchorage 
1200 band on higher 
k EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
GDR and F W C  p~oducts. 
kill utilize all available 
products in forecast 
systen. 
Selected F N W  C cpecial point 
SAR for evaluaiion as oper- 
ational ice forecast tool 
DATE (S) 
1 year after Algorithm. 
validation 
PERSONNEL 
OR1 Staff 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Evaluation of GDR data with 
ground truth 
Evaluation of value of 
SEASAT data as input to 
real time forecast system. 
d 
DATA FORFlAT 
Binary 
i 
CRT graphic 
FREQUENCY /MIRAf ION 
Continuously 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
Graphics terminal in 
Alaska 
ECONOMIC BEN€ F I T  S 
Higher platform, semi- 
submissible, and helicopte~ 
utilization. 
DATA DELIVERY 
Real time on 3 hourly(GDR) 
basis or more if available, 
WmAL PAGE 1s 
fE POOR Q U ~  
SPf C l  AL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 
EXPERIMENT 15: OPTIMUM SHIP ROUTING 
EXPERIMENTER: Mr. Ray Mayer - Oceanroutes , '~260 H i  l lv iew Ave. / P a l t  o  A l to ,  CA 94034 
OB)ECTIVE/PURPOSE: Determine Incremental  Savings Accruing t o  Ship  Opera tors  through 
I n t e g r a t i o n  o f  SEASAT Data i n t o  FNWC Products  
SPECIAL ORB1 TAL REQUIREMENTS 
- 
FREQUENCY/DURATION 
Continuously 
SPECIAL E Q U I P M N T  
Graphics Te rz~ ina l  i n  
Palo A l t a  
. 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
Reduced time i n  t r a n s i t  
Reduced Hull and Cargo 
damage 
Reduced p r o b a b i l i t y  of  
c a t a s t r o p h i c  lo s s  
-..- 
DATA DELIVERY 
He.31 time 
r-- ~ccrrIa(s) + 
Palo Al to  
COMMUN I CAT IONb 
38CO band l i n e  t o  FNWC 
OR1 unique. 
Access t o  DDF 9 4800 
p r e f e r r e d  
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRI BUT ION 
DATA CHARACT E R I  ST1  CS 
FF.'hC products  p r e  and pos t  
SMSAT CRT Graphic At l e a s t  twice  d a i l y  
-. I ----- A 
1 
DATE ( 5 )  
1 yea r  a f t e r  Algorithm 
v a l i d a t i o n  
PERSONNEL 
OR1 S t a f f  
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Evaluat ion o f  changes i n  
f l e e t  e f f i c i e n c y  f o r  1 o r  
more U .  S. Flag o p e r a t o r s  
a f t e r  i n t e g r a t i o n  of SEASAT 
d a t a  i n t o  FNKC product .  
DATA FORFIAT 
Binary 
EXPERIIiENT 16 : NORTH AMERICAN GOOSE NEST 1 NG HABl TAT 
EXPERIMENTER: Mr .  Robert E. Munro USFLWS/Patuxent W i  1 d l  i f e  Res. Center/Laurel , MD 20811 
o&IEcTI~E/PuRWSE: Evaluate the U t i l i t y  of SAR and Data Products f r o m  FNK i n  Assessmnt 
o f  Habitat Conditions on Arct ic  Goose Nesting Grounds. 
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SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUl REMENT S Cambridge Orbi t 
LOU\TION(S) 
Clarence Rhode ?!at i ona 1 
Wi ld l i f e  Refuge 
Yukon - Kuskokwir, Delta 
A1 as ka* 
*see attached f f gure 
COMMUNICATIONS 
FNUC, JPL 
Miaratory B i ra  & Habitat 
Research Lab., Laurel, 
MD 20811 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
USFWS personnel a t  
locat ion 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
SAR 1) images ----+ 
SMMR 2) data 8 
V I R R  images---- 
1 JPL 
2 Real -Time from FNWC 
3 Near Real-Time from ? 
i 
7 
DATE (S) 
Mid t o  end May 1978 
(doubtful! 
Mid t o  end May 1979 
PERSONNEL 
NASA Lewis assistance i n  
SAR interpretat ion 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Comprehensive report t o  
NASA; ground t ru th  such 
as description o f  ice 
condit ions on selected 
lakes i n  tes t  areas. 
DATA FO&IAT 
Images 
Graphics, tables 
Images 
F REQUENCY/DURAT 1Ot4 
Continuous during dates 
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
Graphics terminal 6 1200 
baud coupler 
NASA a i r c ra f t  over - f l  i g h t  
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
Est imtab le  from improved 
waterfowl species 
management 
DATA DELIVERY 
ASAP 
North American Goose Nesting Habitat 
EXPERIMENT 17:  Application of SEASAT-A f o r  International Ice Patrol (Northern Survey) 
I Full resolution SAR P . Images processing optimally CCT' s focused for  surface 
EXPERIMENTER: L t  . Gregory Ketchen, USCG, Staf f  Oceanographer/ Int ernat iona 1 Ice 
Patrol Building/llO/Governor's IslandINew York, NY 10004 
OuECTIVE/PURPOSE: A Northern Survey w i  11 be performed t o  demonstrate the feasibi li t y  
and benefits of conducting a pre-season survey of icebergs and 
sea i ce  along the Labrador and Baffin Island Coasts using SEASAT-A 
1 h'ithin 1 4  days 
SAR i n  
LOCATION(S) 
A region from the coast t o  
100 miles of f  shore along 
Labrador and Ssutheast 
Baffim Island and across 
Davis S t r a i t s .  
COMMUN I CAT 1 ONS 
Data delivery by physical 
transport. 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
4 C-130 Aircraft  Sort ies .  
SLAR/RIP equipped 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
SPEC1 AL ORB1 TAL REQUIREMENTS Cambridge 
place of a i r c r a f t  reconnaissance. 
DATE (S )  
Mid January thru  l a t e  
February 1979 i .  
PERSONNEL 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
1. Ground Truth - Observed 
Icebergs 
2.  Data Report and Analyses 
or  Results 
DATA FORFlAT 
2 
FREQUENCY/DURAT 1011 
7 SAR passeover  12 days 
Min: One complete coverage 
of survey area. 
Desired: Two complete 
coverages of the area. 
SPECIAL EQUI P lENT 
'CONOM1 C BENEFITS 
I f  survey using SEASAT-.A 
SAR, elimination of one t o  
two HC-130 pre-season 
deployments of approximat el) 
12 days each. 
DATA DELI  VERY 
I 
EXPERIMENT 18: INTERNATIONAL ICE PATROL ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
EXPERIMENTER: Lt . Gregory Ketchen, USCC, Staff Oteanographer/lnternational Ice 
' Patrol/Bldg. IlO/Governors's Island/New York, NY 10004 
OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE: To assess the value of using sea surface windvelocity and sea 
surface slope (See. current) data from SEASAT-A in an iceberg 
drift model and sea surface temperature for iceberg melt pre- 
diction. 
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SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 
- 
FREQUENCY /OURAT 1014 
Daily from Mar - Jul 
SPECIAL EQUI PMENT 
Textronic CRT Terminal 
for receipt of FNYC 
Prediction and Analyzis 
CST and Surface Wind. 
2 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
r 
LOCATION(S) 
43" N - 4g0 N 
440 w - 500 w 
COMMUNI CAT IONS 
1 Telephone modem to computer 
t e n i  na 1 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
OATE (s) 
Apr - June 1979 
PERSONNEL 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
1. Ship surface truth data: 
time ave.winds, sea surface 
temperature and geostrophic 
current measurements 
2. Data analysis 
and comparison 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
1. Kind velocity 
(Knots & OT) 
2. Curreqt velocity 
(cm/s C OT) 
3. Temperature 
(Oc) 
FNKC Anal & Predict Surface 
Kinds for 40° , 520 N and 
;go - 570 h' 
1. Iceberg drift & melt mproved iceberg drift pre- 
predictions ictions could lead to 
eduction in dist .of detour 
2. Data report and analyses f some vessels around ice 
of results 
DATA FORMAT 
BCD 
1 
- -- 
limits and thus reduce 
vessel  transit time. 
DATA DELIVERY 
Within 8 hours after 
Anal. end and Predict 
Start time  
EXPERIMENT I!': Application of SEASAT-A for International Ice Patrol (Repetitive 
Coverage Drift Analysis) 
EXPERIMENTER: Lt. Gregory Ketchen. USCG, Staff Oceanographcr/International Ice 
Patrol Building/ 110 Governor's I sland/New York, NY 10004 
OBJECTIVE/PURPOSE: Primary - To determine how reliably icebergs could be tracked 
using the SAR 
Secondary - Use repetitive iceberg drifts observed with SAR 
to validate and adapt the operational Keberg Drift Model. 
~ G C A T I  ON (s ) I DATE (s) 
March - June 1979 
( Data delivery by physical I 
I 
COWUN I CAT IONS PERSONNEL 
1) Aircraft side-looking ) Iceberg drift model 
radar and ship s t  rface validat ion 
truth ) Analyses 6 report 
2 )  Surface truth data 
EXPERIMENT€ RS 
CONTRIBUTION 
analysis 
EXPERlMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
1 - I DATA CHARACTERISTICS DATA FOWlAT 
- - 
Full resolution SAR 1) Images 
processing optimal ly 
focused for surface target ) CCT'S 
FREQUENCY /DURN ION 
--4 
4 SAR passes required over 
a 3 day period I 
Min: one survey 
Desired : two surveys 
SPECIAL EQUIPIENT 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 1 
Improved iceberg drift 
predictions could lead to 
reduction in distance de- 
toured around ice limits by 
some vessels reducing vess 
transit time.Possible 
reduction of deployed forc 
DATA DELIVERY 
For one pass, would like 
fastest practical delivery 
to determine possible 
operational application. 
I 
SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 
N 
EXPERIhIENT 20 : TROPICAL TUNA FISHERY 
EXPERIMENTER: Dr. Merr i  tt Stevenson - Inter-Am. Tropica 1 Tuna Commission/ c/o 
Scripps I n s t i t u t e  of Ocean./ LaJolla, CA 92037 
O&lECTIVE/PURPOSE : '1%e o f  SEASAT-A Products by the Eastern Tropical  Pac i f i c  
Tuna Fishery 
- 
FREQUENCY /DURATIOt4 
Da i l y  (every two days 
as necessary) 
SPECIAL EQUIPtIENT 
Terminal, tape recorder 
and FACS machine a t  
IATTC (La 301 l a )  f o r  
rece iv ing & copying 
char ts .  
ECONOMIC BtNEFITS 
I 
a) Reduceo t r i p  & fue l  
usage 
b )  Increased f i s h i n g  
e f f i c i ency  s t a t i s t i c s  
c )  Improved safety f o r  
vessels 
DATA DELIVERY 
LOCATION(S) 
8 0 ' ~  - 1450~ 
34ON - l d O S  
COMMUN I CAT 1 ONS 
I Need 1 i n k  from FNWC t o  IATTC and hence t o  WWD f o r  
rad io  transmission t o  
f l e e t  vessels 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
a)  Plan and supervise d is-  
t r i b u t i o n  of charts 
b) Lia ison w i t h  boat 
Captains 
c )  Prep. o f  quest ionnaire 
d) Summarization o f  resu l ts  
of questionnaire i n  form of 
Final  Findings Report 
e) Vessel p a r t i c i p a t i o n  
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
(Charts) 
DATE (S) 
Annual F ish ing Season 
Jan. 1 - Dec. 31 
PERSONNEL 
a) Tuna boat captains 
b) Tune boat Assoc. ( for  
i n f o  purposes a t  l eas t )  
c )  1. IATTC Sta f f  
2. R. Kirkham 
3. M. Stevenson 
4. Support Personnel 
EXPtRlMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
Preparation o f  F ina l  
Technical Report which 
summarizes f ind ings o f  
experiment 
DATA FORMAT 
Sea Surface temperature 
(OC; in lcude O C / O F  scale) 
(1 O C  contour i n t e r va l )  
..................... --- 
Surface Winds - Steamlines 
( i n  k t ~ )  contour i n t e r va l  
could be 2 k t  + i n t e r va l s  
- - ------------------  - - --  - 
' wave heights-stream 
L ' 1 ines (contour i n t e r va l  - 
Map Scale 1" (MAP) = 4 '  
termindl then FACS machine 
Chart Size 18" (Long) x f o r  retransmit  t a l  t o  
14"  (For La t . )  f 1 ee t  
---------------. --------  
Mercator type pr.ojection 
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SPEC1 GL ORBITAL REQUI REMtNTS 
Tropical Tuna Fishery 
DATA CHARACTER1 ST I CS 
Thermal f ront  - shows A x i s  o f  Fronts as 
l i n e  segments; Frontal gradient i s  given as 
# O C / l o  nmi ; also warm/cold sides ; 
possibly length o f  f ront:  
Thermal Front i s  generated from SST F ie ld  
and should show: 
(a) Axis o f  Front 
(b) Labelled Warm (w) and Cold (c )  sides ( c )  Scale o f  Front, that  i s ,  thermal 
gradient and length o f  front 
4.e.. 3/150 means 3°C/lo nrni and 150 
means estimated f ron t  length i s  150 nmi 
..................................................................... 
"FNWC Charts only" f i r s t  for several weeks, then desire "SEASAT only" 
charts f o r  a spec i f i c  period of time, then followed by SEASAT 8 FNWC 
charts 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Alternat ive: FNWC charts only f i r s t ,  followed i n  time by FNWC & 
SEASAT Charts 
EXPERIMENT 21 : Salmon - Albacore Experiment 
EXPERIMENTER: FredJurick Hwboldt S t a t e  U)riversity/Marine Adv. -Ext .SVC./ 
Arcata, CA 95521 
OBJECT IVEIPURPOSE : Fishing Environmental Data Charts 
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SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 
I-- - LOCATION ( S )  
340 N - SO0 N @1/2"t lo l a t .  
Coast - 1350 h'ide 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 
FAX transmiss ion 
EXPERIMENTERS 
CONTRI BUTION 
Vessel time 
hlanpower 
Evaluation 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
I )  SST. 5Co with Conversion 
Iable  t o  F0 
2 )  Kind Speed mph 
3) H-1/3 f t .  
4 .  Frontal location w/warrn 
G cold locat ions  and 
. radient .  Same a s  tuna 
f ron ta l  cha r t .  
ORIGINAL PAGE I8 
08' POOR QUALITY 
DATE (S)  
Crab Season Dee.-March 
Salmon March - Sept. 
Albacore June - Nov. 
PEI\SONNEL 
A. Boat Captains (6-12) 
B. Bob Jacobson 
C. Fred Ju r i ck  
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
1) Selected observation 
2) Lo€? 
DATA FORMAT 
Chart 
Loran A overlay 
FREQUENCYIDURATIOti 
Daily f o r e c a s t s  which a r e  
composite of  2 days da ta .  
SPECIAL EQUI P E N T  
Communication receiving 
equipment for vesse l s  
1 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS 
1)  Savings time 
2) Savings f u e l  
3) Bet ter  weather data  
DATA DELIVERY 
1) Surface - wind d i r e c t i o n  
& wind speed 
2) H-1/3 
3) SST 
4) Frontal  lqcat ion chart  
4 cha r t s :  2 morning 
2 evening-SST & 
Front 
EXPERIEIENT 22: ALASKA CRAB FISHERY 
OBJECTIVf/PURPOSE: BEGIN THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS FROM NASA TO COMMERCIAL 
MARIriE FISHERIES 8 TO ACCELERATE THE RATE AT WHICH SEASAT 
BENEFITS ARE OBTAINED BY THE COMMERICAL CRAB INDUSTRY 
SSJ - Tenip. Valugs Plus 
SPECIAL ORBITAL REQUIREMENTS 50 F, 55Or, B 60 f Isothernls 
A i r  ten19 - Temp. l a l l r es  
I c e  - Boundaries 
t 
LOCATION (S ) 
Gul f o f  A1 as ka 
140°W - 160°w, 5 0 ' ~  - 
6 2 ' ~ .  
Berang Sea 
160,W - 1750W 
50 N - 65 N 
COMMUN I CAT IONS 
Land data  l i n e  o r  
sate1 1 i t e  channel from 
FNWC t o  a TBD p o i n t  i n  
A1 aska f o r  subsequent 
r a d i o  f a c s i m i l e  t rans-  
miss ion t o  each p a r t i -  
c i p a t i n g  vessel . 
EXPERIHENTERS 
CONTRIBUTION 
Crab vessels & crew. 
Some data ana lys i s  
and sur face OBS. 
repo r t s  back t o  
FNWC. 
DATA CHARACTERISTICS 
SEASAT-A Unique Products: 
Winds--Waves--SST 
FNWC Analys is  6 Forecast 
Products : 
Winds--Waves--SST-- 
A i r  Te111p.--Ice Info. 
FREQUENCY /OURAT 1014 
Data Product T ransmission 
Once per  day t o  each 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g  vessel.  
SPECIAL EQbIPtENT 
Leased data te rmina l  
(w lgraph ics)  l oca ted  a t  
TBD i n  Alaska. Some 
leased Fax rece i ve rs  t o  
be l oca ted  on some 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g  vessels.  
€??NOMI C BENEFITS 
P o t e n t i a l  Benef i ts  : 
Improved Fuel E f f i c i e n c y  
Reduced Dead L C ~ S  
Reduced Equipment Loss 
Improved Vessel & Crew 
Safe ty  
DATA DELIVERY 
DATE (S)  
Preferab ly  a pe r i od  
cover ing  2 seasons o f  
King 8 Tanner Crab 
beginning F a l l  1978 
t h r u  Spr ing 1980. 
PERSONNEL 
Vessel coord ina tors  are  
Sig.  Jaeger f o r  vessels 
ope ra t i ng  ou t  o f  Dutcli 
Harbor and Frank 
Bohannon f o r  vessels o u t  
o f  Kodiak. Candidate 
vessels R operators are  
shown on at tached pdges. 
EXPERIMENTERS 
OUTPUT 
F ina l  Report w i t h  
r e s u l t s  ana l ys i s  
DATA FORNAT 
SEASAT-A Unique Products 
Tabular, Alpha-Nunwric 
Fornid t . 
FNWC Analys is  & Forecast 
Produc tq : 
A l l  graphics w/ Loran-C 
Mylar  o v c r l ~ y  
W i ndf i r b l  d-Vcc t o r  prcscn ta 
Waves - H 113 values 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: ion  
b 


COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT 
A pre l iminary  d r a f t  o f  a cooperative agreement was provided t o  each 
experimenter, fo r  h i  s assessment and comments. 
The ob jec t i ve  i s  t o  develop an agreement whose language i s  sa t i s fac to ry  
t o  ~ o t h  an experimenter and NASA so tha t  the cooperative agreement can form 
the basis of a rr.utua1 exchange o f  services between NASA and the experimenter. 
A copy o f  the p re l  iminary d r a f t  o f  tho cooperative agreement f o l  1 ows. 
PREtlMIilARY DRAFT 
COOPERATIVE ACREEMENT 
NASA AND CONZSENTAL OIL CObIPAW 
Introduction 
This Apeement pertains to activitics involving a proof of 
concept, oceanographic satellite called SFASAT-A; geophysical 
parameters derit*ed from the processing of a signals acquired by 
SEASAT-t~ sensors and the epp~icatior of these geophysical para- 
meters to operations of various industria: users. 
It is the mutual dcsire of the National Aeronautics m d  
Space Administration, subsequently referred to as NASA, and each 
one of these industrial users to rnrtuslly c~nduct experiments which 
will 
. 1) demonstrate and evaluate the operational and 
. economic utility of SEASAT-A geophysical data. 
ii) initiate transfer of SEASAT-A technology to the , 
user industry, if it proves to be beneficial. 
The characteristic geophysical parameters are specific to 
sea wave lleights; sc- surface winds; sea surface tempernture; 
and ice vhich covers sea surfaces, not all of which are necessarily 
pertinent to e=ery NASA-user experiment. 
It is the intent of each Agreement to establish the basis 
for o cooperative experiment between NASA and a user from which 
will result a suc&ssf ul complet ion c t  the e-(per inrent and which 
vill provide NASA with a complete, independent documenta~ior. of 
the results of the cxperimcnt. 
Ccneral X c n t  of Aprccmcnc 
By this Agreement. NASA ar.d Contjncntal Oil Company herein- 
after referred to as CONOCO, enter into a cooperative agreement 
which will endure no more than three years beyond the date of the 
last signature. The Agreement may, however, be terminated earlier 
by mutual concurrence of both parties. 
The Cooperative Agreement involves o ~ l y  a mutual exchange of 
services between the parties by which the partics discharge their 
responsibilities to the agreement. The Agreement does not provide 
for any exchange of monetary payments either by the parties or 
between the parties and it should not be construed to Imply such 
an exchange. 
A document entitled "Project Plan, SEASAT-A Industrial 
Demonstration Program", which is attached to this Agreement, describes 
the details of implementation of this Cooperative Agreement. These 
details can be expected to undergo some modification and amendment 
during the course of the experiment to successfully achgeve the 
mutual objectives of the Agreement. Such changes will be jointly 
agrecd on by NASA and CONOCO. 
It is understood and agreed that the responsibilies of 
NASA to this Agreement will be discharged by; 
1) Providing SEASAT-A derived geophysical parameters, 
at an agreed poict of use, in the formats and units 
necessary to the execution of the experiment, through 
an access ta be agreed upon, for the duration of the 
experiment. 
ti) Providing certain types of forecast prod~lcts at an 
agreed point of use 
iii) Providing, as necessary and required, consultation 
support to configure the experiment; to interpret 
the geophysical parameter d a t a  provided and to 
effectively accompl ish tire reporting, to NASA, of 
the results of the expcrimc.nt. 
It is undcratood and r ~ r c c d  tha t  tlw r c s p o n s i b i l i t ~ c s  of 
-.- 
CONOCO t o  t h i s  Agrecmcnt w i l l  be discharged by; 
1) Assuming t o t a l  respons ib i l i ty  for  t he  conduct 
and execution cf cite experiment of t h j s  
cooperative agreerncnt . 
i d )  Assuming t o t a l  respons ib i l i ty  fo r  documenting 
the evaluated r e s u l t s  and the  procedures of both 
the  experiment and the evaluation, a s  they per ta in  
t o  SEASAT-A data  operational u t i l i t y  and to SEASAT-A 
data  economic u t i l i t y ,  t o  the  extent possible, of 
t he  experiment i n  an approved f i n a l  report  t o  U S A  
before the  termination of t h i s  Agreement or within 
ninety (90) days of the concurrent termination of 
t h i s  Agreement, as appropriate.  
L i a b i l i t y  For Loss o r  Damaze 
UASA agrees t o  pay for  any claims of property damage or  
bodily in jury  t o  the extent required by the Federal Tort Claims 
Act. The NASA's obl igat ion includes, i n  addit  ion t o  the Federal 
Tort Claims A c t ,  other l i a b i l i t i e s  pursuant t o  law, including but 
not l imited t o  the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, a s  
amended. CONOCO agrees t o  Indemnify the NASA end save it harm- 
less from a l l  claims, demands, act ions,  cos t s ,  and charges which 
the NASA may have t o  pay, by reason of any injury t o  any person 
or  property or l o s s  of l i f e  or property, suffered or sustained 
during the period of t h i s  agreement when the injury,  l o s s  of l i f e ,  
or property damage is caused by any a c t  o r  omission of any agent 
o r  employee of CONOCO. 
Propcrty Rights In Invcntinns 
Thc t i!r  .n **invent ion" lncludcs nny Invent ion, discovery, 
improvement, o r  innovation. Any lnvcntfon conccivcd or  f i r s t  
ac tua l ly  rcduccd t o  pract ice  i n  t h e  pr.rformnucc, of work undcr 
this ogrccmcnt shall be reported promptly to thc Patent Councel 
of NASA/~I~-ndquartcrs, such report containjng full and co~rrplete 
technical information concerning tllc invention. Any invention 
so reported shall bc presumed to have bccn made under the con- 
ditions described in paragraphs (1) and (2) of Section 305(a) of 
the National Aeronautics and.Space Act of 1958, as amended. The 
rights of the 'Jnited States to such in\~cntion shall be determined 
in accordance witii Section 205 of tlw Space Act, and CONOCO and 
the NASA sl~nll coopr :tc in exccl~tion of documcnts, furnishing 
of further informatlo.. or data otherwise appropriate to that end. 
Review Of Information Releases 
During the performance cf this agreement, if technical data 
relating to this agreement is proposed to be used in oral or 
written presentations at professional mcctings, seminars and 
symposia or in articles to be published in professional, 
scientific, technical journals and similar media, CONOCO will 
request a review by the NASA/Headquarters of such proposed pub- 
lication. Such requests should be forwarded to the NASAIHead- 
quarters Public Affairs Office (Code EN) at least (4) weeks in 
advance of the desired NASA/Headqu?rters response date, to pro- 
vide sufficient time for review and comments to CONOCO. 
Nothing herein is Intended to control news releases or 
advertisements which CONOCO deem appropriate. Credit for joint 
support by CONOCO and NASA shall be given in all written and oral 
presentations. 
Off icials Not To Benefit 
No mcmbcr of or delegn~c to Congress or resident c~mmis- 
sioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of this agree- 
ment, or to any benefit that may arise therefron; but, this 
provision shall not bc col~strucd to ex~cnd to thie agreement if 
made with a corporation for its gcncral benefit. 
Red~~ctlon In ----- Sntcllitc Capabflities 
If SEASAT-A, to be launched in May 1978, fails to orbit the 
responsibilities of both part ies  to this Agreement will be null 
end void. 
If SEASAT-A, during the duration of the Agreement, should 
undergo either a failure or degradation of its expected capa- 
bilities, the responsibllities of both parties to the Agreement 
will be modified or amended, as required by the satellite oper- 
ating conditions that then prevail. 
This Agreement is entered into by the Administration of the 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION in accordance with 
the authorfty set forth in Sections 202 (c) (S) and 203 (c) (6) 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Act of 1958, 
as amended. It is executed in duplicate originals on the dates 
indicated below. 
FOR 
Date 
FOR National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
Date 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALlTY 
SUMMARY 
I n  a sense, t h i s  two-day worksh D represented the formal kickoff  meeting 
f o r  the SEASAT-A Industry Demonstratron Program. The workshop provided the 
f i r s t  opportunity f o r  a l l  o f  the industry experimenters and the NASA program 
personnel t o  meet a t  one time fo r  a discussion o f  the proposed experiments 
and the capab i l i t ies  o f  the SEASAT-A system. I n  t h i s  workshop, the experi- 
menters were assured o f  the continuing progress o f  SEASAT-A toward a success- 
f u l  launch i n  May 1978 as subsystem and system tes t ing  has advanced satisfac- 
t o r i l y .  Experimenters, also, were able t o  query the developers o f  the 
instrumentation on many points o f  concern t o  them and t o  receive sat is factory 
answers. I n  addit ion, the experimenters were introduced t o  the processes 
through which data and information involving the processed signals from the 
instrumentation would be made avai lable t o  them and t o  c l a r i f y  t he i r  needs 
f o r  display terminals and f o r  associated hardcopy terminals tha t  would be 
compatible wi th the sources o f  data and information supply. 
Subsequent t o  t h e i r  b r i e f i ng  on the status o f  the SEASAT-A program and 
i t s  proposed dissemination o f  information, the major i ty  o f  the experimenters 
were able t o  document t h e i r  experimental objectives and requirements w i th  
support and technical he1 p from resource personnel present a t  the workshop. 
In reviewing the experiments proposed, a l l  experimenters became acquainted 
w i th  the d ivers i ty  o f  experiments to  be undertaken and, in some instances, 
w i th  the commonality o f  the elements o f  the experiments. 
I t  was clear tha t  some confusion existed f o r  the experimenters about 
NASA's goals and objectives from the resul ts  o f  the experiments, and t h i s  
matter was discussed i n  de ta i l  during the sunnnation. 
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I n  the future, a t  some undefined date, what i s  generally described as 
an operational SEASAT system may ex is t  and become the pr inc ipal  provider o f  
synoptic data from which oceanographic and met.eorologica1 information may 
be derived. Today such a /:,tern daes not ex i s t  and indeed has no o f f i c i a l  
sanction. What i s  about to  appear i s  SEASAT-A, a s a t e l l i t e  whose instrumen- 
t a t i o n  w i l l  provide experimental data which needs experimental evaluation 
t o  def ine i t s  ' f cc t i  veness and acceptabi 1 t ty t o  users. A post t i v e  evalu- 
a t ion  w i l l  support the concept o f  v a l i d  information suppl) by s a t e l l i t e .  A 
negative evaluation w i l l   no^. Thus an i ~ p o r t a n t  goal o f  t h i s  experiment 
program i s  the independent evaluation o f  the data and information rndde avai l  - 
able through TEASAT-A and i t s  dissemination system. Clearly the c r i t e r i a  f o r  
decision concerning an effectiveness evaluation must come from the c m n i  t y  
o f  users most 1 i k e l y  t o  be concerned about the existence o f  such data. 
. SEASAT-A data w i l l  be avai lable e x p l i c i t l y  as GDRs and images, which 
w i l l  permit d i rec t  comparison as "point" data w i th  sea t r u t h  measurements. 
Thus, i n  general, the GDR sea-truth eveluations can determine the re la t i ve  
u t i l i t y  o f  remote sensing as a subst i tute f o r  sea t r u t h  and i den t i f y  remote 
sensing as an economic subst i tute f o r  sea t ruth.  
When GDRs are incorporated as another data source i n t o  the operations 
of FNWC, t h e i r  e x p l i c i t  contr ibut ion i s  no longer read i ly  apparent. The 
analysis programs o f  FNWC w i l l ,  as wi th a l l  input data, evaluate the consis- 
tency o f  SEASAT-A data w i th  a l l  other sources, but a f t e r  such an evaluation 
no record i s  kept o f  the data included i n  c~bsequei t  processing. Consistent 
GDRs, t ha t  i s  those consistent w i th  FNWC techniques, w i l l  be introduced i n t o  
forecasts prcvided by FNWC. Becausz FNWC i s  an operational forecasting or -  
ganization, i t s  continual search t o  provide the best operational forecasts 
i t  can imp1 ies  t ha t  the sources o f  data and methods of procesc g may change 
w i t h  time. Thus i t  w i l l  no t  be possible t o  i d e n t i f y  e x p l i c i t l y  the cont r ibu-  
t ion  t o  forecast ing quai j t y  a r i s i n g  from SEASAT-A data 's  existence, except 
possibly as an improvement i n  forecast q u a l i t y  over an extended per iod of 
time. Experiments which are concerned w i t h  forecasting e f f i cacy  w i l l  only 
be able t o  measure o r  i d e n t i f y  the ef fect iveness o f  the forecasts obtained 
for t h e i r  operat ional  a p p l i c a ~  ; and t o  ind ica te  o r  measure the economic 
advantage a r i s i n g  from the  t o t a l  forecast ing process. 
Evaluation o f  the con t r ibu t ion  o f  SEASAT-A data t o  the forecast ing qual- 
i t y  requires e i t h e r  an e x p l i c i t  determination by FNWC o r  a t en ta t i ve  deter -  
minat ion employing h i s t o r i c  forecasts where the experiments w i l l  a l low. 
The overa l l  goal s and ob ject ives o f  the SEASAT-A Indust ry  Demonstration 
Program are t o  evaluate the effectiveness and operat ional  and economic u t i l -  
i t y  of SEASAT-A data w i t h i n  the major categor ies o f  operations performed i n  
the marine environment. The experiments are an independent means o f  obta in-  
i ng  the goaTs and object ives,  and requi re  from t h ~  experimenters carefu l  r e -  
po r t ing  t o  va l  i da te  and substant iate the resu l t s .  
I n  addi t ion,  recognizing tha t  SEASAT-A and i t s  data dissemination system 
are  experimental and no t  operat ional ,  NASA seeks from a1 1 e x p e r f ~ c n t e r s  a con- 
sidered opinion, judgemental o r  otherwise, o f  how these systems could be 
improved. T b ~ j ,  these experiments w i l l  provide guidance t o  NASA f o r  f u t u re  
system design, as wel l  as ass is t ing  the experimenters i n  gaining an under- 
standing o f  the po ten t ia l  t h a t  these fu tu re  systems may o f f e r .  
During the workshop several o f  the experimenters expressed concern tha t  
nore time should have been provided f o r  discussion o f  the proposed exper i -  
ments. The t ime a l loca t ions  i n  t h i s  workshop were a compromise between the 
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objectives o f  educating the experimenters i n  the capabi 1 i t i e s  o f  SEASAT-A 
and educating those concerned wi th the SEASAT-A program wit9 the desires of 
the experinienters. I n  subsequent workshops, i t  i s  2lanned that  a greater 
percentage of time w i l l  be allocated to discussion o f  the experiments. Be- 
tween workshops i t  w i l l  be necessary to complete the plans f o r  the experiments 
and the data dissemination so that  the f ina l  de ta i l s  o f  the implementation can 
be resolved a t  the next wwkshop. As a follow-up to  the workshop, individual 
sreetings w i l l  be held between the experimenters and SEASAT-A program personnel 
t o  complete the proposed experiment plans. 
LISTING OF WORKSHOP ATTENDEES 
Attendees were recorded and a 1 i sti  ng is supplied. The two day 
meeting resulted i n  some attendance a t  one day or the other and as a 
consequence the l i s t i n g  may not be complete. 
PRECEDN PAGE BUNK NOT FtLMO 
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J. N. Perdue F lee t  Kumerical l e a t h e r  Control/Monterey ,CA 93940 (408) 646-2670 
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Aircraft Measurements of the Microwave 
Scattering Signature of the Ocean 
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M g k o b b f n c d ~ a & c r ? f t e W c r ( m l t e m a r a h l ~ ) b r b P  
~ d ~ ( t . t l n l c m n r r r ~ l t a o i l w ( a r a o b 6 e d c l r i . h r  
~ r i d s p c d . d d i r r n b a . T b c D c d I s h r t b e u l d l a c h e ~  
of the --A Satdlk Sancrmcter (SASS) to k Rccm b 1978 
a t b i r B r s t N A S A o ~ p U c s u c m t c  
INCE THE invention of rddar. ;he scottcring properties S of tne ocean surface have k n  of interest to researchers. 
For years the ~aiseiilrt backscattered signal froin thc rean 
R 1 
~ o ; & ~ t  * . -977 by The Institute of Ekcrricrl md Elcccronir~ Engineers. Inc. 
Pnnted m bS.A. Annals do. 701 APOCB 
calkd sca u : t a  was a souroe of i~~ which had - - - - - - -  
to be overcome by radar system desigacrs. Early attanpts 
to charaacritt sea clutter were cunccracd with a m m e  
mtots at near grating incidence aqlcs and wnt f q w t l y  
obuiPcd without a good knavledgc d the statc of tbt sea 
[I& [2]. During thc 1Ws the Nawl Ikearcb Laboratorj 
(NRL) coaduacd an #tclrsve oircnft measurements 
[3)-[5] to provide quantitative information on the 
puameaic behavior of the d e c t m ~ p c t i c  scarrrrrng 
coef6dcnt ( o h  calkd aornzalitsd radar cross section) oG 
of the ocean. Measurements were obmned as a function 
of pobization, incidence angle, and azlmuth angle using 
plllse radars operating at 0.4, 1.2.4.5. ad 8.9 GHr Other 
aimafk measurements [6J, [7] were Inter p e r f o n d  by 
the National Aeronautics and Spa# Administration. 
Johnson Space Center (NASA-JSC! using a fan-beam Fs ,. SkPplitice dhlnm mT (- 
w l c r  radar o p t i n g  at 13.3 GHr The NRL and 
NASA-JSC data sets wm oubscqutotly used to propox 
a -w sca t te rom technique 181 for ~ ~ W J Y  power m-t ranee of a sq- law detector is 
sendng surface wind speed over the o m .  typically 20 dB. four receiver channels ate used in parallel 
During ?he early 1970'q-an airaaR microwave scattercm- 
-d oeasitivities to inwrre continurns 
wW Wider the NASA Langle~ -h - lh, mmple  d-c mge. In each ch.nnel, 
Center's ~dvanccd ~pplications Flight fipaimcnts th, sigad is squaw law d e u  and ihen in-bd for a 
( U T E )  Program- This instrum1 was s u b s e q u u ~  u d  9 t m b J e  perid ranging from #W) to 924 m. in-tof 
to make octan scattering masuremeats to evalute the ,tputs d o g - a @ u l  and d d  in a 
viability of radar remote sensing of surface wind vector. PCM format on aa analog mrgnetic tape rrcorder- 
'fbe purpm of this paper is to p-t mdts of this 1, -king mtten,mtm -& the quantity of 
pm-- E w  bas interest is the scattering ca&icimt 8 of tht ocean. This 
sad+ to include all signi-t a0 da'a along with the q-ntity is indepmdtnt of tbe type of radar performing the 
-cg wind vector meaUImneno- measurement and is defined from the radar quation to be 
It is our hope that t h e  data will clarify the relationship 
Setween K.-Baod radar backscatter codficient and the oaan #=--  P, (4x)'R' 
SE~BCC wind vector. P, G'I?A* 0) 
~ D E s a u P m ~  wbae 
A combined miaowa'yt radiornetct-scattaometer P. 
(RADSCAT) operating at 13.9 GHz was developed to PI mn-tted Power. 
measure the microwave brightness tempaPture and scat- G s f ~ t a m  gains 
taing c;otfficirnt d the ocean from ainraft .Ititud~. A R slant r=@k 
dctaikd &scription of AAFE RADSCAT and its operation A f - s ~  wav*gth. 
is given in 191; fherrfo~, &y a brief dcs&@im of the Ar efftECtIVC ant- f001pnnt On 0-Ll surface. 
scan- portion is given hmin. A simplified scatterom- F~ a RADSCAT caJe of - l i m i a  cond,t~ons 
eta subsystem Mock diagram is s5own in Fig. 1. During 
oorrnal opaation. the pssive and active mc9surrwnts x V,,R)* 
are time s h a d  through the use of a single pend beam Ar = - 4 cc-0 (2) 
rntenna. 
FW scammeter - ~ - t ,  '*longw pulses ere where @, is the effective pencil-beam antenna width 
transmitted to the sudacc such that the area illuminated is (approximately q-1 to the half ~wflaqtenna beam width)$ 
AAned by the antenna pattern, ;hat is, beam ljmltd and 8 is the incidence aaple. The scattering coeflicient thus 
conditions. RADSCAT uses a dual polarized. high beal,l becomes 
diiciency. parabolic antenna with a half power beam width P, (16n)'R2 cos 8 @O = - 
of about 1.5". While the transmitter it off, a 2-ps sample PI G2Azfiq2 ' (3) 
of the rwrived pulse is processed. In :he scatterometer 
pocessor. a single spearal line is selected by passing the Refemng .- .ne block diagram of Fig. 1. the P,/P, 
  amp led rmivcd pulse thmug+ - aartow hndwidih filter. rattr was measured in two steps. First, a sample of the 
For smooth seas and light winds, the backscatter 4 sipal transmitter ~3wer. attenuated by a knoun value GXR, 
has a dynamic rang of approximately 60 dF qure- was divertc: 4;to the receiver. This produced a "calibra- 
ments at the nadir to 55" incidence angle. 2. te useful tion" output boltage V, in each rccelver channel pro- 
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TABLE 1 
Svum Tkm DATA AND Somud 
Ill.mMlll;bt Wun t n t  l-:~los 19.5 8 ulnd v u t o r  Ylnd II* Wave 
vc tor m e  b a h t  
~ n ~ c u d .  ~oluitudm ~ d .  Dir.ctiom source ttsmr. m -1cm 
Y l d  
2- 11.5 ; :,Om to "*earn' 
mil 11. 1973 ".'* -".'* 15.0 . ?*  (wppl-t.d 0ab9 lo - 14.rlu1 1.07 biadcarnt 
m v i s a w r )  
U l / m  
-92.6. b . 5  ? 30. lartbl 0.29 t o  uccr Juoe5 .1973  "' m v y . t o r  0.11 
m / 2 7  ll. 26.5' -89.1. 1.0 100' I m r t l a l  0.08 t D  
m w w t o r  0.15 
2 W Z  1.9' 21.6 226. 1UrtW m. 11. 1974 s7"* u v y m t m  n?s0 
Z W 6  3.5. 13.07 180. 1wrt l . l  1.4 
. 1 .  9 M.3* a s v l y t o r  0.33 ' rs i  
t r l a i q u e  I..+.lbd Lo. Y.-. 0 .  L.. a d  
w o l m  of tlu a m ~ b t  Suclaricm of Ocva b e * .  
and a Rosemont model 103 temperature sensor (total air 
t-pera-1. 
The airaaft derived ocean waw height was computed 
from the laJn profilowter time series; however, a sub- 
jective analysis was required to eliminate mors caused by 
short-term aircraft altitude variations during the laser 
meas-ts. The procedure was to perform a Fourier 
malysis and produce a wave height spectrum. Next, the 
spectrum was examined to eltimate the high-frequency 
cutoff of altitude changes (typically 0.3 Hz) and tbe low- 
f.quency cutoff of wave information. The laser recording 
were high-pass filtered and digititcd, and then transformed 
to a stationary coordinate system and Fourier analyzed. 
F d y .  tbt comded spectrum was integrated to yield the 
m wave height. 
A sMlmary of tbe Eght dates and loations and the 
"surface truth" measurements an given in Table I. 
During a typical f ght, u0 war measured as a fuaction of 
radar incidence an& and polarization while the aircraft 
flew speci6c pattcms. Two major types of fight lines were 
used and are discussed below. 
A. Fsud Wind Direction Lines 
Tbcse flight line consisted of flying the a i r 4  "suaight 
and level" along a consrant heading with the antenna 
pointing in the desired direction relative to the surface wind. 
Flight lines where the antenna was pointing into the wind 
were designated upwind, with the wind were designated 
downwind. and 90" azimuth with respect to the wind were 
designated crosswind. It sho~ld be noted that the winds at 
the UADSCAT measurement altitudes were usually not 
aligned with surface winds. The aimaft, therefore. ex- 
perienced yaw and cross track drift. Although this produced 
a ground track which was dilgonal to the surface winds. 
the antenna azimuth during the line was in the proper 
dimion. Generally, the flight lines were flown at 3000 m. 
Jo)nmoa. J. U.: Rul Requeocy m a r  * u s u r t  
Paper ln t b i r  luum. 
the maximum altitude tolera .le without aimdl pressuriza- 
tion, to provide the largest Lntenna footprint and gratest 
spatial sample of ocean surface. 
A study of aircraft radar sea return by Pierson and Moore 
[ll] was used to define the RADSCAT flight line lengtb 
requirements. They showed that for numerical weather 
prediction, the desired quantity is the mean synoptic scale 
wind. For a surface anemometer. this cormponds to wind 
measurements that have been averaged for tens of minutes 
to remove the microscale turbulrnce in the planetary 
boundary-layer wind field. They estimated the equivalent 
averaging time for an airborne radar using the Taylor's 
hypothesis. 
From this analysis, the aircraft measurement time T, 
was given by 
where 
T, equivalent anemometer measurement time, 
D, wan wind speed, 
v aimaft velocity. 
.+ upwind, 
- downwind. 
For a typical case with wind soeed of 10 mls and aircraft 
velocity of 100 m/s. the nqu;rcd aircraft measurement time 
is about ooctmth that of the anemometer 
B a d  on typical correlation lengths in the atmor?here. 
for the RADSCAT measurement, statistically ~rldr-cadent 
samples are defined to be those separated by 600 m. Assum- 
ing an aircraft ground speed of 1100 mls and the ahve  
sample length, the aircraft measurement time was converted 
to the number of independent samples that must bcavcragcd. 
The results are plotted in Fig. 3 versus mean wind spced 
tor upwind and don wind flight lines. 
Typical flight l i c i ~  acre 50 km length and b min durdtian. 
While on line, the scatterornettr polaizatiou alternated 
lere TMNSACeKIM ON AWRhMAS AND PROPAW IXIN, JANUARY :m 
1O.i U t l l R  MHOI ILTtR 
t iYLL WIND 
tau IvAunr 
UPWINO - 
5t DOUUWIND----- d l - -  ' .- ( M Y D  ONAIRCRAIT MLDING~ 
4 - 
I -  1 I I I I J 
o J 1 0 1 s a o n r 3 5 m  
N U M E R  OT IWMWHQENT mSURMNl% 
Fe 3. Number of ' t mcawi~~ncats q u i d  b sampk 
=pLk lr*l speed. 
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YISSIOW 23OFCF 
UAN 
PCllm. v - m  
H - P f n  
Fi i  4. Upwind o0 vusus incidence anglr for low wind s@. 
between vertical and horizontal every 3 s and the antenna 
elevation angle was stepped every 30 s. The iinrs were 
generally repeated until a minimum of an equivalent 1U-min 
anemometer average was obtained. For each incidence 
angle and polarization, a v i n  ratio form) from upwind, 
downwind, and crosswind lines were averaged. respectively. 
Thezi. mean scattering coefficients were then converted to 
decibels and plotted versus incidence ang!e to produce the 
rcattering signature for that wind speed and flight direction. 
h typical plot for upwind observation and a low surface 
wind speed is shown in Fig. 4. The :ymbols are the ex- 
* perimen!al data, and the curves are computer-generated 
fourth-crder p3lynomials throu~h the data. The values of 
a" for both polarizations are nearly equal from nodii to 
about 25" incidence angle, but at higher angles, avvO 
(transmit/receive vertical) becorncs increzsingly preater 
ttan a,O (transmitlreaive horizontal). The shape of tne 
curves from near the nadir to shout 15" agm with thrrse 
predicted by geometric optics scattering theory. Beyond 30". 
the separation of the polarized scattering coefficients and 
the general s h ~ p  of the curves agree qualitatively with 
first-order Bragg scatzring calc~lations. 
Fig. 6. UpMiDd o0 wsm imidmce .nl(c lor hfpbcr w i d  ipscd 
Thc effect of changing nntmna azimuth relative to the 
surface wind direction is demonstrated in Fig. 5. liere, 
upwind, downwind. arld crosswind scattering charactcritics 
an presented for the same ftight and nearly coastaat wind 
conditions. As would be expected. these measurements arc 
approximatclj qua1 at the nadir; but in the Bragg scattering 
region, the three scattering characteristics arc different. 
The magnitude is maximum for upwind and minimum for 
crosswind. As will be shown in a later section, this sensitivity 
of a' to radar azimuth (flight direction) enables m e  to infer 
uind direction from Gtterometer measurements. 
The upwind scattering sigrlaturc for a higher wind 
speed ; shown in Fig. 6. The shape of these curves is 
similar to thox of Figs. 4 and 5; although the rang  of a0 
versus angle is considcrabl:. less for Ais higher wind speed 
case. For example, compared to Fig. 4. tbr scattering 
coefficieat at nadir has decreased 2 dB; while at SO0 botb the 
horizontal and vertical val**es have increased about 14 dB. 
Thew examples illilstrate the apparent sensitivity of the 
ocean scattering signature to wind speed wbich is the basis 
for the wind speed remote-sensing technique. 
" QDSCAT w a n  s~atiering signature measurements 
have been obtairtd over a wind spccd rang of 3 t:, 24 mls. 
Data from Exed wind direction iines from live flights are 
tabulated in Table 11. 'I1.x normalized standard deviation 
KmPf el  d. : MICROWAVE SCAlTEBNO UGNATVRI OP THI OCBAN 
TABLE I1 
S T A ~ S T I ~  OF Sum ruxo Co~mcnlrr. o0 
- ---- 
- 
( a )  * ' a  
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H-POL V-POL 
Antenna 
po.1110n - -0 .-0 _O No. - 0  ;:O JO so. 
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TABLE 11 Cavkwd 
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postc ion a0 o0 No. 
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Fig. 7. Continued. 
of the aO measurements is the result of two random processes. discussed in [13]. The level of this bias is - 2.40 db. ~ t h  
The first is the "Rayleigh fading" of the radar return which an rms uncertainty of +_0.72 dB. Fuahermore. tor mission 
for the number of radar measurements averaged and for the 288 flights 5 and 6, the data have been d e c r e ? ~  l by an 
scatterorneter integration times is typically 5 to IS percent. additional 0.33 dB bias. required because the absolute 
The remaining scatter is produced by the natural fluctuation calibration factor of 1131 was for a diGerent instrument 
of the ocean surface a0 with wind turbulence. Also included configuration. The bias level is the amount required to 
in Table 11 arc the number of independent radar samples match a0 at 10" incidence for these flights to that for pre- 
used to produce the mean and the rrns relative error in the vious flights. 
mean a0 due to RADSCAT and aircraft attitude[altitude To show the wind speed dc~ndence ,  the data of Table 11 
measurement inaccuracies [12]. In addition, all cross are also presented iq a modified form in Fig. 7. Here, 
sections include a bias which was determined in absolute upwind. downwind, and crosswind a0 values are displayed 
calibrations of the R A D S C A T  using precision spheres and versus the neutral stability 19.5 m wind speed for constant 
1 88 
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TABLE 111 
WIND SIgD POWER ChF.mm 
- 
-- 
l;.idmct a w l * ,  b 
Frcqurncy Dncet lon  C o l a r l u t l o n  Cxponert - 
0. 10. 20- 30. 40. 50. 
incidence angles. Note that these data a n  plotted in lop-lng o 
Ooo 00 Ma YIlC form (scattering coefficient in decibels versus wind speed on 00 o 
a logarithmic scale). The data in Fig. 7 a n  interpdated O o ~ ~ O O  -O%ooan 
values from the respective scattering signatures. 
These data conform zo a power law wind speed response 
such that 
ua = AU' 
when 
a0 scattering coefficient in ratio form, 
A aconstant. 
U wind speed, 
v wind sped power coefticient. 
The wind speed power codficients derived from analyses 
of these data in Fig. 7 are presented in Table 111. It is noted 
that the present coefficients were obtained using more data, 
and. hence, are better than thosc.of [14]. However, these 
differrnces are not significant as far as the satellite in- 
strument design is concerned. 
B. Wind Circle Lines 
Thest flight lines were conducted to measure  he aniso- 
tropic scattering characteristic of the octan. During these 
measuremeats. the RADSCAT antmna was pointed to the 
nadir (perpendicular to the aircrafl kitcb and longitudinal 
axes) and then the aircraft was flown in a series of high 
banked 360" turns. This resulted in the antenna being 
conicalry scanned over the ocean's surface at an incidence 
angle equal to the aircraft bank (roll) angle (nominally 
- 2 b ~ 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' ~ l r '  
0 60 I ID m . 100 '40 
U INUIW R f l A l l ~ I  r0 WIND #CTM). deq 
0 8 1 2 9 1 a O E 1 0 a D 3 6 0  
AZIMUTH R E U T I H  TO WllAI HETOR, d q  
(b) 
Fi8. 8.  AnisotroM. mtlering characteristics for 30" incidence 
measurements dunng L Is 81 hree diHerent wind speeds. (a) 
Vnticll polarization. (b) f:orizonul polarization. 
30"-4"). Scattering data from these lines were averaged 
in azimuth over 10" sectors, and typically five or more 
circles were flown to obtain a representative anisotropic scattering characteristic is a quasi-sine of twice 
sample. Aerodynamic disturbanccs during the 360" the azimuth angle curve with the paks in the upwind and 
caud the aircraft bank and, hence, the radar downwind directions and the minima in the crosswind. 
incidence angle to vary by several degrscs. ~h~ scattering AR".i!ionally, the upwind peak is slightly greater than the 
data were corrected for these incidence angle changes by downwind peak. Thew data illustrate the vtentia1 of 
computing the instantaneous incidence angle and then obtaining both wind S@ and wind direction from multi- 
adjusting the value of a0 (using the interpolated correction look (atimuth) radar measurements of the ocean's surface. 
factor from the upwind, downwe~d, and crosswind scetter- 
ing characteristics) to correspond to that value for the CONCLUDING REMARKS 
desired incidence angle. In general, these u0 con.ections were Microwave backscatter signatures cf the ocean have 
sinusoidal in azimuth and were iess than 1 dB in magnitude. been measured from a C-130 aircraft using the RADSCAT 
Anisc,tropic scattering characteristtcs for t h m  flights scatterometer. The o0 measurements were obtained for 
are shown in Fig. 8. The abscissa is the radar azimuth both vertical and horizontal polarizat~ons as a function of 
nlati7r :o the crosswind dimtion. Again, the larger a0 incidence angle an:! azimuth angle relative to surface winds 
values are associated with the higher wind speed. The over a rzngc of surfaw wind speeds from 3 to 23.6 mls. 
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The ocean sc:t:crii~g coefficient for a given polarization 
and incidence angle exhibits a power-law dependence on 
wind speed. For these data, the effects of fetch and non- 
linear wave interactions have not been investigated. These 
effects must be coosidered in a complete model and a n  the 
subject of continuing research. The ai:ctaft data reported 
hen suggest that to the first order. microwave scatterom- 
eters canbe used to infer surface wind vector over the ocean. 
In fa* these results have been used for the design 1141 of a 
z i c i i i ~  instrument to be flown in 1578 on the first NASA 
oceanopaphic satellitc-Seasat-A. 
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The SeaSat-A Satellite Scatterometer 
WILLIAM L. GRANTHAM, MEMBER. IEEE, EMEDIO M. BRACALENfE, 
W. UNWOOD JONES, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, AND JAMES W. JOHNSON 
Absmrr-This paper describes the methods used to  develop pet- 
formance requirements'md design chmcteristics for the microwave 
scal!eromeHr (SASS)' ocem.rurface wind rnaos on the NASA &&I- 
A satellite. Wind vector meas: lment requiranentt from the SeaSat 
user community such as wind speed and direction accuncy. d u l i o n  
ell size. grid spacing. and swath width tonned the basis for defining 
instrument chmcterislics. The mullting vatterotneter is designed k r  
14.6 GHr using four fan berm antennas to measure wind speed and di- 
rection over a 1000-kin swath width with a resolution d l  rite SO X 
50 km. Results presented show mtterometer accuracy a t l s fm  uaet 
requirements for wind speed tmm 4 mls to  greater than 24 m h  for 
the nominal W a r - A  orbit o f  790 lun altitude, 108' inclination. and 
0.001 eccentricity. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
G ALTIMIKR ' LOBAL MEASUREMENT of ocean winds has been estab- lrshed by the Seasst-A user panel as one requirement of l ip .  i . Seasat-A sa~elltte confipration. 
the oceanographic satellite program I I 1 . Surface winds are 
required as inputs to ocean wave forecast models and can also 
be helpful in weather forecasting. The lack of sufficient wind user community with scientific and operational-type data in 
and pressure d a ~ a  over the oceans has thus far precluded better the areas of oceanography. meteorology, and geodesy. Several 
long-range weather forecasting for continental.areas. configurations of the scatterometer were considered so that 
'qicrowave scat!erorneters~havc been shown to be s~asrtive tradeoffs could bc made i n  designing the overall payload. 
t o  surface winds in previous aircraft programs and the Skylab The scatterometer optionsZ included fan beam antenna 
S-193 experiment [?I-161. The scatterometer wind sensor1 systems. scanning pencil beams, and mixtures of the two. 
will be used on the SeaSat-A satellite along wit3 the following Decls~ons have now teen mads to use a fixed fan beam 
remote sensors (Fig. 1): a radar altimeter, an Imaptng radar, antenna design combined will1 electronic Doppler filtering to 
and microwave arid infraredloptical radiometers Together. achieve the swath width and resolution cell size required by 
this complement of instruments will provide the Seasat-A the user panel 
Special attenlion was also grven to Instrunent lequire- 
\fanu%rtpt rereived Octobcr 8 1976. rcvlrcd December 16. 1976 
The author\ are with the NASA Lanpley Recearch Cenlcr. H~mpton. 
V A 'The reader tr referred to 17. ch 251 for a descnpt~on of m~rowave 
' Seasat-A Satellrle Scatterometcr. SASS xdtterometr) techntque 
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B. Ocean Scattering Coeff~ieat Measuremenr 
full swath, modes 3 and 4 are dual polarization measurements M r b~ d ~*clo[na ucar u I 
The received RF pulses backscattered froin the ocean sur- 
face will be processed for each Doppler channel using a 
method described by Grantham er al. (91 and Fisher [ lo ]  to 
yield the mean ocean scatrering coefficient (0') and the error 
in o0 due to commun~cation noise. In this technique. the 
instantaneous voltage output of the square-law detector is 
proportional to  the amplitude of the return signal, the receiver 
noise, and the antenna noise. A gated integrator is used to 
average the detector output over a number of return pdses 
( b  I pulses) yielding a measurement Ps. N. where the subscript 
S + N refers t o  both signal and system noise contributing t o  
the measured power. Following this signal-plu-.~~cise meas- 
urement, a noise-only measurement PN is made by integrating 
over one-half swath, and modes 5-9 are single poladzation o 
. measurements over one-half swath which allows doubled a 
integration time (through ground computer processing) for 
the detector output in the absence of :adar return pulses. The Fig. 4. Normalized standard deviation (K,) for nominal SuSat orb11 
average power in the received pulses PR is (maximum latitude t7Z0 ). 
- 4 ml UWIIWIW WHlO 1wo 
- 4 uI 
%m-- 
( I )  where 
improved accuracy wiihout significantly increasing the resol- 
WI UWIIII*NI 
ution cell size. The fundamenta! cycle is through the antenoa 10 .- a US 
positions such dtat in modes 3 and 4, both vertical and 
horizontal polar~zation measurements a n  made before 
switching antenna positions. A summary of instrument 
characteristics is given in Fig .  3. 
The scattc .ing coefficient is computed using the standard 
radar range equation which for the present satellitelfan beam 
Doppler scatterometer becomes 
where 
slant range to center of Doppler cell; 
received powet ; 
free.space wavelength; 
narrow 368 antenna beamwidth; 
peak antenna gain; 
relative antenna gain to center of Doppler cell; 
length of Doppkr cell dong broad antenna 
beamwidth; 
peak trrnsmitted power; 
atmospheric and system losses. 
Be Doppler bandwidth; 
T ~ N  integration time for radar return signal plus noise; 
7.v integration time for noise ; 
NJS KT$JPR noise-to-signal ratio at input to  the 
square-law detector; 
K Boltmann's constant; 
Ts system noise temperature. 
For each measurement period (1.89 s), 61  Rr pulses ( -5  
ms long) are processed which re r l t s  in T ~ N  '300 ms. Iht 
noise integration period is 500 ms. Because of these long 
integration times and large Doppler bandwidths (-20 kHz). 
the scatterometer provides useful measurements for A'/S G 
+I0 dB. 
An analysis of expected K, for ':.e nominal Seasat-A orbit 
and a range of wind speeds (oO \dues) hu been performed. 
The results are presented in Fig. 4 for two assumed wind 
speeds (corresponding scattering cafticients) and incidence 
angles as a function of satellite subtrack latitude. In addition 
to cornmuniration noise erron, there are also static and 
dynamic uncertainties in the scatterometer from a number 
The standard deviation of the o0 measuremcnt divided by the of sources. Fixed biases in the instrument will be removed by 
aircraft underflight calibration measurements with an accuracy 
mean value is called the normalized standard deviation K,, and 
from 191 and [lo] is goal of N . 5  dB (12 percent). Dynamic system erran will be held to less than a . 3  dB (7 percent) by sensor design. Space- 
craft attitude determination capability is limited to  tO.2" 
(3) in pitch and roll and ?O.SO in yaw (three sigma), which con- 
verts to a dynamrc worst case one s i p a  error of .I percent. 
GRANTHAM t r  aL: SATELLlTt SCATTEROMETER 
Errors ' [ I ?  1 antenna hnresight uncertainty (caused by 
thermal exparision) will contribute 6 percent maximum ovcr 
the one-year mission. The total er!or (root sum square) due 1 , )  
these other sources wrll be 18 percent which makes them thc 
primary error source for high wind speeds. For low w ~ n d  
speeds the dominant error is due to  communication noi:.. 
The SASS (.%sign satisfies user established wind speed ac.,uri- 
cies (discussed in Section Ill). A minor exception shoil!d 
be noted for the outer portion (55' incidence) of the prlrn;lr! 
measurement zone (Fig. 4). The cross-hatch curve s h o ~ i s  
where wind speed error exceeds t 2  rnls for winds (4 m, \ .  
This will have the effect of reducing the primary swatl. width 
by 10 percent or less dcrine a portion of tlle orbit. Howeber. 
measurement accuracy for wind speeds above 5 mls is suffi- 
cient. even considering instrument pointing errors, t o  avoid 
swath width reduction. 
Ill. DEVELOPMENT O F  INSTRUMENT REGUIREMENTS 
A. Wind Measurentenrs (25-65' Incidence Angle Rartge) 
The scatterometer performance requirenients have been 
developed from user requirements of wind vector measure- 
ment range and accuracy, swath width, resolu:ion cell size. 
and measurement grid spacing (Fig. 5). Since the scatter- 
ometer is sensitive t o  both wind direction and wind speed. 
special techniques are developed t o  determine both parameters 
as will be discussed below. 
The manner of transformink wind speed accuracy require- 
ments to scattering cross.section (0")  accuracy is shown in 
Fig. 6. Using o0 data from the AAFZ RADSCAT aircraft 
instrument 161. vertical polarization and crosswind radar 
viewing are used in thls example. The allowable user wind 
speed error bar of 22  rn!s or 210 percent (whichever is greater) 
is projected on the oO curves for different incidence angles. 
By translating this error bar t o  the o0 axis. as shown, the 
corresponding o0 error (one sigma) is determined for each 
incidence an$e and wind speed (Fig. 7). 
At small incic'ince angles (less than 25' )  the dependence 
of oO on wind speed dimmishes and the o0 measurement 
requirements exceed the state-c.f-the-art measurement accuracy 
( 4 . 5  dB) In addition, for the lower incidence angle;, oO is 
influenced by sea state. For these reasons, earth incidence 
angles below about 2.5" are excluded for wind vector measure. 
ments. The outer edge of the primary wind vector swath is 
set at about 55' earth incidence which 1s approximately the 
outer angle of present aircrat~ and S-193 scatteromcler d;ra. 
The swath width thus defined is 500 krn wide on 7ach side or 
the satellite suhtrack. giving a total swath of 1003 km for 
wind vector measurements 
An additional high wind speed nleasurement zone between 
about SS and 65" is specified slnce returned signals should be 
large enough t o  measure for high winds and oO will remain 
wind vns~t ive .  The lotal ;wath width for high wind measure- 
mems is 750 krn on each side o r  the satellite subtrack, giving 
a total swath w ~ d t h  of ! 500 km. 
As previously stated, radar measurements from a~rcraft 
121. 141, 161 have shown the r~at ter ing  ccefficient t o  be a 
Fig. 5. Development of rcatteromeier specificationr 
.lo - OP 1 1 0 .  
I 
1 
4 .  . j o  4 4 . .  la 
nlhD SPUD " u 
Fig. 6. Wind speed dependence of oo. Crosswind-AAFE RADSCAT 
data. 
- 48 mlwt ralurs rfr ddefm~md Iran ltlrqolalon d oo t u r m  mnd 
the 3 mrw lo iV m:w dab raw A M  s p c d s  111M are .ppm mrb 
FIR. 7. Required oo accuracy for scattcrometcr wind %peed accuracy 
of 1 2  m/s or t 10 percent. 
function of both ind  speed and wind d~rection.  An anl- 
sotropic behavior with wind di:ection is exhrbited hy o0 
hav~ng maxlma in the upwind and downwind directlonc ar3d 
mnima In crosswind. Addi!ionally, the upwind oO peak I >  
slightly greater than the downwind peak. In concept, two 
radar measurements at different azimuths are sufficient t o  
determine the ocean surface wind vector; however. the near 
s~nusoidal scattering characteris'ic often yields nlultiple w;nd 
vector solut~ons from these radar measl;ier,rents. These mul- 
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' tiple solut~ons are approximately equal in speed but different f < ~ L I . I I ~ ~ C  -LI. / 
in dtrectton. Frequently. the quadrant of wind direction can / 
.be determined from conventional ~neteorologkal data andlor ' l----a----b' 
satellite obtained cloud mosaics. thereby providing a means 
for selecting the correct solution. A first attempt to use 
aircraft measurements to model the anisotropic scattering 
coefficient has been made by Pierson et d. (I 11. Further 
development is being pursued by several researchers using 
p!esently unpublished AAFE RADSCAT data which cover 
a wide range of wind speeds and sea states. 
To infer wind i estor from satellite radar measurements 
,.quires both forv;~r.! and aft looking aaitennas to obtain 
data at two azimuth sngles for each resolution cell. An opti- 
mum implementation uses antenna beams. each oriented 45" 
relative to the subsatellite track, to  provide observations 0 
whic' .e  separated in azimuth by 90" (Fig. 3). The time 
Satel  11- timad Speed Lg betv :n illumination of a given resolution cell by the forward 
and aft beams depends on the cells position along the fan Uata r a s u m c o t  prlOd L, 
beam illumination. Thus tbe scatterometer must be designed DUWICI u10~ . , l tb  fD- - I,, 
- ., 
in order to make the fcward and aft beam cells cross at the 
t.g.~\wc.r rrro,mtbo. r ..bL 
same geographic site. Each SO-km resolution cell must have ; u r r c r ; O l o w I . . , o c . c c u ~ l * I  
two footprt~~ts in it, (not required at the same time, however) *gtv + r, @ .I. 8 
p i n g  oO data at azunuth angles 90" apart. ' ~ r -  p --O- 'l.,,3.5.b, 
The Doppler cells along the fan beam are adjacent so that 
the cross-track grid spacing (center-to-center) can be kept 
to 50 km and the along-track grid spacing is set at 50 km by 
the scatterometer digital 'controller. In modes 5-8, the Doppler 
cells give near contiguous coverage for either side of the 
subtrack to improve coverage in areas where strong wind 
padents  are expected. 
The resolution cell size is larger than the Doppler cell size 
due to the smearing of the cell ciused by satellite motion 
during the measurement period (I,). The Doppler cell size is 
determined by the antenna beamwidth (112") and Doppler 
bandwidth of the tilten (Fig. 8). From antenna size consider- 
ations. antenna beamwidths smaller than 0.5" would be im- 
practical. 
Resolution cell size is also controlled by the orientation 
of the Doppler lines within the beam illumination which varies 
along the beam (Fig. 3). For the inner cells (low incidence 
angles) the Doppler line is oriented approximately 45" to the 
central beam axis. For the outer cells (high incidence angles). 
the orientation is about 13" with respect to the bean central 
axis. The Doppler bandwidths are designed so that the 50 X 
SO-km resolution cell size requirement is satisfied over the 
Fig. 8. Geometry of one resolution cdl at k t  range Re. 
affect the datterometer measurements and as a result estab- 
lish more definitive design boundaries (by optimizing inci- 
dence angle. polarization, wind speed measurement ranp, ctc.) 
for future scatterorneten. 
During the early development p h w s  of Seasat, a fifth 
antenna was planned oriented parallel t o  the satellite sub- 
track so that thee 0-65" data could be taken at the rmre 
geographic site. In this way. the surface conditions for m y  
set of oO versus angle data would be the same and thus reduce 
the possibility of data scatter caused by unlmown geophysical 
effects. Although the fifth antenna is  no l o n e r  part of  the 
SeaSat xatterometer, a mode of operation is pnscntly being 
considered which would allow the same sort of data t o  be 
taken. This would be accomplished by rotating the satellite 
45" in azimuth so that two of the antenna footprints align 
with the satellite subtrack. The present scattennneter dedgn 
would allow o0 measurements from 0 to 37" in m d l  angular 
increments (IS) and with higher resolutions ( I 2  X 20 h). 
primary measurement zone (-25--5S0). At angles beyond 
55'. Doppler bandwidths are held constant so the resolution IV. SENSOR VALIDATION AND DIAGNOSTICS 
cell size d k s  increase slightly beyond the 50-km limit. A. Hardware 
B. Improve Knowledge for Future Scorterometer One of the more important questions concerning @very 
Designs (0-65" incidence Angle Range) 
remote sensor is whether qr not it is operating properly. 
In addition to  the 12 Doppler cells needed for wind deter- Extensive in-flight housekeeping data are being provided 
m~nation, three more will be used for o0 measurements near routinely by the scatterometer in addition to  planned sub- 
nadir (0. 4. and 8" incidence angle). This completes the system level and system level performance validation and 
cornplen~cnt of angles required to develop a data library of Glagnostic activities. 
1 oG as a L r l i ~ ~ o n  of incidence an* (0-65') for the full range An array of throe land-based receivers is planned a verify 
: D of wean surface conditions. From these data. one can deter- transmitter performance as well as the antenna gain and 
i t) ~iline whetl~er geophysical parameters other than local winds pattern shape. This technique was used on the Slrylpb RAD- 195 
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Fig. 9. Sonware flow diagram. 
SCAT experiment [ I  21 and it offers the only means of evalu- 
ating the transmitter and antenna on a subsystem basis. For 
diagnostic pwposer, the Seasat-A scatterometer can be oper- 
ated in a radiometric mode (transmitter inhibited) in order :u 
isolate the receiver for performance verification. Two test 
conditions are passlble in this mode: 1) antenna not deployed 
and looking into deep space with a target brightness temper- 
ature -5 K; 2) antennas deployed and looking at the ocean 
surface with a target brightness temperature -125-1 75 K. 
A 5 K target offers high sensitivity for verification of antenna 
and receiver loses and VSWR. Receiver lusses and noise tem- 
perature stability can be monitored throughout the mission, 
independent o f  the internal calibration source, by using the 
radiometric mode with the sea surface as a target. There are 
certain minimum requirements that must be met in order t o  
certify the scatterometer as an operational instrument after 
it is placed in orbit. During the one-year period, aircraft 
undefflights are required so that direct comp-.risons can be 
made between a wellcalibrated (fO.5 dB) aircraft scatter- 
ometer and the satellite scatterometer. Direct comparison of 
aircraft and satellite oO data will be used as an absolute cali- 
bration of the satellite scatterometer, thus removing any f w d  
biases from the data. Long-term instrument stability character- 
istics will be determined fram periodic comparison of 
aircraft and satellite oO values. 
It has been demonstrated with extensive aircraft data that 
o0 measured at 8- 12' incidence angle is relatively insensitive 
to  ocean surface roughness and wind conditions. Consequently. 
long- and short-term stability information. independent of 
aircraft underflights. will be gathered routinely using data 
from the 8" near nadir Doppler cell. 
The quality of the SeaSat-A scatterometer data can be 
further evaluated using measurement results from other 
senson on the satellite. Altimeter oO data, for example, can 
meter data may bt useful for correlation with scatterometer 
data during high wind speed measuranents. 
Techniques used in instrument validation and performance 
monitoring can in like fashion be used for diagnostic purposes 
in the event that malfunctions are indicated. The flexibility 
of the scatterometer will allow the isolation of a variety of 
possible component or subsystem malfunctions. 
B.Gmpurer Algorithms 
The software for inverting raw scatterometer data to o0 
and for converting o0 to wind vector must also be validated 
under all measurement conditions. Fig. 9 is a flow diagram 
showing the steps necessary in this process. This data proc- 
essing is conveniently separable into the conversion of raw 
data to  scattering coefficient and the conversion of oO t o  
geophjsical units (wind vector), -which allows each to be 
designed and evaluated independently. 
Prior t o  launch, the scatterometer will be calibrated in 
terms of the ratio of received power to  transmitted power 
PR/PT; thus the first step is t o  convert raw data to PR/PT 
using preflight calibration information. Satellite param-ters 
such as attitude, ephemeris data, and various instrument 
and physical constants are used to determine cell locations on 
the earth, :ange, cell length (L), incidence angle, and antenna 
look angle. This information along with pertinent house- 
keeping data are used to determine anterina gain and are inputs 
for calculating a" and rms error for use in the geophysical 
algorithm. 
The first step in converting a oO matrix to a wind vector 
map is to use both the visiblelinfrared and microwave radio- 
metric data from other SeaSat-A senson to make a path loss 
correction4 to the values of oO. Conversion to wind vector will 
be accomplished using algorithms that have been developed 
be compared with the scatterometer nadir data to reveal , The use of microwave radiometer measurements to correct the biases in either instrument and the time variation of these 
,tteromctcr vu rvr, ptoposed by Moore and knon and 
biaSa. Secondly, scanning multifrequency microwave radio- suueufuUy implemented du 'ng the Skylab 5-193 experiment. 
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using several theoretical approaches with each algorithm being ocun wvc w t  .ad wind w~ocity."I. M y s  R e .  voL 76, 
p. 6528439. Scpt. 1971. 
evaluated d m g  the mission. These initial values win contain ,,, r. k. -, ,. S. F+ A. K. YooPh w. - 
aliases caused by the mdtivalued relationship between o0 and "Radar sea return .ad tbe RADSCAT ncdlitt anemometer." 
wind speed and direction. Several methods for m n d  of presented at the 1972 IEEE lac. Conf. m the 
these alipses and the generation of wind fi lds are being Enviroammt. Nevpott. RI. ScpL 1972. lEEE PubL 72 CHO 6601 OCt. 
considered. (5) R. K. Moan ct d. "Simulclawru uciua and p a u h  aIaomc 
nsponv d the arth-Tk Skybb RADSCAT axpdncnt." 
in h.. 9th Svnrp Remote Se- of the E ~ V ~ R M I I I ~ I ~ .  Ann 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The microwave scattevmeter design for SeaSat-A hrs been 
selected from a number, : options, and detailed analyses show 
the design capable of sacafying user requirements of resolution 
cell size, grid spacing. swath width. and wind speed accuracy. 
Other instrument design characteristics have been mcluded lo 
resolve uncertainties about the effects of sea state on wind 
sensing ability and to verify instrument design boundaries 
- - 
such as optimum incidence angles and wind tpeed measure- 
ment range. With improved &sign boundaries, the scatter- 
ometer k s t m e n i  can be optimized for future fully open- 
tional oceanographic satellites. 
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APPENDIX B 
Since Dr. Shemdi n ' s  presentation was pr incipal  l y  concerned with SAR 
data processing and t h i s  has been included wi th  JPL's data processing 
presentation provided by Mr. Edwi n Pcunder. Dr. Shemdin provided these 
two SAR papers for the genera; i n t e r e s t  of the attendees. 
U. E. Ueissmn 
Oept. of Engineering and 
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Ilnfatra University 
Hcrpstead. I)au York 11550 
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Abstract 
Cllrinp, the past se-veral years, many radars have 
obsr.rve,! the rlistinct and i n t e r e u t i q  features :mOocI- 
aced w1tl1 tlae Gulf Stream and i t s  boundarieo. Some of 
these Culf Stream radar features Lave small scale. 
wit11 dilansions comparable t o  and s l l ~ b t l y  greater 
than l o w  gravity vaves. Other f r r tu rcs  a r e  larger. 
with dinensions w c l ~  areater  t l m  the len(ltlt of long 
gravity waves. This study describes radar cross 
oection variations v i th in  the Gulf Stream and just  
outride. aeen vi tL a "oc;rtterometeie* type m a a s u r ~ + n t .  
t The .ignificant features of t l ~ i s  radac'cmss 
sectloo data were that  the Gulf Stream a l w y s  had a 
higher cross section per uni t  area (interpreted here . 
as a s rea te r  roughness) than the water on tlte conti- 
nental shelf.  Also, a s teep gradient i n  cross sectinn 
was often seen a t  the expected location of the western 
boundory. l'here wet& a l so  l o w e r  scale  (10 to 20 km) 
~ r a d m l  fluctuations within tile stream of s ignif icant  
saynltude. These roughneos vartat iona a re  correlated 
with the surface sltear s t r e s s  that the local  wind 
iuposes on the sea. Using the available eurface t r a t l ~  
information n y r d i a g  the wind speed and direction. a18 
o s r d  Gulf S t t a u  velocity profile.  and hiall resolu- 
tion ocean surface t m e r a t u r e  data obtained by the 
Very Uigh Resolution Radiometer onboard a I~W-;;SS 
polar-orbiting s a t e l l i t e  (data provided by Dr. Richard 
kgeckls  of :4OM-ISS), t h i s  s t d y  d h  mot ra tes  tlmt 
the computed surface s t r e s s  variat ion bears a s t r ik ing  
resemblence to  the measured radar cross-section 
variations. 
1. Introduction 
The western boundary of the Gulf Stream has the 
unusual property of y n e r a t i n g  strong features (both 
small and large scale) i n  radar l u g e s .  An imaging 
radar detection of ;he Gulf Stream i n  1972 was reported 
by Yoskar1t.r (1). These shavcd large spa t ia l  scale  
and small-scale ( n o r m  filaments) cross-rection 
variations that a re  independent of the wave i u g i n g  
characteristics. Also, radar a l t i ~ t r y  (a t  13.9 Ctlt) 
from a i r c r a f t  and observations f raa  thf; C W - 3  and 
Skylab spacecraft have revealed def in i te  differences 
In the radar cross aection betmen the Gulf Stream and 
the continental shelf.  Published data and puanticetive 
analysis of there obaervationa a re  'rcry l i a i t e d  12). 
The Harineland Test 13). coaducted during the f i r a t  
half of December 1975. provided new data o s  these 
Culf Stream radar features. In part icular , this  t e a t  
T. w. 'Ibaq.aa 
Planetary &lance I a a t i t u t e  
Scieaca Applicatiom. lac. 
?8@8d~D., Calif. 91101 
and 
J e t  Ropulsioo laboratory 
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erployetl the  JPL and ERIN airborae synth. t ie  aperture 
imglng  radars (SAR) and several surface ioltrurnt8. 
All f i v e  f l igh t8  of the JPL L-Band ob.ar9.d sl.atf:cmt 
variationo and osct l la t lono of t h  surface rd.r em08 
section oo detected by a "scatterometar" w u r a e a t  
mdc. Ih ia  sco t te rowter  morh of w u r r a a t  led to 
some unsnticlpmted oboervati.cr: the Wf S t r u m  of ten  
has 3 s iga i f ican t ly  higher radar c m s r w c t i o n  (per 
unit area) t t ~ a n  the u a t ~  r an *h.- eonticWntrl sbelf  
between shore and the continental slope. Ihue differ-  
enceo o n  often accompanied by la-e-sale (8pati.l) 
vari;tions near t l u  boundary. Iblm report u l l l  c o a c m  
t rn te  on these variations. The p r i r r y  &U fo r  thi. 
ef fec t  is tlw s t r i p  chart record of the received panr 
history that w a s  kept continuoumly on a u l e c t d  f l l g t  
l inr .  Cowparison, wi l l  of ten be mde betwen the atrig 
clrwt recording and the featurco obsertnd aimultaaeoumly 
in the SAR images. Also. infrared s a t e l l i t e  phot08r.phr 
(obtained by the very high resolutioo rad iowter  oa tho 
noM-;JESS s a t e l l i t e ) .  opt ical  photos t&on E r a  tb 
LV-990, and otllar oourcea of related i n f o r u t l o o  heve 
been examined whenever available. 
M~rcl~ of the interpretat loo of our &U la b u d  on 
the concept of  a Rr- scatterif@. where radar echo 
strength is determined by the o l d e r  of o c u n  v.v.. 
which ltave c res t s  aligned with radar's l i n e  of smt 
and have crest-to-crest spacing ubicb la a q w l  t o  
one-half of the peak-to-peak spacing of tha electro- 
magnetic radiation (41. Ibw. the M a n d  t a r  with 25- 
cm wavelength baoically observes the population of 
ocean waves which have wavelengths of [12.5 u / s l n  
(angle of incidence)] and have direct iolu d i rec t ly  
tward  o r  away from the a i r c r a f t .  For s i q l i c i t y ,  the 
ocean waves with these wavelehgths and dll*ctiocu vill 
be cal led t?le "Bragg waves. " 
The Bragg surface w a w l e u t h  is actual ly one v8lw 
i n  a continuous apectrrn of the r u u l o J y  rough s u r f ~ c e .  
Thr strength (radar cross section per uni t  a r m )  of the 
signal backscattered by a small patch of tho 0- ( a a ~  
a resolution c e l l  of the SAR) w i l l  be proportional 
to  the local n u d e r  of ohort 6rsvi tp vaveo of tho 
proper l eng t l~  and direct ional  all-t, and chair 
amximum heights. The o d u l r c i o n  of these oborter wavom 
by the large gravity wave. is tho baa* f o r  the 
o c a t u r i a ~  d l f f e r r o u s  abserved u wavu io a 
r d e r  iu*. In  the s u t c s r o r u r  odr d a s c t l b d  
be lw.  only the t o t a l  cromr section integrated across 
the large illuminated area (see Pip. 2) i m  b e i u  
observed. a t  any inotant. Thls provldu .a o b w m t i o n  
of  the average "density" of Bragg uavelawtbs m d  is 
interpreted a s  the dearee of roughness of the 
m- f EEL 
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i l l e t d  area. f i e  phyricl l  quantity that coetrolr  
thur populatioar of Ilr- waves i. th vkrd r t r m a .  
! t torars ter  meeeurmntr  nn a l so  
wqare~? . i tb  tk rynchatic aperture radar iw. 
Ib. relatiooship bee-rm the effect. 8e.o on the 
a t r i p  e h r t  .od tb 1-a $8 -rally complex. 
Ekn a r e  l e r se  dlfferencm betucen the 8patiaA 
m a l a m  of cmso-rectioa voriat imu o b e m d  with 
thur hm tachnipow. Ihe  r t r f p  chart U r u r a n -  
nth4 l e  -re 8 m ~ i t l v e  t o  c h ~ 6 u  i n  crorr-rec t-.on 
m t d e  .dl 88 a feu teuth. of a d6, whereas 
tb md.r 81- w r y  proelre I c e t i o n ,  a: ign- 
mt, ad firwr r).tid rire . lnforut ion.  Aleo. the 
(.p.nte f l i & t e  w i l l  be n 8 l y - J  separately becrwe 
of &a dlfferoot  e lurectar  of the obaorved e f f r c t s  ;,ti 
boca0.e of  the ava i lab i l i ty  o r  lack of the infrared 
utellit. dru. 
Gberved radar erorr  roc t iom were found t o  be 
ont.Utod wlth .a o t i u r e d  ourface strerm. Surface 
r t r w  m t i r t u  ucounted for aurface winds, d i f fe r -  
m t k l  e a t 1 0 0  of the ourface wind by the CulS 
St- d alr-moe t r q e r a t u r e  d i f f e m u a s .  Surface 
wln& were meuured by s u r f r e  i w t r w n t r  a t  the 
Mubelad Test a i t w ,  and ua a u u e d  that  these were 
adform m m e r e  lo the t a r t  area. The Cu1f.Stre.r 
murface w l o c i t y  vu mdelled. with a p rof i l e  pub1ish.d 
earl* by Voo Arx IS] .  Sea t a q a r r t u r e n  vere mitimated 
from VUBR (Very Hi* R v o l u t h  Radiaater)  data 
provided Dr. U d u r d  h g e d d .  of NOM-NBSS. Air 
t m n t u r w  m 3- by the rurface l p t n m e n t r .  
Tbe o u  t . q r r a t u r a  fiven by the VHWl provided 
a eubrtaat la l  iqrawat o+.r m u  t-ratures 
atiutd i n  our u r l l e r  report 161. 
Thae atiutd rurfece rcreorer vere coapared 
ultb the r d u  b.cbcat ter  data for  0ecad.r  4 end 15, 
1975 (ether day. wren ' t  a t idled,  s ince tbe Lrineland 
Zrt uu ru a k r  clotdo, p rehnt iog  tha acquisi- 
t l a  of rutface r r p r a t u m  i n f o r u t i o n ) .  n K s e  
nru lu  .a# that  both l r r s e  r c d e  c r e d o  (over l 
r.ly. of 250 km) .ad mall .calm features (on t l r  
order of tau of k i l a w t r m )  i n  the radar dbta cor- 
rrlrtu u t r a c l y  -11 v i t h  the rqrure root of the 
c a q u t d  r a r f r .  rtru.. 
The r w d t r  ~ r n e n t e d  here imlr a t  dCc. b r t .  
r a t t e r m i  radar c b u  rect ian ru; ?by Niidu b 
p r o p o r t i d  to the ourface strum ulr ch i b  mn t o  be 
a ftmctlom of th. L e u l  dad, the aurf ace cu-t, h d  
the r u r f u e  t.q.retmo. I f  the d i r t r ibu t ion  of tw 
of tb.u qora t i t i ea  ua be meuured or  d t d t e d ,  then 
tb th i rd  ua be lofarred, -1- the r r o u r m t  
t.cbniqw ad interpretet ioa dircmeed i n  the follouing. 
hrchar evldencr that u r r i r  t a q a r a t r r e  differeocer 
ohodd be amoidered .loth# v i t h  the wind .ad c u r t m t  
int.ract100 can be f a d  i n  .or r e c e o t ~ c r o ~ - a e c t i o o  
n8a-t8 ( f r a  n8dir) rcrorr thc (lull Stream uade 
by tho SOlLbl  dtiwur. Ihi. data that a 
m l e t y  of o f f c t r  ir obrarvablr, L a d l u t i ~  r reeri- 
t i r l c y  to EL. m t e o r o l ~ u l  coaditiolu. a e  data  
v l y s e d  by Prrroru (21 u n a p t  be ful l*  rrplained by 
just comoiderily rb. h o d  vector e d  t 
inf  luaeu tbo rurf8ca r o q h w r r .  
h f o m t i o n .  'Ibir i v l i e s  that  r u r f w e  
d 
tire NASA CV-990.~  The data l a  b u i c b l l y  r c a t t e r o m t q ,  
-re radar echo r t rength in termm of a backacatter 
radar cross roct ioa p.r d t  area of the surface la 
ncuured. The vari.tiona of r d s r  echo a re  .~olt.rod 
along a grourd track para l le l  t o  the .ireraft'. 1- ef 
f l ight .  Abo, radar echo s t rewtho  are  prowlded by wo 
different  but rimultureocu d e s .  The normal iveiy 
mode record. the f u l l  rim1 i n f o r u t l o n  on a m i &  
film recorder on board the aircraf t .  After tb f l w t ,  
these r i p a l  films am converted t o  hi#~remolyt lon 
images, using an opt ical  cotrelator.  The * . c r t t e r o r t r r m  
mode simply record. t o t a l  received p a n r  retunriw from 
an area whore rpa t ia l  width i r  de te r rk .d  by the 
azimuthal b e j v i d t h  of the m t e m  (urlul ly  4.0 km) 
but whom r a w e  r p r e d  depends on the t m ~ m i t t d  pulse 
width ( w r u l l y  0.55 b). The iacidemce a@. can be 
adjusted with the se t t ing  of a range gate, m e  eel*, 
.strenpth recorded on a strLp chart Ls r e a l  t h e  on 
board the a i rc ra f t .  
An ovrrvieu of the JPL 1-rn radar, e g h a r i t l n ~  
both lodes of aca t te rawtry ,  $8 nhoun in PQum 1. 
Perameters a r e  giveo i n  Table 1. Echoem from the 
surface are received and s p l i t  into wo m a r l y  id.ntic81 
receiver chainr and recorded on a s i m a l  film v ia  the 
optical  recorder. mua 81-1 films u e n  d d o p e d ,  
snd processed i n  an opt ical  correlator  t o  provld. the 
high-rerolution which can then be reamed by the 
derui t a t o r  to  provide flne-reale r c a t t e r o w t y .  
Coarse-rate r c a t t e m r t r y  w u  prwided by a &ate of 
electranicr  uhich o r p l e d  the echo a t  a apeelfled 
delay, integrated the v o l t u e ,  gd tbeu recorded tbe 
re ru l t  on a s t r i p  chart. This provided 8 coatleaom 
record of the relqt lve changer la the t o t a l  received 
power from t h i s  par t icular  incidence angle. 
The geometry af the footprint fo r  r t r l p  chart 
recordin8r i r  ahovo in Flu. 2. The JPL L-Bad  radar 
has a large beawidth antwcu (18 deg) lrhich i l l l r ina t rd  
an area on the r i s h t  s ide of the a i r c r a f t .  Title ari- 
muthal beau id th  i r  el-ad perpendicular to  the aircraft 
fuselage. The elevation b a m i d t h  of 90 de6 l a  centered 
45 dog above the vert ical .  A much ml l e r  portion of 
th i s  antenno footprint i a  obrerved by traammfcting 
ehort puleer and rapliag the i r  whoem a t  a fixed time 
boyond aedir. Typical parmmtero f o r  the r a t t a r o r t e f  
footpriot a r e  '.given i n  t ab le  2. 
t1wt L i a o  
Radar o b r e r v a t l a r  of thm Gulf St- were o b t a i d  
w f ive f l Q h t r  i o  D u h r  1975. the U S A  (3-990 
operated out of Patrick AFB i n  support of the Wrioe- 
land Test. & overview of t h e n  f l ighm 10 
by Thoqron (7). The p o r i t i o n  of som of t b ~ m  f l w t  
line8 r i t h  respect t o  the Culf Stream s f e  oham i n  Qiu. 3. 
The r u t e r n  bocld.ry of the Colt I t r u m  la  the 
vici.nity of S t a t h a  111 u u  o b ~ r v o d  oft-, ik f t n t  
leg of tha Eisht-Sidd k t t e r n ,  w e  a t e  oat . . 
rea, etartod a t  tho d w i n t  of the Culf l t n a  m d  ran 
in tward  b a r e .  A l l  fi.a l e y  of the Ilvo-Sidd 
Pattern a t  Stat100 I11 -re c e n t r M  oo a p i t i o a  of 
29. 57'l uld 80. 17'Y at a d n a l  l o u t h  of tl* 
uer tem boundary. 1La Gulf J t r e r  T r a u i t  s tar ted earl 
of the Stream, ran a c m a  i t ,  p u t  StatLon 111. 
in to  ohore near Statiom I. lbe depth prof i l e  of the 
ocean )cut mdcr tho f l l 6 h t  path la shovn i n  
Q b u r e  1 I14 J .  
S r t e l l i t e  U d i a r t e r  
6 radar data p r m t e d  hole v u  obt.&md l m  k rattoned .bow, an l m p o r t ~ t  addit!co to our 
fulhtr of m b u n d  mw<\r.d.C ollb..d .&tr b u e  "M the aea-rurfrcc t e q e r a t u r e  provldd by 
. .  .,@, .;* f.. . , I.:,. ; 
, . 
%h (DLllo 11. l f ~ r  jet fly* l b o k t o t j  o p e r r t d  by the Ncdiu dtlt.&e Hbrim Irmch,  NASA h e r  keS8ar(', 
6.t.r. 200 
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Center f~equency  
. ~a"rrh&~ 
Fulee L a t h  
Banduldth 
Time-ba~~!~idth  product 
Peak power 
Aatenna atlmutlb bemuldth  
A n t e n n a ~ r ~ e  b w i d t b  
A n t e ~ a  baao, cen te r  ga in  
#ominal a l t i t u d e  
Nmulnnl %round speed 
Sweep t h e  
Sweep epped 
Range c:g11'6 
Nominal pulne r e p e t i t i o n  800 ppr a t  400 *not# 
f rccluencv 100() DDO a t  Sm b t o  
TABLE 2. TYPICAL VMUES FOR TU8 STIlP auat 
- 
SCATTEROWAM 
I1 - a l t i t u d e  
8 - angle of incidence - 2 0 4  
R - range - 12.8 L. 
I'.* - azimuth b e a w i d t h  18 d.6 
T~ c r a n o l i t t e r  p u b 8  lenath  1.2s w 
C/ 2 - veloci ty  of  l i l h t / i  - 130 
RqaL - as i .u J I  ( s l o a p t r a c k )  foo tp r in t  leogth  e 4.0 b 
C Tp/2 s i n  ( 0 )  - ravge (cross-track) l-tb m 0.53 b 
Nadir foo tp r in t  a rea  - 14.1 b2 
Nadir foo tp r in t  r a d i w  2.1 b 
Antenna gain  a t  beer  center  (0 - 45 d-1 - 12.0 d8 
* 
AnZenna gain  a t  8 - 20 d.8 LO.) dB 
Fig. 2. Surface flluminotion Geomtry end Antenna g s i a  at  ludir - 7.3 & 
h r a m e t e r r  
I 
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ria. 3. F l igh t  Paths f o r  Eight-Sided Pa t t e rn  a t  
S t a t i o n  1 and Five-Sided Pat tern  4 t  
S t a t i o n  111 
the  Very High Hesolution Radiometer (VI1.W) onbn.lrd the 
NOM-4 s a t e l l i t e .  I he  VHRR has an instantaneous f i e l d  
of v l w  of about 1 km, and measures r ad i a t ion  in tllr 
0.6 - 3.7 urn ( v i s i b l e )  and 10.5 - 12.5 unt ( t l~ern~:ll  1 1 : )  
apec t r a l  bands. TheUOM-4 spacecraf t  provides 
complete day and night coverage of the  globe every 2 1  
hours, s i nce  i t  i s  i n  a polar  o r b i t  a t  an a l t i t u d e  of 
about 1500 kn. Surface tempcrclturc inapcs a r e  cun- 
r t ruc t ed  from auccersive scan l ines .  ~ n d  t l ~ c  Vl lKH dald 
can be d i rp layed a s  gray s c a l e  images by using scaJc  
valuer appropr ia te  t o  t he  measured rodlancer.  Thc 
system r e n a i t i v i t y  i a  about 0.5 t o  1.0. C when 
v l w i n g  the  ocean su r f ace ,  and t h i s  represents  the 
mlnlmum temperature d i f f e r e n t i a l  tha t  caq be resolved 
f o r  No adjacent  1 km areas .  For l a rge r  a r eas ,  
temperature d i f ferences  smal ler  than t h i s  can be 
rerolved by ruppresaing s o w  o f . t l ~ e  random noise  
e f f e c t s  by averaging. 
The thermal da t8  analyzed here was d i ~ i t i z e d  from 
the  analog tranamirsions and a r e  presented in  t l ~ e  form 
of quant i red  s e e  surface  temperature l . .ve ls  (sepamteil  
b app r~x ima te ly  1.1*), each lcvel  represent ing  tllc 
temperature wi th in  a 2 km square c e l l .  t l ~ i r ,  resolu- 
t i on  i s  camparable t o  t ha t  of the radar crors-sec t tan  
data  from the  a t r i p  char t .  
3. Radar Observations During Tlte Deccmber 4 Fl ight  
As mentioned previouely,  t he  f l i g h t s  on December 
4, 1975, provided the  bes t  dry fo r  co r r e l a t i on  ' 
emtimated su r f ace  r-.ress with radar backscat tcr  from 
the s t r i p -cha r t  acatterometer.  The sen-temperature 
er t imates  from the  VHRR were acquired a t  13:00 CMT, a t  
four and reven houra before the  radar da ta  and a t  
02:M) CWf on December 2, 1977. a t  four  and seven h o ~ ~ r s  
a f t e r  t he  radar da t a  was acquired.  On t h i s  day, 
t he  a t r i p  cha r t  recorder was aon i to r ing  the  s igna l  
t h a t  a r r ived  5 US a f t e r  t he  leading edse,  correspond- 
ing t o  a 20-oeg incidence angle.  
The differences i n  radar c ro r r  s ec t ion  between 
the Culf Stream and the  adjacent con t inen ta l  r h r l f  
waters were 1 to  2 dB. In addi t ion ,  there were s t rong  
o s c i l l a t i o n s  i n  t he  c r o w  sect ion  near the edge of tltr 
e t r ea s .  These o u c i l l a t i o n s  can be seen jn t he  s t r i p  
cha r t  da t a  record (Figs. 5a and 61). where the  power 
l eve l s  a r e  normalized such tha t  unity is t h e  minimum 
backscattered p w e r  (or 0 dB) on the  cont inenta l  r h c l f  
s ide  of the boundary. The o s c i l l a t i o n #  i n  tile c ros s  
r ec t ion  have # i r e s  between 10 and 20 km, which Are 
l a rge r  than the  r e ro lu t ion  mire inherent i n  t h io  ' 
technique. These f l i g h t  l i n e r  took place wi th in  
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Fig. 4. Ocean Dcpth Along P l i ~ h t  Path near Culf 
S t r c m  ldae, Detetnincd from a 
Topo;rap!~lc Nap (14 J 
t h r ee  Itours. Illus, the  cronn-sect ion behavior w? t11 
pos i t ion  sl~ows tha t  elrase 10 tu  20 tea fea turea  a r e  not 
sr;ltion:rry over t h i s  tlme f n t e r v a l ,  but  t h a t  the  ove ra l l  
average lrigl~er c ros s  acc t lon  on the  Gulf S t r u m  is s t i l l  
evident.  A cross  co r r e l a t i un  between the radar  cross 
scc.t lon and thn computed a t r eee  (square root va r i a t i ons  
( v i t l ~  means remvcd) sltovs a 0.52 co r r e l a t i on  f o r  t h e  
f i r u t  c;ulf Stream t r a n s i t  and 0.71 f o r  the aacond. 
T1rn.r. tltere is a c lose  r e l a t f o n s h i p  betueen obaerved 
r . ~ J a r  b;trkx~.cltter nnd estimated s u r f a c e  r t r e a s .  
PIC onr-dl~t~cnsionill na ture  of t h i s  s t r i p  cha r t  lleta 
should bc compared w i t l t  the  two-dimensional i n fo rm-  
t i nn  In the  M H  i m ~ f c s .  For example, Fig. 7 is the 
J-tIt- -1 -- 1 .  . . : 
280 2.0 200 IhO 170 R f l  411 r l  " 
O l S l l h ~  1 \, 
Fig.  5. ~:ompnrlnon hrtwrrn R.lJnr Lrarr, .,. i t , , )  
V ~ r l e t i o n n  and Sttr(.tc~. Strvun f o r  1 ' 1  I . I  
G u l f  St realm Trot~ql t on Ilrcenbrr 1, 


Sea Tamperacure 
T lm- ilirrd Skoed, Wind Ulrectlon, M r  Temperature, i n  Gulf S t r e u ,  
i ~ r t r  (cikl') Station ./I dug *C *C 
It sct!ns f r u i t f u l  to  runalJrr the s t a t e  of 
. I ,  dge of the dcpcnden~.e of wind atrear  on the 
., r ,...a temp~~rilrurr J l f f c r c ~ ~ c e  ( 9 I .  Thc crglraals in 
ti!? l i tr*r.~ttlrc on tlriu b rd~j~?c t  is on tltu atudy of 
r ~ l t .  ):rout11 of wind waves ( l ~ r g r  ~ r a v i t y )  over large 
I ,  I I I ~  t. lor 11)n): perlode. I'ltr ~ v a l l a b l e  evidcnce 
poitlts L unclttsivcj , to tltr impurtoncc- nf ~ taunpher ic  
ut . lh  l 1 l t v, ul~tch drpends on the vurt ical  temperature 
r n  t.tmpreltenslvc fit.1J aunaurerntn tndlcotc 
t h ~ r  wlten a l l  otltrr q~ran t i t i es  arc eqtwl, a ~ c a  
tenpl-rqtore larger than tile a i r  ccmperatrtrc (tmstabl- 
cunll t it*cu) cawes t l r  ltviglrts ol wnven mencrated to  
be grelter,  due to the h1~!1cr (Iraq cocf f ic ie t~ t  of tlte 
srrrf ace. 
Studirs cf cxpcrlmcntal data c a r r i d  out by 
Pleaclc ( 9 )  lead him to conclude tlrat tllrt incre;~ne in 
wave hrigllr due ru an air-sea tc.mperatttre difference 
(u~ctnble)  is a t  the rate  of 109 uf the Ireight 
per degree cent lgrade. tjta~ninatlon of our available 
surface-temperature infomation indicatcu ttlot t l ~ c  
sea temperature was never lcss  tllcn tlw local a i r  
(measured from thc s l ~ i p  11 Station 111). On doyu 
suclr an bececbcr 4 and 6, mrlerirte .dif fc.retrcerr In 
temperature are evident (about 1 to  2 deg). conaiatcnt 
u i t l ~  the observation of larger croas ar?ctiuna on tlra 
Stream. 
I t  shoulJ be enpllamised that n no~incutral 
temperature condition alone cannot explain the 
cross-section variations, rl?ce a constant sea-surface 
temperature would yield the same croar rection 
everywhere. I f  vind a t r e r r  is the controlling factor, 
then i t  muat ba the temperature differences between . 
the Culf Stream and tile almLf tltst account fur tlre 
cross-section differencee. Jince rurface temperature 
vrriations can be inferretl from tlre r a t e l l l t e  obser- 
vations. rome quantitative eatlm;ltcr nf the varletions 
of the drag (rhcar atresa)  coeff icicntr .  and the 
tangential s t rcse  of the wind on the mca due to 
therma! s t ra t f f t ca t lun  can be mde. Besides the 
tc~nperature variations, tlre variation i n  tlrc resultant 
velocity betveen the aean wind and local Culf Stream 
current w i l l  a l so  be conridcred i n  the surfacc s t r e s s  
calculetion.' Tlresc cllanper i n  wind s t r e s s  can then 
be compared with the radar data. 
I t  i r  customary to e x p r u s  the rurface drag 
10 of the wind a t  the rurface in  t e r n  of the mean 
wind speed s t  a choren reference hei&t (10 rn w i l l  be 
wed in the f o l l w i n s ) .  This. then, defines the drag 
coef f ic lent  (101, ClO: 
T~ - ( a i r  denrity) x C10 x $ 
For a flxocl GlO, any clmnge ln th. vor t ica l  wiad p ~ o f i l e  
cuured by temperature s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  w i l l  a l t e r  C10. 
Yrola tlreue eguationr, it is evidaat that a change i a  
G10 will  a lso change tlre rurface r t raa r .  Hart date  on 
C ~ O  available i n  the l i t e ra ture  l a  fo r  neutral c o d i -  
t iotc~.  Approximate aetlrodr t o  taka ver t i ca l  ~ r a d i e n t a  
of taluperature into account have been developed [11) 
and st~ppnrted by uxperimental r reul te .  
Ih ie  ~pproxiaate  theoret ical  d e w l o p u n t  w i l l  be 
applled here to  estimate the ugni tude  of the e f fec t#  
that were l ikely to  occur durins there Hariaeland Tmt  
f l i ~ l ~ t r .  Since relat ive changes i n  viad otresa a r e  of 
interest  (on and off the Culf S t r e u )  only tho r a t i o  of 
C ~ ( I  a t  tlre measured a i r  and sea temperaturea re la t ive  
to  tlre value for  a uniform temperature p rof i l e  need be 
calculated. Fur the neutral condition, (Clg) dapondr 
'primarily on the dynamic roughnees, roe ( 1 0 1 . ~  
I:llr a s l ia l i t ly  s j r a t i l i e d  condition. the approxiu te  
ximilartty theory solution for  the heat f lux advenced 
by :Ionin and ObukJ~ov (10) yieldr  
Aftcr roav ~ n i p u l a t i o n  and in re r t ion  of the v a l u u  for  
the conatants a, k, and Y found i n  [lo] m d  (111. the 
derired r a t i o  i r  expreaaed am: 
vhcre 
A0 - the a i r  temperature d a w  tho r u  taper- 
ature, *C 
- u10 - w i d  ap..d at 10 8 Awe tho ourface, la 
./a 
I t  la  readily amn that fo r  a u e r w r  eaa be < 0 
.ad C1O > (C10) . Alro, the e f fac t  bat- u u k e r  for  a 
U10 - mean wind apeed a t  10 8 above the rurfrce higher wind con!ition, her. the l ~ t a b l l i t y  due t o  
thermal r t r a t i f  icat ion bacomea aubordiluto to the 
U* - f r i c t ion  velocity dynamic turbulence. 
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A more a o p w t i c a t a d  and c r i t i c a l  apprairal of the 
a t a t a  of knarledga of tirr factora that affect  the 
drar r o e f f i c h t  can ba found i n  a zaport on tha 
mruu ~undary layer by Cardoru (121. 
1. Surface S t r o a  Zlplicationr f o r  04 December, 1975 
'Iba prime data r a t  for  there surface atru;!rrdar 
baclrrcattar capariaonr  i a  01 December 1976. aince there 
a re  VtlRIL them01 i ~ f i a a  before and a f t e r  tvo indepenJent 
radar obaervationa. Xu part icular ,  the VHRR data UAS 
obtained a t  1300 QtT on December 4, and 0200 W I  un 
Docubar 5, and the radar data waa obtained ot, "Culf 
Stream traaaita" a t  170a CHT aad 2000 (;WT on thia day. 
This th.-1 data is c.n the form of quartired sea- 
rurface t a g a r a t u r a  levala (separated by appr~ximately 
1 . l b C ) ,  u c h  level  reprerenting the temperature withtr. 
2-ka a q w r r  cel l .  t h i n  rmolutlun la comparrble to 
that  of the radar croaa-aection data Finure 10 uhwr 
tha hro dlmenaional surface-tempera? .; Jiatr ibut ion a t  
1300 (;WT, where tho linw represent '~oundrriea between 
the qcuntireJ temperature areas. The nurfrco la t i tude 
and l o ~ i t u d e  coordinate8 are ruperimposad on thin 
information to permit the construction of a temparrturo 
profi le  along the a- around path traversed by the 
radar for eompariaon vi th the radar cross-rcr:tion varl- 
atione, and for inclusion i n  a a trees  profI!e calcula- 
tion. Thia profi le  i r  aeen in Figure 11. Tl~ree in:cr- 
eating properties are  evident: 
(1) The temperature difference between the Culf 
Stream and the shelf water is substant ial ,  
typically 4*C, v i t h  some s m l l  areas being 
5.C varmer th-a the shelf.  The temperature 
gradients i n  the rhelf waters ate  by no 
mano i n  the same direction, although the 
average behavior i s  for the temperature 
to  decrease ar one pccu closer to shore. file 
rubstanrial irregularities of the boundarlcs 
that separate the areas nf unifora tenpara- 
cure are  aeen i n  Figure 26. 
Fig. 11. T~rsperature Profi le  Alont L . f  Stream . 
Flight Path, Dccollber I, 1P75, 
1300 CHT - Rev. No. 0807 
Xn order to  re la te  the radar crors aection a t  this 
microuave frequency and incic~ance angle to the vind 
s t r e s s  a t  the sea surface, thin temperature infomation 
can be u t t i i rad  i n  a theoret ical  colculation of the 
a t res r  along the l ine  of f l igh t .  As noted above, the 
m-,ai.ude of the drag coefficient i r  qui te  aenri t ive 
to any tlrerrnal mtrr t i f icat ion In the a i r ,  e i ther  stable 
o r  unstable. The wind apeed !relative to the aurface) 
dlso influences the drag coeff lcient ,  u v e l l  u being 
the dominant quantity i n  the to ta l  s t rera .  Surface 
s t a t i o n  instruments have recorded the wind apeed and 
alirectiotr a t  the f l igh t  timer of intereat.  The product 
of th i s  drag coefficlont and thc aquare of the u g n i -  
tude of the resultant vector velocity difference 
between the a i r  end water surface (including the effect 
of the water current) equals the t o t a l  mtress. (See 
Appendix.) 
This theoretical approach VM followed, and a 
profi le  of sea-surface e t rcss  van calculated for 
comparison with the radar crors-rection data. This 
tncludcd the temperature data o f ' f igure  11, the knwn 
wlnd speed of 4 r / sec ,  and direction .,F 60. war con- 
bined wtth a northward Gulf Stream current. No t i r l y  
obeervirtions of the Stream's structure or velocity vere 
.tvailrhle for use i n  computing t ' l is  surfaca mtreer. 
As an cxaaple of a "repreaentstiv+" ahape, s i r e ,  and 
current osgrltude, the p rof i l e  preaented by Von Arx 
(Atlantir cruise  No. 165, near l a t i tude  38.. longitude 
70' ( 5 1  war wed i n  a l l  the r t reas  c a l c u l a t i o ~ s  prr- 
nented herein. Thin erabod?sii a width of 90 kn, a 
maximum speed of i .2  r / rec ,  and a western border a t  
SO' IS'. where the continentrl rlope ia ateepeat. Ihe 
squrre root of the nornrlierd mrresr i s  plotted in 
Figure 5(b), along with the radar cross-rectlon prof i l a  
that was lneasurcd about foar hoilrs la ter .  The rqunre 
root of thc s t r e s s  was plotted because previous a i r -  
c r a f t  r a s u r e w n t s  of the dependence of the crors 
scct lon on the wind speed have o h m  i t  to be rloner t o  
a unity pover law form (hence, rquare root of s t ress )  
than a aquare law dependence ( l inearly proportional to 
s t ress )  [ l t j .  
Che computed square root of rurface r t renr  and 
ibrerved hacbca t te r  profi les  have a atrikinl( r l n l l a r i t l  
TIIC mar.nltc~d?r of  hoth are higher on the Culf Stream 
relat lvc tu the cold shelf.  Also, both levels in~.rcdre 
as one t ravels  tourrtl the wertern edge From the edur. 
In addlt Ion. a steep decline occurs where tI1i. curr1.11t 
gradient i a  believed tu be i n  the greatest.  Furtl~cr- 
more, i n  tltv reqlon on the cartern edge of the conti- 
nental a l ~ r l f  where t l ~ r  current I n  very #MI 1, the cro.6 
ncctlon 11 r t i l l  re lat ively l11~)1 a1111 correlate* v~al! 
. r l t l ~  the hlgher strehb rrrulttnrr from the rc.letlvrl;. 
Fig. 10. Iaotherrr Inferred from Quantitcd Infrared ''lie r"gL"ll' 
I u p e r y  bccrber  4. 1975. 1300 CWT - A nrccnal tlst,* a r t  on I)eccmltl-r 4 shovc.tl r i m (  I:$,. 
vev. No. 4807 f raturer.  The recnnd (;III f St rcarn t rnns i t u.tr ,.cttr8lu~.tvd 
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. .II .'lltrl l;?lr, uod 4 wubsoquent n r ro ' l i t e  plwto~raph 
I ,  h{tltrb 1.11r.r (at U I U O  (;!We UucsJ,rr 5) provided 
. t  m ~ ; r  tclrqvcraturr proflle.  T h u d  profllua aro pro- 
setttt.11 tn Fiuure 6. & a h ,  '1,- langtlt uf tl~a! Itigltet 
t rr*xu-86ution reaiun artuntln tulcc as  fa r  a# tke 
ul,iilr uk tlte Gulf Stream,, ant! wit11 a eteap decrcmo 
.IC tlta Location drere tlre rr~treltt  rayidly docryu. . 
th~widering tlre aim-itour t iw dtff uruncc between . 
tltttcc o( lretvr~lo~tn,  the dogrcc uf r j i r c e m t  11 
c-otteiderr?d satlefartory. Corp;rring the maximum and 
,to. tiwm uani tude  Icvelr rudclrcd by the r e n u r e d  c r o u  
s ,~c t ion  with tlrc uximtm and m11tb)r levels  of tlre 
sq.!sro root of the r t rcur .  i t  appear. that th i s  value 
. C the exponent1 a1 povcr gives a 8 0 4  ftmctionsl 
i ,. ~ ~ d e n c r  for lot11 urtd s c t s ,  A unity p w s r  1- 
divcn 4 poor f i t .  
2. surfacc Stress Impllcatioos for 15 Irectder, 1976 
Furtbcr support for the preccding intcrpretat ion 
cow* from the analysis of tlta data acqulred during 
~ h c  f i r r t  Culf Stream t r a n r l t  on UacerSer 15 ( F i ~ u r e  8 ) .  
This data uas pucrlin(l becattre the crorr rection 
un tlta ueatarn half of thc Stream war (on the average) 
l o w r ,  a s  cowared t o  tltc continental she l f ,  and to 
thc castem l1.11f of the Stream (wltich r t i l l  had 
r r l s t ive ly  hlgher roughnerr than tlte rlteif).  Tltr 
radar crorr section can be related to  ourface s t re re ,  
only i f  one accounts for  rurface wittd rpeed and 
\ , .A a i r  taqwrature differunccs. The rurface wind 
. A h van coring from tlte soutlleast produced a raa l le r .  
r .  1.1tive velocity on tlrc fas te r  ooving arcam of the 
Stloam, as dompared to tlte s l w e r  current on the 
eastern half. Alro, tlte Itlglter temperature of the 
Streaa incranres the s t ress  (and observed croer 
sectloo) relat iye to  the s l ~ e l f .  Unfortunately, c l o d  
cover prevented the ~ c q u l a i t i o n  of r a t r l l i t o  tam- 
peratwe information, but 4 crude model (brrcd on the 
u r l i e r  taperacure features seen on Uccember 4 )  was 
msumd and combined with tlre Culf Stream current 
velocity profi le  along with the measured wind Infoma- 
-ioa to  co.putc a r t h r o  p r o f i t  for coqar i ron  (Fig- 
ure 8 ( b ) ) ,  Ihe leneral behavior of t h i s  t4~eore t ica l  , 
curve agrees with the oboerved features noted dove.  
Ihe r t r o w  fluctrvltione i n  the radar data near the 
c o n t l e n t a l  rlope u y  be related to  rtronger teapera- 
cure variatiolu t h  thooe rren on k c e a t e r  4. n t i r  
5s r q g u t e d  becaume a o a t e l l i t e  infrared i u g e  taken 
on kcamber 16 (26 houra l a t e r )  aham r wry intonee. 
m u l l  eddy ac t iv i ty  a t  chi. mide of the Gulf Stream 
that may h ~ v e  existed a t  the tilac the radar o b a e r v r  
t ioas  were u d e .  
7. Conclwioas and &corandations 
u a r u r e d  r u u l t r  u n  be uplalnorr with -11-knam 
phenovna that ,  lurotofora. have beon l rporr lblo t o  
w i t n u r  with a0 comprehecuiw .md rrruitlvm mmourorcnt 
u tltls. Prior to Chi. a x p . r b ! t ,  very l i t t l e  orperi- 
Ihfital.ovidenee r r ie ted  Lo 6.rn.rtrate the relotlonrhlp 
and dependa~xo of roughnu. oa ma-rurtacm t .qe ta ture  
and air-~..mpurature profilea. IhL fac t  could haw 
lmplicat ~ O F U  f o r  t l u  intarprotat  L n  of othot r i c r o u ~ ~ v e  
renror syr t ra r ,  much a r  the radiowter  sad 
rca t te rom~tar .  
Becauae of the a b i l i t y  of the d c r w a c n  amrw to 
penetrate cloudr, the r w u l t r  damcribad hero could load 
t o  a oystea for  mnitor ing Culf S t r e u  current varia- 
tions (given supporting ra to l l i t e - tnper r tu re  infoma- 
tion) o r  they could be wed fbr tho detection of 
t e q e r a t u r e  v r r i a t i o ~ ~ s  (with r hi8her degree of rpati.1 
rerolution than a s a t o l l i t o  radioneter) i n  rrgiom 
whore current and other ourface dylunic f u t u r e a  a re  
k n m  t o  be euf f i c ian t ly  a u l l .  
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opportmity to rtudy the eab ined  effect8 of wind 
vqrltude and direction, of ru r f . c tcur ren t  .ad of 
err-air  **rperaturm differentea w the rurface r o w -  
n u. Ih. malye l r  carried out i n  thia  report,  along 2-0 
with tht radar AM! rurface a t 4  pre8.otd.  ir i a  c lore 
q u a r l r n t i w  U r e a r n t .  While o d d l t h n a l  r u r f u e  
.ad related oppportLag i ,* foru t ion  wuld be u t i l l ced  
b n d  w u l d  be v e l c a e ) .  the aenerr l  behavior of the 
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Appendix - Surface Strum Caleukt ion 
Surface Streas - (Air Dtruity) x (Or- Coefficient) 
Ibe autbora ' a11 .rkrr of tho br ine loud  
Tsot T o m  f o r  cbair oupport. tba Wiu Altitu40 W.oioa 
bronch, U S A  *.u h o u r &  C a t o r  p- it* w r v l  
imvalrvblo ue io t .oce  d u r h  tk f l i # ~ t  oporati-. 
Sevoral ...b.ro of th Space k i .nca  D i v l m i w  a t  tbo 
J e t  tropulsiaa Laboratory prwidod mmy cuoful lop to  
t o  tbm malyaio. &d o rrtlocul io rb. tut, a viral 
data s e t  u u  tbo infrared ourfa- L.q.raturu pro- 
vided by Dr. 8icL.d of #r*-MBW. 
Work p o r f o d  a t  the Jet  Propu1ai.a Laboratory 
iu ooo w e  of t b r  r u u r c h  u r r i d  or.t &or bo t ru t  
M 7-100 t o  the liational AorcumutLca and Spua 
. 
*dlini.tratloa. 
x ( w n i t u d e  of Brlative Velocity 
a t  10 Xocers Above Surface12 
C - Drag coefficient under neutral (uaiforr) 
1°n temperature conditions 
Ta - A i r  Temperature - .C 
f = Surface Tesperature - 'C 
- + 
U10 - 1% : ucl - nyoi tudc  of vector difference 
betvcan wind and surface curreat 
+ 
Uy -.Wind Velocity Vector 
- Surface Current Velocity (kotmed to be i n  
northerly direct ion a t  dl poiats) 
= 1 vhen cc - 0 and To - T, 
OCEANS ' 7 /  
c O S ~ P A R I S O N  O F  1.Y S l T U  ASD R E M O T F : L Y  S E N S E I )  
0. 11. S H E L f D I N .  W .  E. H R O W N .  J P . .  andF .  G. S T A U D H A . M S 1 E R  
Jcr.i'r'~ptrfrron Luh)wrory. Culrfonlio P~,titrrh. of Twknr,lo*.r. Pararle~~o. Colifwnio. U.S.A. 
R .  S I I U C H M A N .  R .  R A W S O S .  and J .  Z E L E K K A '  
Enr~maarrntal Rrwan.h I~t~r i rurr  uf Af~cki~un. AM Arhor. A f t c h i ~ r .  U.S.A. 
and 
D. B. k O S S .  W .  X f c L E l S H  and W .  A .  R E R I - E S  
&a-Air k~frracrion L h r o w r y  - A'OAA. .\f;a~v~i. Florida. U.S.A. 
Abtrad. Some earl) results from an cxperimcnt stagcd ntl hlarinrland. Florida. in  
Dc~-cmhcr I975 arc prescnttd. viz . intcrcon8pJrimnr twtwzcn the X-hand and L-tund imawr) 
obtainc~l h) the Enriionmca~,:: 2cwarch lnst~tute of Sllchigan's (ERIXI) dual-va\elcngth. dual- 
polaruatithn nru l t~pkt~x l  radar. This radar allons direct comparison rincc the image are produced 
simul~at~r.ousl~. The ua \ r  data ohtalned from the radar irnagcrv are compared with surface mcarurc- 
mcnt. of wave ohta~ned r ~ t h  a p:tch-and-roll buo!. The conclu~ions arc nnl\ applicahlc to mrdlum and 
lou u ilrd and na\c conditions cnco:mtcred durlnp the Sfarincland IC*'. Thc result* indicate that X-hand 
imapcs prnvidc superior qualitv uatc imacery and more useful Fourier Transforms c..mpared to [.-hand 
under cquivalznt signal-tn-noin ratitn and rcu>lutton. Opt~mum navc imapcr) n sccn when waves 
juoygdtc In thr range dircn~cbn. Compariwns bttuccn rn stru rnrarurements and X-hmd i m r ~ c !  nf 
the same arca indicate that the domtcant wavc dirccttoc can k ohtained from imagery to within a few 
degrees. A onc-d~mznsinnal spcctlum obtained from S-hand imapcry wmparcs ~a\orabl! with an 
squ;ralent navc frr.i\ucnc) spectrum obtatc~ri f-i\m the pstch-and-roll buoy after suitable tranc- 
formation using linear rave theory. 
A major cc!!sborative oceanographic e x p r  ment was siaged offshore of 
Marinrland. Florida. in December 1975. The objcch+cs anu details of measurc- 
mcnt systems wen dcscribed hy Shemdin er nl. (1975). Bricfly, the imdortant 
objectives ot thc experiment are: 
1. Determine the naturc of synthetic-aperture-radar (S.\R) image formation 
mechanisms by measuring the slope spectrum of short gravity and capillary 
waves and simultaneously imaging thc same surface arca with the ERIM X- 
and 1-hand SAR system. 
2. Measure the modulation of short gravity and capillary waves by long ocean 
waves. 
3. Dctcrmine the nave spectral transformation in shallow vratcr. 
4. Obtain SAR imaeery in the vicinity and across the Gulf Stream to tekt SAR 
imaging capability of current boundaries. 
5. Mcasure waves and currents in the surf zone. 
' Sow at Sclcncc Applications. hi.. T u w n .  Ar~zona. 
Boundrrr) -Lu~rrAlctrorr~loqr 13 (1977) 2 5 - 3 4  Al l  Rlphrc R r u n v J  
Cuppghr 1977 hv 5. Rrtdrl Plrb!rrhrny Ct~mprrrv. Dr~rdrrchr-lfolland 
??h 0. 14 SIO'UbIN hT At.. 
Thm surface stations wcrc instrumcntcd in  10. 20. and 60 m depths alotrg u Iitw 
no r~n r l  to shore. A n  attending ship \vns provided for each uatiim. 'flrrcc ;lir~r.~(t 
equippcd with X and L. md K. hand ridars kc rc  (lawn in  patterns w c r  Q c  surf.,.,. 
sitcs and across thc Gulf Sucam. Thc site was sclcctcd h r ~ a u e  thc*rr ws\ 
r cmnah l r  probability of cncnuntcring waves with lcnpths bnprrr than MU nt ant1 
heights of t k  order d 2 m, and h~ciiuse of the availability of  surface suplhtrt 
facilities operated hy thc,C)nivcrsity d Florida. Thc locations of thc instrutnctttr.tl 
surface-truth sites and the basic flight patterns are shown in  Figurc I 
Much o f  thc data analysis remains in  progress and d l 1  hL. fcithmminp i n  \aritte\ 
technical papers. Thc results reported he're rr- conf ind to intcr-comp;~riwn* 
between the ERIM X- and I;-band high rewt l t ion i-rgery and ru\pccti\s 
comparisons with in situ mcasurements obtained \rhb the pitch-and-roli buoy. 
F& 1. Lscrtion of irauucntnted sites a d  path lor the M.r(neland T a t .  An d&t-siJ~d panern 
b rhmvn at nation 1. and a fiw-sided pattern is shown at slation 3. 
2. Tbc ERIM X-L band radnr system 
The ERIM X-L  system described by Rawson er 01. (1975) consists of a dual- 
wavelength and dual-polarization Synthetic-Aperture Radar that sirnultancousl~ 
images at X-band (3.2 cm) and L-band (23.5 cm). Alternate X- and L-kcd pulscs 
(chosen to he either horizontally or  vertically polarized) are transmitted. and 
reflections of hoth polarizations received: thus four channels of radar imagery arc 
simultaneously obtained. Both polarizations of X-band are recorded on onc film. 
both polarizations i b f  1.-band on the other. The Marineland data presented in tht* 
paper were obtained from the horizontal-transmit horizontal-receive channel (HI{ 1 
of both the X and L-hand receivers. Polarization eflccts have not been anely;rcJ. 
The polarization of the electromagnetic radiati;ni8clined by the direction of thc 
electric field intensity. E. vector. For examp:e, a &orizontallg poliarizrd waw \rill 
havc its E vector parallrl t o  the local horizon. 
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The along-track or azimuth rsmlution on  thc ERlM system is oh ts ind  from the 
Synthetic-Apcrturc techniques pircn by Brown and Rlrcello (1969) and the cross- 
track or range resolution from the frcqucncy-modulated pulse compression. During 
Right. thc radar signals arc. recorded i n  their frcqucncy-dispcrscd form and arc later 
optically comprcswd i n  a ground-haccd ~rwcssor.  Thc latter has bccn extensively 
described hy Ktvma er a/. (1 972). 
Thc SAR data wcrc processcd on the ERl?.l optical processor. The raw images 
wcre further processcd at the Image Proccssi~;g Laboratory of Jet Propulsion 
1,ahoratory l o  remove geometrical distortions and to  enhance contrast. The Fourier 
transforms wcre obtained for segmcnts of the enhanced images. 
3. Surface Measurements-Pitch-ond-Roll Buoy 
A pitch-and-roll buoy developed by the National Institute of  Oceanography (now 
called the Institute-Tor Oceanographic Services). England. was operated by the 
Sea-Air interaction Laboratory of KOAA during the Marineland Test. The 
characteristics of the system were described by EwVing (1969) and Tyler er a/. 
(1974). The directional wave spectra are presented as one-dimensional ;,t.auency 
Fig. 2. A r a w  d~reaional \yctrurn for Deccrnhcr 14 1972. ohtained with pitch-and-rSI hum.: (a! 
centroid of rare direaions as function of frequency. (b) frcqucniy spcdrum of rave energy. 
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spectra with dircctional characteriuics at each frequency expressed in terms ,,I t h ~  
exponent of a cosine distribution ccntercd on thc mean wave dirccticm. A I!~I~;~I 
spectrom measured on 14 December, 1975. i s  shown in the lowcr graph of Flrurr- 
2. The significant wave height was 1.56 m. The top graph in the same Agurr. FI\C. 
mean wave directions (centroid 91 the cosine distribution) as a functicrn of 
frequency. On thisday. thc waves appear to be propagating uniformly towurds 270' 
with respect to true north. The pitch-and-roll buoy was located at Station I (wr. 
Figure 1). The wind speed at the site was 3.0 ms' from the east. a direction of 91, 
h 
with respect to true north. The wave system shown in Figure 2 i s  ~onsidcrcd to Itr. 
swell. The spectrum will be compared to a one-dimensional spectrum dcrivcd from 
radar imagery in section 4C2. 
4. Results 
A. X-BAND VS. L-BAND SAR WAVE IMAGERY 
The Marineland test indicates that better wave images can be gcncratrd from r h ~  
X-band radar with parallel polarization than from the L-band radar. Simul- 
taneously-obtained. identical-resolution X-band (HH) ocean-wave images arc 
compared with L-band (HH) images of the same area in Figure 3. Both X- and 
L-bands have approximately the same signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Scans of imap 
density in the direction perpendicular to the dominant crest direction indicatr a 
higher crest-ta-trough modulation for X-band than for L-band. Conwqucnd). 
better definition is seen in wave-spectral peaks derived from X-band imagcs than 
from L-band. 
A possible explanation for the higher quality of X-band imagery was given h! 
Shuchman and Zelenka (1978). They suggested that X-band data have a larkcr 
fig. 3. Comparison of X-band and L-band images, 3 x 5 rn resolution. at station 1 for I5 Drccmkr 
1975. with radar looking away from shore. 
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depth d focus than L-hand. and therefore ibC! 8!lmuthally movlflk h v c s  arc not 
apprcciahly dcfi~cuscd as commonly occurs on L-hand images of comparable 
resolution. Thc X-hind also incorporates a shorter synthetic-apcrturc length or 
intcpratian timc than L-band. By using a shortcr integration limc. there are fcwur 
motion errors which directly attcct thc azimuth or Doppler resolution. 
The thcorctical Raykigh rcsoli-tion of SAR is 
. 
where A = radar wavelength, 
L = VT = synthetic-aperture length, 
V = velocity of aircraft. 
T = flight time required to collect synthetic-aperture data, 
H = altitude of radar, and 
0 = angle from nadir. 
For an estimated aircraft altitude of H = 4.1 km. a velocity of V = 75 m$' and - 
off-nadir angle 8 = 20" (depression angle = 7C'). Equation (I ) yields 4 
For p = 5 m, the required time for the wave to be within the aperture f6r X-band is 
and for the L-band, the wave must be in the aperture for 
Thus for the same resolution. the angular beamwidth must be 7-8 times larger for 
L-band than for X-band. 
Acceleration inherent in wave motion during these times causes degradation of 
resolution. In contrast, a constant horizontal velocity merely displaces thc apparent 
position rather than degrading the resolution. The maximum allowable ac- 
celeration, A, as a function of H. V, and T can he found as follows. The apparent 
range. R, while generating a synthetic aperture is 
where Re is range to a typical cell at time zero. uo and a. are componcnts of target 
velocity and acceleration in the range direction; co is a constant which only 
displaces the wave in the image. 
Thc error, FR.  in the range whlch dcgrades resolution is 
230 0. I1 S1II:LtI)IS I3 Al.. 
Thc corrcsponding phnr crror is pivcn hy 
wherc thc upprhound is molized at both cnds of thc synthetic apcrturc. The pl~;t\~e 
enor should bc kept within rI2 in ordtr to achicvc a properly fwuscd imrgc and to . ' 
prcvcnt resolution degradation, so that 
d**/2  (N 
The time, T, within the apcrturc is therefore restricted to 
Using Equations (1) and (9). it follows that 
A s 14 v2 ~ I ~ ~ I H ~ A ] .  ( 10) 
Using known values of H. V. and 0, it can be shown that 
A a 1 . 1 8 ~  O - ~ ~ ~ I A .  (11) 
Figure 4 graphs the maximam tolerable acceleration. A. in ms" w. radar 
wavelength, A. in cm; and is  plotted for various,resolutions. p. in meters. Thus onc 
reason the X-band yields superior wave spectra is because it is less subject to wave 
velocity and acceleration etlects than 1-band. 
Fig. 4. Maximum u a r e  nrerlcration tolzralcd hy SAR as r function of radar ravelmcth 
and resolution p. 
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that radar imiigcs. at lcast X-h;~nd images, providc informiltion on wavc dircction 
to within a fcw dcgrces. 
2. \iLw S~wrtrcll Sl~ape 
A comparison bctwccn a surfacc wave spcctrurn obtained by a buoy with onc 
dcrivcd from a radar rmap rcquires transformation of the spectrum from 
frcqucncy to wnvc-number space. The onc-dimensional wave-number spcctrum 
dcrivcd from thc two-dimensional Fourier transform of the image in thc vicinity of 
the pitch-and-roll buoy was normalized in both coordinates using its peak'energy 
valuc and the 'dominant wavc number from the pitch-and-roll buoy spectrum. A 
comparison with the similarly normalized pitch-and-roll buoy spectrum is shown in 
Figure 8. Thc comparison is surprisingly good considering that little is known about 
, 
wave imaging niechanisms for tlre SAR. The comparison provides encouragement 
for using imaging radars for wave studies. Ccrtainly. mote research is deserved and 
is in progress. 
Fig. 8. Comparison d one-dimensional spectra Jcrived from X-hand radar image with that mcasurcd 
9011 huoy at the same locatinn on I4 Dcccmhcr 1975. Both spcctra are normalizca hy 
pak  of buoy spectrum. and by value of spectral encrgy density at pcak d each 
spectrum. L, = 2 m / w  
5. Conclusion 
The mnclusions derived from early results of the ~arineland Tcst are summarized 
below: 
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1. Under equivalent signal-to-noisc rat:,) and synthetic-npcrture rts~ol~lti~,lr. 
superior wave imagery and morc uscful Fourier transforms arc obtained \,illl 
the X-band S A R  compared to L-hitnd. 
2. Optimum \tlavc inlapery is nhtaincd when wnvcs propapatc in the ritnge 
direction under otherwise identical .conditions. 
3. A comparison hctwcen X-band \\.ii\.C images and in sirid mrasurcmcnt~ will, 
pitch-and-roll buoy shows agrccnicnt in thc dominant wave directi~~n I,,
within a fcw degrccs. The normalized spcctra show a surprising rcsemhl;tncc 
in the spectral shape. A bcttcr understanding of radar imagc-lorm;~~it~n 
mechnniims is rcquircd to dcvclop a sound hnsis for conrparing rad;lr-dcri\ed 
spectra with surface-truth spcctra. 
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